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The names, places and/or events depicted herein are not intended to 
correspond to any individual, group or association existing, living 
or otherwise. Any similarity or likeness of the names, places, and/or 
events with the names of any individual living or otherwise, or that 
of any group or association is purely coincidental and unintentional. 

The within information is not intended to be nor should such be 
construed as an affirmation of fact, representation or warranty by 
Burroughs Corporation of any type, kind or character. Any 
product and related materials disclosed herein are only furnished 
pursuant and subject to the terms and conditions of a duly executed 
license agreement. The only warranties made by Burroughs with 
respect to the products described in this material are set forth in the 
above mentioned agreement. 

The Customer should exercise care to assure that use of the materials 
will be in full compliance with laws, rules and regulations of the 
jurisdictions with respect to which it is used. 

· The information contained herein is subject to change. Revisions may 
be issued from time to time to advise of changes and/or additions. 

Any comments or suggestions regarding this publication should be forwarded to Documentation, Systems 
Development Group, Burroughs Corporation, 3519 West Warner Avenue, Santa Ana, CA 92704. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This manual describes how to install and maintain the 
Burroughs B 1000 Series On-Line Data Entry System (ODESY). 
It provides an overview of the installation process by 
approaching that process as a series of phases. 
Additionally, this manual supplies the manager and system 
operator with information which is critical to the effective 
operation of ODESY. 

ODESY is a sophisticated data entry and verification system 
which uses multiple on-line terminal display units. ODESY 
enables you to enter, retrieve, and correct information at 
the terminal. This speeds up the data entry process and 
facilitates the processing of error-free data. This also 
eliminates the complication and inconvenience of a separate 
data preparation department. 

The primary features of ODESY are: 

1. On-line data entry, verification, and correction. 
2. Application independence. 
3. Data entry at source. 
4. Inquiry facilities. 
5. Operator and data security. 

The manual is divided into 10 sections and six appendices. 
Section 1 provides an overview of the installation process, 
and lists hardware and software requirements. 

Section 2 explains in detail the specifics of installing 
ODESY. 

Section 3 describes the various master files associated with 
ODESY. 

System parameters, the data used to control and restrict 
general system operations, are contained in Section 4. 

Section 5 presents the content and design of the screen 
formats used by terminal operators to enter data. 
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An illustrated example is included 
detailed explanation of the program 
formats. 

in Section 6 with a 
used to create screen 

Section 7 highlights the programs used by terminal 
operators. These programs and the data entry procedure are 
fully documented in the B 1000 Series On-Line Data Entry 
System (ODESY) Terminal Operator's Manual, form 1131851. 

Section 8 outlines 
basically management, 
system operation. 

the auxiliary programs which are 
conversion, and debugging aids to 

The inquiry facilities 
operation of user programs, 
are covered in Section 9. 

available with ODESY and the 
including two worked examples, 

Section 10 discusses various topics that relate to system 
maintenance, such as the control of data, security, and the 
backup and recovery of files. 

Appendix A 
Maintenance 
one. 

lists the commands used with the Format 
Program, and explains how and when to use each 

Appendix B contains the input formats used with the File 
Maintenance and Format Maintenance Programs, and a brief 
definition of the content of each screen. 

A detailed discussion of check digit verification schemes is 
provided in Appendix c. 

Appendix D lists the error and information messages 
associated with the Format Maintenance Program, and includes 
an explanation of each. 

Appendix E contains system error documentation for the 
Extract program. 

Appendix F lists the files for all of the ODESY programs. 
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The style identification of ODESY is RlOOO DE2. 

REFERENCE MATERIALS 

This manual is designed for use with these manuals: 

1. B 1000 Series On-Line Data Entry System (ODESY) 
Capabilities Manual, form 1131893. 

2. B 1000 Series On-Line Data Entry System (ODESY) 
Terminal Operator's Manual, form 1131851. 

3. B 1700/B 1800 Systems Network Definition Language 
(NOL) Reference Manual, form 1073715. 

4. B 1000 Systems System Software Operation Guide, 
form 1108982. 

5. TD 700/TD 800 Equipment Reference Manual, form 
1068699. 

6. TD 820 Equipment Reference Manual, form 1085685. 

7. TD 730/TD 830 Systems Reference Manual, form 
1093788. 

8. B 1700/B 1800 Systems Software Release Mark X.O 
Doc um en t/SMCS. 

9. B 1000 Generalized Message Control System (GEMCOS) 
User's Manual, form 1093499. 
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SECTION 1 

INSTALLATION OVERVIEW 

ODESY is a sophisticated on-line data entry system. Various 
system features help to expedite the installation process. 

INSTALLATION PHASES 

For your convenience the installation process can be broken 
down into two phases: tasks performed in the days and weeks 
prior to the actual installation date (pre-installation) and 
tasks performed as or immediately before the system is 
brought into "live" operation (installation). Section 2 
provides a suggested list of procedures to perform in each 
phase of installation. 

PRE-INSTALLATION TASKS 

Pre-installation is the time during which you should study 
the system thoroughly and develop a comprehensive 
installation plan. Complete the training of key personnel 
and begin training all other personnel affected by the new 
system. You should complete the ordering of all required 
hardware, forms, and supplies, configure each terminal to be 
used with ODESY, and evaluate the impact of the system on 
existing operating procedures and job responsibilities. 

Before operating ODESY, you should determine the basic 
capabilities and options, and gain familiarity with your 
hardware as it relates to the operation of this system. 
Install the data communications software. Determine the 
information you will need to create formats and design 
several formats according to the requirements of your 
business. 

INSTALLATION TASKS 

All of the previous activities should be completed by the 
date of installation. Once ODESY is operating, it can be 
reconfigured easily. Therefore, the primary aim at the time 
of installation is to get one data entry station operating, 
even if only temporarily, and then to follow the 
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reconfiguration procedures. On implementation day, load the 
release software onto the system disk. Make any necessary 
modifications to the standard system configuration 
distributed with ODESY. Enter and test the formats you 
designed previously, and begin data entry. 

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 

Listed below are the hardware and software requirements for 
the installation of ODESY. Study these requirements 
carefully, and then assess your own hardware and software 
needs; some of these requirements may necessitate adding to 
or adjusting your equipment. 

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 

The following 
required: 

is the minimum hardware configuration 

1. One B 1000 Series system mainframe with data 
communications and at least 42 kilobytes of memory 
excluding the Master Control Program. This does 
not include the Network Controller. 

2. At least one terminal display unit. These 
terminal devices are acceptable: TD 700, TD 730, 
TD 800, TD 820, and TD 830. A terminal which 
functions as one of these devices is acceptable; a 
MT 983, for example, may be used instead of a TD 
830. 

3. One 4.6 megabyte disk drive. 

4. One line printer. 

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 

The following software is required: 

1. Master Control Program (MCP), level 10.0 or 
greater, and related system software. 
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2. B 1000 Series Network Definition Language (NOL), 
modified to your specifications if necessary. A 
sample NDL is included with the release. 
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SECTION 2 

INSTALLATION PROCEDURES 

This section describes the specific procedures to follow to 
install ODESY. Installation is divided into two phases: 
pre-installation tasks and installation tasks. 

PRE-INSTALLATION TASKS 

The pre-installation tasks are activities which should be 
completed prior to the date of system implementation. 

1. Study the ODESY manuals thoroughly. 

2. Attend a demonstration of ODESY. A Burroughs 
representative can arrange a visit to a site 
already using the system or can give a personal 
demonstration of the data entry and format 
maintenance facilities on any computer with the 
necessary hardware. 

3. Develop an installation plan. 

4. Analyze how the new system will affect current 
operating procedures and job responsibilities. 
The exact procedural changes, modifications to 
existing forms, and changes in job 
responsibilities should be determined and 
documented. 

5. Begin and complete the training of key personnel 
who will control operation of the programs, 
monitor data passing through the system, and 
design and maintain formats. 

6. Order and install the necessary hardware. 

7. Determine the placement of terminals and cables 
from the terminals to the computer. 

8. Configure each terminal display unit. These field 
engineer settings are required for the TD 730, TD 
8 2 0 , and TD 8 3 9 : 

1. Programmatic mode control enabled. 
2. Field overflow inhibit disabled. 
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3. Tabulation field identifier disabled. 

These settings are recommended: 

1. Carriage return symbol display disabled. 
2. End-of-text symbol display disabled. 

9. Design formats according to Section 5. Initially, 
to become familiar with the features of ODESY and 
minimize the effects of errors, choose just one or 
two applications. Also, it is best to avoid user 
programs at first; the user program interface is 
more easily understood once ODESY is operating and 
faro il iar. 

10. Instal 1 the data communications software. This 
software forms the interface between the ODESY 
programs and the stations in the network. Refer 
to the Data communications information later in 
this section. 

INSTALLATION TASKS 

These tasks should be performed in the indicated order at 
the time of installation. These procedures are written for 
new users; if you are converting from a previous release, 
refer to the conversion procedures in the release letter. 

1. Copy the software onto a system disk and save the 
release media for backup purposes. If the 
ODESYDATA files are loaded onto a user pack 
instead, you may need to modify the ODESY programs 
so they can access the data files. See Appendix F 
for a list of ODESYDATA file names for each 
program. 

2. one Get data entry 
"Executing ODESY" 
information. 

station operating. 
in Section 2 for 

See 
more 

3. Execute the Edit Program. Make any necessary 
changes to the standard system configuration batch 
999. Schedule and extract batch 999. Refer to 
Reconfiguration expanded later in this section. 

4. Execute 
required 
files. 

the File Maintenance Program to make the 
changes to the Formats, System, and Tank 
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5. Execute the Format Maintenance Program and enter 
Y'OUr formats according to Section 6. 

6. Test the formats using the Edit Program and the 
Extraction Program. Application files can be 
listed and then executed through the application 
systems. It is important to detect mistakes in 
record layouts as early as possible. 

7. Train all other personnel who are affected by the 
system. 

8. Begin data entry. It is advisable to operate in 
parallel with existing data entry methods for a 
short time. Parallel operation normally continues 
until the formats are stable and produce 
consistent data. Monitor the results and change 
the formats to meet the needs of the data entry 
operators and the application systems. 

9. Discontinue parallel operation when the formats 
have been fully tested. 

10. Evaluate results and decide which other 
applications are to be transferred to ODESY. 

DATA COMMUNICATIONS 

A B 1000 Data communications network is composed of three 
parts: 

1. Network Controller (NC) • 
2. Message Control System (MCS). 
3. Application programs which interface with the MCS. 

NETWORK CONTROLLER 

The Network Controller, responsible for polling and 
selecting the stations of the ODESY network, is the heart of 
the data communications system. The function of the Network 
Controller is to process and supervise the flow of messages 
between application programs ,and the remote network 
(stations). Before operating ODESY, you must generate a 
Net.work Controller using the Network Definition Language. 
The NOL statements define the stations of the network and 
the communications protocols. 
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MESSAGE CONTROL SYSTEM 

A Message Control System (MCS) is responsible for routing 
messages between stations and programs. The MCS is more 
powerful than a normal application program and operates 
closely with the Network Controll~r as well as with the 
Master Control Program. Both EDIT and FORMAINT are. simple 
message control systems and are able to handle ODESY when 
the stations are dedicated to ODESY use only. In this case, 
the user-written inquiry programs would be thought of .as 
application programs. 

To configure your network so stations are dedicated to ODESY 
use only, declare the remote file STATIONS in your NOL to 
contain all the terminals dedicated to ODESY's use. When 
ODESY is executed, it will attach to all the station in its 
remote file. These stations can only run ODESY. 

However, if you require a more dynamic system in which a 
station may be switched between several on-line programs, or 
if you wish to control certain system functions such as file 
control and security, the Generalized Message.. C9ptrol ~~stein 
CGEMCQID or Supervisory Message Control System (SMCS) can be 
used to generate a more comprehensive · MCS. In this case, 
.G_EMCQ~ or SMCS would be thought of as the primary or 
supervisory MCS, and the ODESY programs EDIT and FORMAINT 
would be called secondary message control systems. The 
inquiry programs would be application programs. All 
information entered from a remote station would go through 

9EMCQ§, or SMCS before being passed to EDIT or FORMAINT. 

In this manual, "SMCS" refers to the product called SMCS, 
which is itself a supervisory MCS. The term "supervisory 
MCS" refers to a primary or supervisory MCS, such as GEMCOS, 
SMCS, or any other MCS which is supervisory. 

Generalized Message Control System 

B 1000 GEMCOS may be used to generate a suitable supervisory 
MCS for ODESY. Complete documentation on B 1000 GEMCOS 
should be supplied with the software. 

Declare remote files in the network as follows: 
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1. The remote file for the supervisory MCS should 
contain all of the stations that are to be 
dynamically allocated at the time of execution. 

2. The ODESY remote file should be declared as a 
dummy file. 

In the following example, the supervisory MCS file 
SUPERQUEUE contains the three stations of the network, and 
the ODESY file STATIONS and the CANOE file CANDEQUEUE are 
both dummy files. This network allows any station to either 
remain under GEMCOS or to dynamically attach itself to ODESY 
or CANOE. These are sample NDL statements for a small 
GEMCOS/ODESY/CANDE network: 

DEC LA RAT ION: 
NIF = "SUPER"/"NIF". 
MAX TALLY= [l]. 
MAX FILES = 20. 

$LIBRARY POLLTCTD 
$LIBRARY SELECTCTD 
$LIBRARY AUTOPOLCTL 
TERMINAL TD802: 

REQUEST = POLLTCTD RECEIVE, SELECTCTD : TRANSMIT. 
BUFFERSIZE = 2000. 
ADDRESS = 2. 
TRANSMISSION = O. 
TYPE = 42. 

TERMINAL TD832: 
REQUEST = POLLTCTD RECEIVE, SELECTCTD TRANSMIT. 
BUFFERSIZE = 2000. 
ADDRESS = 2. 
TRANSMISSION = O. 
TYPE = 46. 

STAT ION DEFAULT TDB: 
MYUSE = INPUT,OUTPUT. 
RETRY = 5. 
CONTROLLER = FALSE. 
TERMINAL = TD802. 

STATION TDBOOA: 
DEFAULT = TDB. 
ADDRESS = "lB". 

STATION TDBOOB: 
DEFAULT = TDB. 
ADDRESS = "2B". 
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STATION TD830A: 
DEFAULT = TD8. 
ADDRESS = "lC". 

LINE SLCLINE: 
ADDRESS = 7:14:0. 
AUTO POLL = 15. 
CONTROL = AUTOPOLCTL. 
STATION = TDBOOA, TD800B, TD830A. 

FILE STATIONS: 
FAMILY = DUMMY. 

FILE CANDEQUEUE: 
FAMILY = DUMMY. 

FILE SUPERQUEUE: 
FAMILY = ALL. 

FINI 

These Transaction Control Language (TCL) statements must be 
included: 

1. PROGRAMBOJEOJ = TRUE 

This statement ensures that code to support the EX 
(Execute) and HAP (Halt Application Program) 
commands is included in the generated MCS. 

2. PROGRAM A UTILITY: 
TITLE = ODESY/FORMAINT. 
INTERFACE = MCS. 

PROGRAM B UTILITY: 
TITLE = ODESY/EDIT. 
INTERFACE = MCS. 
DETACHMESSAGE = TRUE. 

FORMAINT and EDIT must be declared utility 
programs with an MCS interface, and the detach 
message option must be set to TRUE for EDIT. 

3. Station declarations for all stations in the 
supervisory MCS remote file. 

Other TCL statements will be determined by your specific 
requirements. These are sample TCL statements for a small 
GEMCOS/ODESY/CANDE network: 

CONTROL = GENERATE, LIST, COMPILE. 
GLOBAL: 

PROGRAMBOJEOJ = TRUE. 
OBJECTCODEFILENAME = SUPER/MCS. 
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BEGIN 

END. 

SOURCECODEFILENAME = SUPER/MCSSOURCE. 
NCCOKRESPONSE = "****"· 
SIGNALCHARACTER = "*". 
MAXTEXTSIZE = 1920. 
MAXRUNNING = 3. 
QUEUENAME = SUPERQUEUE. 

PROGRAM A UTILITY: 
TITLE = ODESY/FORMAINT. 
INTERFACE = MCS. 

PROGRAM B UTILITY: 
TITLE = ODESY/EDIT. 
INTERFACE = MCS. 
DETACHMESSAGE = TRUE. 

PROGRAM C UTILITY: 
TITLE = CANOE. 
INTERFACE = MCS. 

STATION TDBOOA: 
SCREENSIZE = 1920. 

STATION TDBOOB: 
SCREENSIZE = 1920. 

STATIONS TD830A: 
SCREENSIZE = 1920. 

You must execute the supervisory MCS from the ODT. All of 
the other programs will be zip-executed as and when they are 
required. 

For the sample TCL statements shown above, enter at the ODT: 

EX SUPER/MCS 

As soon as the supervisory MCS is initiated the stations 
will be attached to it and any valid GEMCOS command may be 
entered. 

The commands used to transfer stations to and from ODESY are 
EX and HAP. Enter: 

*EX ODESY/EDIT 

The station will be attached to EDIT. If EDIT is not 
already operating, it will be zip-executed. 
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After this point you may enter standard ODESY commands, such 
as: 

/HELLO 1 SUPl or /STATUS. 

The supervisory MCS is non-participating once the station 
has been attached to ODESY, so response time should not be 
affected. Only messages preceded by a signal character (*) 
are processed by the supervisory MCS. To detach the station 
from EDIT, enter: 

/BYE 

If EXTRACT is to operate concurrently with EDIT and a 
supervisory MCS, it must be initiated by the ZIP command, 
even if executed from the ODT. The mix number is that of 
ODESY/EDIT. Either enter at the ODT: 

<mix number>AX ZIP EX ODESY/EXTRACT 

or enter at a control station: 

/ZIP EX ODESY/EXTRACT 

Supervisory Message Control System (SMCS) 

When operating ODESY using SMCS, the remote file STATIONS 
cannot be declared in the NOL. SMCS assigns its own remote 
file to the ODESY stations. 

NOTE 

If the number of remote files to be used 
at any one time in the network exceeds 
the number of files declared in the NDL, 
the MAX FILES statement must be used in 
the DECLARATION section. For example, 
if SMCS is to supervise all of the 
terminals in your network, you only need 
to declare one remote file (MCSREMOTE) 
for SMCS's use. You will probably use 
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more than one 
production, so 
FILES. 

remote file 
you need to 

in actual 
set MAX 

The Network Controller may be specified exactly as shown in 
the GEMCOS example, except the file section should contain 
only the remote file MCSQUEUE with "FAMILY= ALL". 

It is recommended that a jobs file be created before any 
programs are zip-executed from SMCS. The jobs file is 
simply a data file containing program names and run time 
attributes for each program. A jobs file will allow the ON 
command to be used in attaching stations to ODESY. 

To begin system operation enter at the ODT: 

EX SMCS 

The Network Controller is started up automatically. As soon 
as SMCS is operating, all stations in the remote file will 
be attached to it and any valid SMCS command may be entered. 

The command used to transfer stations to ODESY is ON. If 
EDIT is not already operating, it will be zip-executed when 
you attach the station to EDIT by entering: 

ON ODESY/EDIT 

After this point, you may enter standard ODESY commands, 
such as: 

/HELLO 1 SUPl or /STATUS. 

To detach the station from EDIT, enter: 

/BYE 
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NOTE 

Do not use OFF to detach a station from 
ODESY. Always use the BYE command. 

To attach a station to FORMAINT, enter: 

*ON ODESY/FORMAINT 

The execution of EXTRACT is the same for SMCS as it is for 
GEMCOS. Refer to the information discussed earlier in this 
section. 

RECONFIGURATION 

Reconfiguration is the process of 
configuration parameters. It may 
operator or station, changing the 
programs, or changing the date type. 

Reconfiguration has three basic steps: 

changing the system 
consist of adding an 

table sizes of the 

1. Using the Edit Program, enter system maintenance 
requests into a batch in the Tank file. Batch 
999, containing the standard system configuration 
requests, may be modified or a new batch may be 
created. 

2. Schedule and extract the batch to create a file 
called ODESYSETUP/INPUT. 

3. Process this file using the File Maintenance 
Program to change the system configuration. 

As mentioned, batch 
parameters and may 
configuration. Use 
system parameters. 

999 contains the standard configuration 
be modified to reflect the desired 
the formats in Appendix B to enter 

If you plan to reconfigure during installation, decide what 
is to be changed before executing the programs. 
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The reconfiguration process has the following steps: 

1. Execute the Edit Program. 

2. Log in at an ODESY station: /HELLO 1 SUPl 

3. Open batch 999 in Enter mode: /OPEN 999 ENTER 

4. Display each system maintenance request and decide 
which must be changed: /<record> 

5. If a system maintenance request is to be inserted, 
use the INSERT command to insert the new record 
after the record specified: /INSERT <record> 
<format> 

6. 

Or use the ENTER command to add a new record to 
the end of the batch: //<format> 

If a system maintenance 
use the MODIFY command: 

request is to be changed, 
//<record> 

7. If an operator or station is to be deleted, use 
the MODIFY command to change the maintenance 
action from I to D. 

8. Include a Print All maintenance request at the end 
of the batch so that the complete system 
configuration will be printed. 

9. Close the batch when all changes have been made: 
/CLOSE 

10. Schedule the batch for extraction: /SCHEDULE 999 

11. Remove any previous reconfiguration file from 
disk, such as ODESYSETUP/INPUT. 

12. Execute the Extraction Program. 

13. End the Edit Program. 

14. Execute the File Maintenance Program. 

On the first executions of FORMAINT, EDIT, and EXTRACT after 
reconfiguration, the programs may dynamically change their 
memory requirements. If this happens, they will go to 
end-of-job and then either restart automatically, or ask to 
be restarted. 
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EXECUTING ODESY 

To operate ODESY for the first time, there must be at least 
one data entry station operating. To use ODESY at a given 
station, that station must be declared in ODESY's system 
file by its logical station number (LSN). 

The standard system configuration includes eight stations, 
LSNs 3 through 10. These eight stations are defined as TD 
830 type terminals with US and RS as forms delimeters. On 
the 10.0 MCP release and below, this corresponds to the 
third through tenth stations listed in your network 
controller's specification (NDL). This changes on 11.0 NDL. 
See the NOL 11.0 release documentation. 

If your network controller's stations 3 throug~ 10 are not 
available for use by ODESY, or the terminal types are not 
compatible, the station parameters in the system 
configuration must be changed. Do this by executing 
FILEMAINT with a set of system maintenance requests for 
stat ion insert ions. A "card image" file is 'required to do 
this, and it may be created using CANOE, TEXT/EDITOR, or by 
punching cards and copying them to disk. The card layout 
is: 
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COLUMN DESCRIPTION VALUES 

1-3 Record type 

4 Maintenance action 

5-6 Logical station 
number 

7-16 Station name 

17-20 Station buffer size 

21 Forms set 

22 Control station 

23-24 Terminal type 

STA 

I = insert, D = delete 

Order of the station as 
defined in the NOL. 

User defined. 

TD 700 = 0325 
TD 73X = 04 80 
TD 801/821 = 1920 
TD 802/822/83X = 1920 

A = braces 
B = brackets 
c = us, RS 

c if permanent control 
station. 

32 = TD 700 
33 = TD 730A 
34 = TD 730B 
41 = TD 801 
42 = TD 802 
43 = TD 821 
44 = TD 822 
45 = TD 831 
46 = TD 832, MT 983 

You may list the file ODESYSETUP/INPUT and inspect the 
layout of the STA card image. The file created in this way 
can be processed by FILEMAINT. <input file name> represents 
the card image file. At the ODT enter: 

EX ODESY/FILEMAINT; FILE INPUT NAME <input file name> 

It is important to always check the reports produced by the 
Filemaint program. The standard system configuration may be 
printed by entering at the ODT: 

EX ODESY/FILEMAINT; FILE INPUT NAME ODESYSETUP/PRINT 
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The contents of the Tank file may be printed by exeduting 
the PRINT Program. At the ODT enter: 

EX ODESY/PRINT 

The report should show one batch, batch 999, which contains 
data for establishing the standard system configuration. 
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SECTION 3 

FILE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM 

The File Maintenance Program (FILEMAINT) is an off-line 
program which takes a set of system maintenance requests and 
uses them to update the System file. It may be used to 
create and initialize the three ODESY master files: the 
Formats, System, and Tank files. Its main function, 
however, is to maintain various records, in the System file, 
that you may alter. Use FILEMAINT to perform these 
maintenance operations: 

1. Modify system configuration parameters. 
2. Insert and delete stations. 
3. Insert and delete operators. 
4. Modify message texts and commands. 
S. Insert and delete check digit verification tables. 
6. Print all or part of the System file. 
7. Squash the Formats and Tank files. 

System file maintenance is required during installation and 
whenever a change is made to the System file. 

MASTER FILES 

The System file contains details of operators, stations, 
check digit schemes, system messages, etc. It is the main 
source of global information about the system. All ODESY 
programs access this file. 

The Formats file contains the screen formats which are used 
for data entry. Each format describes the screen layout, 
audit checks, output record layout, and journal layout. 
These formats control the processes of data entry and 
extraction. The file contains one special group of formats 
called SYS. These are the 14 system parameter formats used 
by ODESY for the entry of system configuration data. They 
are described in Appendix B. 

The Tank file contains the batches 
provides intermediate data storage. 
easily retrieved for display, 
modification. The extraction process 
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the Tank file and converts it into 
application systems. One special 
This is batch 999 and it contains 
requests that correspond with 
configuration. 

the form required by the 
batch is used by ODESY. 
the system maintenance 
the standard system 

STANDARD SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

The Formats, System, and Tank files comprise a set of 
standard files called the standard system configuration. 
The standard system configuration is the collection of 
system parameters that enable you to operate ODESY for the 
first time. Once ODESY is operating, you may tailor the 
system configuration to suit the needs of your particular 
business by following the reconfiguration procedures. 

The standard system configuration contains defined values 
for the following: 

1. Eight stations, numbered 3 through 10, terminal 
type 46 = MT 983 with a screen size of 80 X 24 
characters. 

2. Eleven operators, five of which are supervisors, 
with these operator numbers and passwords: 

1 SUPl 
2 SUP2 
3 SUP3 
4 SUP4 
5 SUPS 

10 OPlO 
11 OPll 
12 OP12 
13 OP13 
14 OP14 
15 OP15 

3. Standard system messages and commands for data 
entry and format maintenance. 

4. Tank file record size of 180 bytes and maximum 
input size of 160 bytes. 

5. Default table sizes for the Edit Program, Format 
Maintenance Program, and Extraction Program. 
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6. USA date type, page size of 60, and percent Tank 
full of 95. 

7. Default restrict and include options. 

8. Three check digit verification schemes with these 
scheme numbers: 

1 -Burroughs Modulus 10/IBM Modulus 10. 
2 -IBM Modulus 11. 
3 -Burroughs Modulus 11. 

When FILEMAINT is executed, individual maintenance requests 
are directed to a workfile called ODESYWORK/<job number> and 
a line is printed in the File Maintenance Report indicating 
the action requested. The disk directory is searched to 
ensure that all necessary disk files are present. If they 
are present and not in use by another ODESY program, file 
maintenance is performed. If they are present and in use, 
only print requests are processed. 

FILEMAINT performs only a minimal amount of input parameter 
checking because it is assumed that all maintenance requests 
have been entered through and checked by the standard 
formats supplied with the system. 

INITIALIZING FILES 

Initialization requires the same input formats used for 
configuration parameters. 

For the Formats and Tank files, the files are created, 
various pointers are initialized, and directories are 
cleared. Maintenance of the Formats file is handled by the 
Format Maintenance Program and maintenance of the Tank file 
is handled by the Edit Program. 

The System file also is created and configuration parameters 
are inserted. However, further maintenance requests for 
operators, stations, and message texts are required before 
the System file is usable. See instructions under 
"Recovery'' in Section 10 for more information on file 
initialization. 
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PRINTING FILES 

FILEMAINT may be used to print either the entire System file 
or selected records. Use the PRNT input format, shown in 
Appendix B to specify the parameters to be printed, or EX 
ODESY/FILEMAINT FILE INPUT NAME ODESYSETUP/PRINT to print 
the entire file. To print all or part of the formats file, 
see the PRINT command in the Format Maintenance Program. To 
print the Tank file, see the PRINT and DUMP programs. 

SQUASHING FILES 

The Tank file expands in size as data is entered, but it 
does not automatically contract in size. Operators may 
delete batches, but this simply creates free records within 
the existing Tank file; it does not reduce the size of the 
file. As new data is entered these free records are used 
before any records are added to the end of the file. 
However, if the Tank file has already over-expanded, it is 
necessary to use FILEMAINT to squash the file. This will 
move all free records to the end of the file and reallocate 
the space. 

Similarly, deleting a format or group of formats from the 
Formats file creates free records and the file must be 
squashed when it over-expands. 

To squash either the Formats file or Tank file, or both 
files, complete a SQUA input format. This input data, when 
extracted, will create an input file which is then processed 
by FILEMAINT. Another option is to EX OD~SY[FILEMAINT FILE 
lNPll.T NAME ODESYSETUP/SQUAS!i. to squash both the Tank and 
Format files. 

Figure 1 shows a sample File Maintenance Report. 
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FILE SIZES 

The physical characteristics of the standard files supplied 
with ODESY are: 

Characteristic Formats System Tank 

Record length 60 45 180 

Records per block 3 4 1 

Records per area 300 480 200 

Maximum areas 40 1 100 

The size of the System file will accommodate all users, but 
you may need to increase the sizes of the Tank and Formats 
files. To do this, modify ODESY/FILEMAINT and either expand 
the files with DMPALL, or cause them to be recopied by 
FILEMAINT, such as by doing a squash. You may increase the 
number of records in the file, but do not change the 
blocking factor. Always use FILEMAINT rather than DMPALL to 
change the record size. 

For example, to change the limits of the Tank file to 100 
areas of 1000 records, modify the File Maintenance Program. 
At the ODT enter and transmit: 

MO ODESY/FILEMAINT; FILE TANK BLOCKS.AREA=lOOO 
AREAS=lOO 

When the program has been modified, either squash the file 
or produce a new file ODESYDATA/TANK with the desired file 
limits by copying the existing Tank file. Enter and 
transmit at the ODT: 

EX DMPALL 

Then enter and transmit: 

<mix number>AXPFM DSKDSK ODESYDATA/TANK ODESYDATA/TANK 
180 1 1000 100 
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If the file limits are increased by copying the files using 
DMPALL, the File Maintenance Program must be modified at the 
same time because squashing the Formats or Tank files, or 
changing the Tank file record size, creates a new file using 
the file limits given to FILEMAINT. 

When evaluating file limits for the Formats and Tank files, 
note the following: 

1. For the Tank file, each record entered by an 
operator occupies one record in the file. There 
is also one extra record for each batch allocated 
and another 103 records for system use. The Tank 
file needs to be large enough to contain the 
following number of records: 

103 + <number of batches> + <number 
of data records> 

2. For the Formats file, there is one record for each 
field, an extra record for each field with 
constants, and one record for each format header. 
There are also 799 records for system use. The 
Formats file needs to be large enough to contain 
the following number of records: 

799 + <number of formats> 
fields> + <number of 
constants> 

+ <number of 
fields with 

The blocking factor for the Tank file must not be changed 
because the on-line version of the Extraction Program and 
the recovery system of the Edit Program depend upon 
unblocked records. 
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SECTION 4 

SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

The ability to change the system parameters in ODESY 
provides a simple means of altering the system as your 
requirements change. Most of the flexibility in ODESY is 
due to the fact that information is held on disk as system 
parameters, not compiled into the programs. 

Most of these system parameters are stored in the System 
file. They include information about operators, stations, 
system messages, check digit verification schemes, page 
sizes, dates for reports, and table sizes for programs. 
These system parameters are changed by the File Maintenance 
Program discussed in Section 3. 

The File Maintenance Program is an off-line program which 
processes a serial file containing System file maintenance 
requests. This file can be obtained by using the data entry 
facilities of ODESY to enter the system parameters through 
an on-line terminal display unit and then producing a serial 
file on disk by executing the Extraction Program. 

The formats which are used to enter the system parameters 
are listed in Appendix B. The group name is~and the 
individual format names are shown. Data corresponding to 
the standard system configuration is in batch 999. This 
batch contains all of the standard system messages, 
commands, and check digit verification schemes. To 
reconfigure the system, enter new data into or modify batch 
999, extract the batch, and use the resulting file as input 
to the File Maintenance Program. 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS 

System configuration parameters consist of parameters for 
the Edit, Extraction, and Format Maintenance Programs. Most 
affect only one program, but some system configuration 
parameters affect several programs. 

Date type is used by all programs which print reports. Date 
type determines whether the date is printed in USA format 
(MMDDYY), European format (DDMMYY), or International format 
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(YYMMDD). It is also used by the Edit Program to give the 
system default date type for checks on date fields. 

Page size is also used by all programs which print reports. 
It allows ODESY reports to conform to a particular size of 
paper. 

EDIT CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS 

These parameters are used by the Edit Program at the time of 
execution to determine the sizes of certain tables held in 
dynamic memory. Dynamic memory means that table sizes are 
under the control of the program at run time, so it is not 
necessary to recompile the programs to alter table sizes. 
Simply change these parameters. 

Standard System Configuration Values 

The first three parameters, Maximum Formats, Maximum Fields, 
and Maximum Characters of Constant Data determine the sizes 
of the format table, field table, and constant table. These 
values are dependent on each other in this way: if the 
field table has room for the fields of five formats and the 
constant table has room for the constants of three formats, 
it is useless to have mo~e than three entries in the format 
table, because only three formats can be in memory at a 
time. As long as the Edit Program has room for at least one 
format with all of its fields and constants, data entry can 
continue. However, if this is the case, each new format 
required must be loaded from disk. With larger table sizes 
more formats can be held in memory and there is less need to 
access the disk. 

Maximum User Programs controls the number of user programs 
which may be in execution at a time. If the user program 
table fills to capacity, ODESY informs the operator so that 
this parameter can be changed. If there is never more than 
one user program executing, give the option a value of one. 
If inquiry facilities are not required, give the option a 
value of zero. 

The Shutdown option determines when an inquiry program is 
sent an End-of-file message. It also determines how the 
inquiry program is informed when its last batch is closed. 
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Maximum Input Size determines the size of the data area 
allocated to each station for the current data record. 
Derive this value from the largest input size of any format 
in the system, as shown in the Format Maintenance Report. 

Percentage for Tank File Warning determines the point at 
which the Edit Program gives a warning that the Tank file is 
nearly full. The warning is given when the percentage of 
data records in use is greater than the parameter. 

Tank File Record Size controls the length of a record in the 
Tank file and also controls the largest number of characters 
accepted from one format during data entry. Three values 
are possible for Tank File Record Size, but the parameter 
must be at least 20 bytes larger than the maximum input 
size. The smallest value, 180 bytes, is suitable for a 
maximum input size of 160 bytes or less. The size 540 bytes 
suits a maximum input size of 520 bytes. The largest value 
is 1080 bytes, allowing space for 1060 bytes of input data. 
Note that if you change this value the entire Tank file is 
copied to form a smaller or larger Tank file. If you 
increase the record size no data is lost, but if you 
decrease it any data in excess of the new Tank file size is 
deleted. 

The option also has an effect on the maximum number of 
stations. A recovery record is written to the Tank file 
containing information about each station, so more stations 
may be handled with a larger record size. For instance, if 
25 stations were required, the option would have to be set 
to B, even if 160 characters of input data per format were 
sufficient. 

This table shows the relationships between various values: 

Option Actual Tank Maximum Value of Maximum Number 
Setting Record Size Input Data Size of Stations ----

A 180 bytes 160 characters 17 

B 540 bytes 520 characters 56 

c 1080 bytes 1060 characters 99 
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Response Time Considerations 

Response time depends 
environment. In general, 
better response time, but 
val uesuses less memory, but 

on your particular working 
high parameter values produce 
use more memory. Low parameter 
produces poorer response time. 

Initially, use the parameters in the standard system 
configuration distributed with ODESY. If response time is 
poor, it may be useful to increase the values of the 
parameters. If response time is good, but you consider 
memory usage to be too high, decrease the values of the 
parameters. 

To estimate optimum parameter values, consider which formats 
are likely to be in use at any one time. For example, there 
may be 10 stations in the network, but most of the time they 
are used to enter invoicing data requiring three main 
formats. The Format Maintenance Report shows that these 
three formats contain 95 fields and 267 characters of 
constant data. Suppose that there are another six formats 
which are used less frequently and it would be convenient to 
have space for three out of the six. This means another 50 
fields and another 200 characters of constant data. 

On this basis, Maximum Form a ts should be six, Maximum Fields 
should be 150, and Maximum Characters of Constant Data 
should be 500. In practice, it is preferable to increase 
Maximum Formats to eight, allowing a larger number of small 
formats. As shown, the number of stations is unimportant. 

Test this set of values by executing EDIT and measuring 
response time. Then vary the parameters and assess the 
differences caused by various values. The critical 
parameter is Maximum Fields; it has the greatest effect on 
memory requirements. Determine the other parameters after 
finding the best value for this option. 

FORMAINT CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS 

These parameters are used by the Format Maintenance Program 
at run time to determine the sizes of certain tables held in 
memory. They are equivalent· to the parameters which affect 
the Edit Program, but have one additional effect which the 
other parameters do not have. Because all formats are 
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entered using the Format Maintenance Program and because 
they control the number of fields and constants handled by 
FORMAINT, they also control the maximum number of fields and 
constants that can be in any format in the system. 

Maximum Fields determines the size of the field table. The 
Format Maintenance Program only has one format in memory at 
a time, so this parameter also limits maximum fields per 
format. 

There are two constant tables and two parameters to 
determine their sizes. The main constant table holds all 
field names, inserted constants, range check constants, and 
value check constants for all fields in the format. It 
provides a limit on the maximum number of characters of 
constant data per format. The scratchpad constant table is 
used to hold the constants for each field as it is amended, 
inserted, or listed. Therefore it provides a limit on the 
maximum number of characters of constant data per field. 

Some constants are needed by the Edit Program but not by the 
Extraction Program, and vice versa. Some fields, such as 
output only fields, are needed by the Extraction Program but 
not by the Edit Program. The table requirements of each 
format by program are listed in a Format Maintenance Report. 

EXTRACT CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS 

These parameters are used by the Extraction Program at run 
time to determine the sizes of certain tables held in 
memory. They are equivalent to the parameters already 
discussed in this section for the Edit Program. 

The first three parameters, Maximum Formats, Maximum Fields, 
and Maximum Characters of Constant Data are dependent on 
each other. They determine the sizes of the format table, 
field table, and constant table, and they should be derived 
in the way parameters are determined for EDIT. 

The formats held in the tables at any one time belong to one 
group, so the sizes of the format and field tables probably 
are smaller than those for EDIT. Determine which formats in 
each group will be in regular use, and give values to the 
first two options according to the size of the largest 
group. Determine the number and size of output only fields 
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used by formats and set the maximum characters of constant 
data option accordingly~ Note that if low values are given 
to the parameters, more disk must be accessed to load the 
formats which are not in memory. 

Maximum Output Record Size determines the size of the output 
buffer used to write records to the application file. It 
can be derived from the record sizes of the files created by 
ODESY. 

DUPLICATE ANY PARAMETER 

Duplicate Any is used by the Edit Program to aid in 
controlling the duplication of data from format to format 
during data entry. If this option is set, data may be 
duplicated from the previous format regardless of whether 
the format name has changed. The default option allows data 
to be duplicated from the previous format only if the format 
name is the same. 

RESTRICT CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS 

The Restrict Options enable the use of certain EDIT commands 
to be restricted to supervisors, providing greater control 
over the data entry function. These parameters are used 
with the supervisory status option discussed later in this 
section. 

A command can either be restricted for use only by 
supervisors or unrestricted for use by any operator. The 
commands that may be restricted are ACCEPT, CONTROL, DELETE, 
EXTENDED SCHEDULE, INSERT, SCHEDULE, and TERMINATE. In 
addition, you can restrict the delete options of the 
SCHEDULE command. If the SCHEDULE command is unrestricted, 
but the schedule delete option is restricted, all operators 
can schedule batches for extraction but only supervisors can 
schedule them for deletion. · 

INCLUDE CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS 

The Include Options enable certain ODESY functions and 
commands to be disabled during data entry, providing 
additional control over data entry. 
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The functions which may be excluded are check digit 
verification, batch totalling, crossfooting, and on-line 
format maintenance. If a feature is excluded, ODESY ignores 
any reference to it in a format or command. 

The commands which may be excluded are ACCEPT, CONTROL, 
DELETE, DISPLAY, OS, EXTENDED SCHEDULE, INSERT, SS, STATUS, 
and WRU. If ACCEPT is excluded, an operator is not allowed 
to force entry of a record containing errors. If CONTROL is 
excluded, only permanent control stations and the ODT are 
allowed to use the TERMINATE and ZIP commands. If SS is 
excluded, operators are prevented from sending messages to 
each other. 

STATION PARAMETERS 

You must define the characteristics of all ODESY stations in 
the network by entering parameters for each station. 

Logical Station Number is the terminal number assigned by 
the NOL to identify the station. It is derived from the 
station section of the NOL listing by the order in which the 
stations are declared. The first station is number 1, the 
second station is number 2, etc. 

Note that this changes on NOL release 11.0. See 11.0 NOL 
release documentation. 

Station Name is for documentation purposes only. 
obtained from the NOL listing. 

It is 

Station Buffer Size is used by ODESY for data communications 
purposes. See the table in Section 2 under "Executing 
ODESY" for buffer sizes. Forms Set defines whether brackets 
or braces are to be used as forms delimiters on the TD 700 
or TD 800. For the TD 730, TD 820, or TD 830, ODESY uses US 
and RS as forms delimiters. 

Term in al 
purposes 
from the 
important 

Type is used by ODESY for data communications 
to control several functions. Obtain this value 
station section of the NDL listing. It is very 
that this option be set correctly. 
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Control Status, when set, gives a station the power to use 
the CONTROL, TERMINATE, and ZIP commands during data entry. 

OPERATOR PARAMETERS 

You must define the characteristics of all ODESY operators 
by entering parameters for each operator. 

Operator Number, entered during log-in, identifies the 
operator and appears in all reports to indicate who is 
working at a particular station on a particular batch. 

Operator Name is for documentation purposes only. 

Operator Password, enter·ea during log-in, prov ides a 
security check to prevent access by unauthorized operators. 

Operator Format Range is another type of security check. 
ODESY enables the operator to use a format only if .the 
security level of the format is within the range. specified 
for the operator. 

Operator Type, when set to supervisor status, gives an 
operator the power to use certain restricted EDIT commands. 
Use this option in conjunction with the restrict options. 

MESSAGE TEXT PARAMETERS 

Default message texts used in the system messages for the 
Edit Program and the Format Maintenance Program are included 
in the standard system con f igura ti on distributed with ODESY. 
Enter system message parameters only to make changes to the 
default message texts. 

Text Number identifies the system message. Messages 
numbered l through 99 are used by the Edit Program and those 
numbered 101 through 199 are used by the Format Maintenance 
Program. 
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A system message is displayed on the screen in response to 
input from the operator. Most system messages are 31 
characters in length, but several have fewer characters, as 
stated in the explanation of each message. 

The system messages shown in Appendix D pertain to the 
Format Maintenance Program. Messages pertaining to the Edit 
Program are documented in the B 1000 Series On-Line Data 
Entry System (ODESY) Terminal Operator's Manual, form 
1131851. 

COMMAND PARAMETERS 

Only the first three characters of each command used during 
data entry and format maintenance are recognized by ODESY. 
Similarly, keywords used to further specify a command are 
also identified by their first three characters. For 
instance, while executing the Format Maintenance Program, 
rather than entering /AMEND FORMAT, it is necessary to enter 
only: 

/AME FOR 

ODESY interprets this input as a request to change a format 
header. 

Default 3-character abbreviations are included in the 
standard system configuration distributed with ODESY. Enter 
command parameters only to make changes to the default 
abbreviations. Note that every field must contain an 
abbreviation; if you change any abbreviation, all data on 
that format, either default values or new values, must be 
transmitted. 

No two EDIT or FORMAINT commands may have the same 
abbreviation; ODESY is unable to distinguish between them. 

CHECK DIGIT SCHEME PARAMETERS 

Check digit verification, one of the audit check features 
provided with ODESY, is the process of re-evaluating a check 
digit and comparing it with the check digit entered. A 
check digit verification scheme converts a number into a 
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self-checking number by adding an extra digit, called the 
check digit, that is calculated from the other digits in the 
number. Check digit calculation calculates the check digit, 
based on a modulus, a remainder, and a set of weights. 

Check digit verification enables you to detect nine of 10 
mistakes made with numeric data and is especially useful in 
detecting the interchange of two consecutive digits. To use 
check digit verification, you must have some method of 
generating the check digits in the first place. For this 
reason, check digit verification is most successful with 
numbers which are used regularly and are relatively stable, 
such as employee numbers, customer numbers, and account 
numbers. 

ODESY enables you to define a maximum of nine check digit 
verification schemes. The standard system configuration 
distributed with ODESY uses the following schemes: 

1. Scheme 1 is defined as Burroughs Modulus 10 (same 
as IBM Modulus 10). 

2. Scheme 2 is defined as IBM Modulus 11. 

3. Scheme 3 is defined as Burroughs Modulus 11. 

The parameters used to define the three default schemes are 
listed in Appendix B. 

For a detailed explanation of check digit verification 
schemes refer to Appendix c. 

Scheme Number identifies the check digit scheme. The scheme 
number must be specified when a field requires a check digit 
verification check, as shown in Section 5. 

Modulus and Remainder 
check digit. Modulus 
frequently employed. 

are used in the calculation 
10, modulus 11, and modulus 

of the 
13 are 

Calculation Type specifies whether weights or products are 
to be entered, and if weights are entered it also indicates 
whether all digits are to be added. 
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Complemented specifies whether the final product is to be 
subtracted from the modulus in calculating the check digit. 

Weights or products provide a balanced distribution of check 
digits so that similar numbers will not have the same check 
digit. ODESY uses a table access method to handle check 
digits. It holds products in the tables, so when weights 
are entered, ODESY calculates the corresponding products. 
Appendix C shows examples of both weights and products. 

PRINT PARAMETERS 

Print parameters are used to request printing of all or part 
of the System file. If an operator is being inserted, or a 
station is being deleted, or a system message is being 
changed, the File Maintenance Report shows the effect of the 
maintenance request, but in order to produce a list of all 
operators, stations, or system messages it is necessary to 
enter print parameters. 

The most common print parameter is ALL, which produces a 
listing of the entire system file. The CDV, CMD, OPR, STA, 
and TXT parameters produce lists of check digit schemes, 
commands, operators, stations, and system messages. The CON 
parameter produces a list of all system configuration 
parameters. The CTL parameter summarizes the data in the 
control records of the three master files. 

A maintenance request to print the entire System file is 
included with the release. This file is called 
ODESYSETUP/PRINT and may be used as input to FILEMAINT. 

SQUASH PARAMETERS 

Squash parameters are used to request squashing of the 
Formats file and/or the Tank file. 

As data records are no longer needed, they are changed into 
free data records scattered throughout the file, but the 
disk space allocated to the file is not reduced. For 
example, the Tank file may be 10,000 records long, but of 
these only 4000 are active data records and the rest are 
free records. The file is this large because at one time it 
did contain 10,000 records and though batches have been 
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deleted since that time, the disk space remains allocated. 
Squashing the Tank file produces a file containing just 4000 
records. 

In general, the Tank file will require squashing more 
frequently than the Formats file, because the latter is 
usually much smaller and the size of the Formats file is 
likely to be more stable than the size of the Tank file. 

A maintenance request to squash both the Formats file and 
the Tank file is included with the release. This file is 
called ODESYSETUP/SQUASH and may be used as input to 
FILEMAINT. 
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SECTION 5 

SCREEN FORMATS 

Screen formats are the key to efficient data entry. Data 
entry is the transcription of data from original documents, 
normally pre-printed stationery, to a medium suitable for 
input to a computer. The pre-printed stationery, defined 
over a period of time, is not easy to change. Similarly, 
the format of the data supplied to the computer, determined 
by the application program which processes the information, 
is very difficult to change. The screen format must satisfy 
the requirements of both the pre-printed stationery and the 
application program, and be adapted to the needs of data 
entry operators. 

This section describes the format options available and how 
they may best be used. Format maintenance, the process of 
actually entering or changing the format data in the Formats 
file, is discussed in Section 6. 

Each format is made up of a number of fields that are 
referenced by a field sequence number during format 
maintenance. These numbers determine the field's position 
on the screen. Each field contains four main types of 
information: 

1. Display options that control the screen layout. 

2. Audit check options that determine which checks 
are to be applied to each field. 

3. Output options that determine the characteristics 
of the application file to be produced. 

4. Journal options that describe the printed journal. 

The display options and the audit check options are used 
during data entry. The output options and the journal 
options are used during extraction. The format contains all 
of the information that the Edit and Extraction Programs 
require to process a particular record. 
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Formats are gathered together in groups. To reference a 
format, specify both its group name and its format name. A 
set of group header options is associated with the group 
name. These options describe the application file to be 
produced. In other words, each group of formats is used to 
create just one application file. 

A set of format header options is associated with a format 
name. They are used to describe the features that apply to 
the format as a whole. 

For a complete list of format options, see the second part 
of Appendix B. 

DISPLAY OPTIONS 

The display options control the screen layout. The screen 
layout ·is the visual representation of an ODESY screen 
format. It should be designed with consideration for the 
operators who will use it. Design the screen layout to be 
similar to the printed form with which operators are already 
familiar. 

FIELD SEQUENCE NUMBERS 

Sequence numbers determine the order of fields on the screen 
and are usually numbered 10, 20, 30, 40, etc., to allow for 
insertions. Note that column headings and titles do not 
have entry fields, but still require sequence numbers. 

FIELD NAME 

Field name is used to describe or explain an entry field. 
The description or prompt appears to the left of the field 
during data entry. It may be a maximum of 28 characters 
long and is truncated at the right; trailing blanks are 
omitted to give its actual length. Some fields may have no 
name and other fields may have a name but no data. The 
latter are described as name-only fields, and are used as 
column headings and titles on the screen. If a title is 
longer than 28 characters, two or more name-only fields are 
required. 
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FIELD LENGTH 

Field Length is the length of the field on the screen. 
Length restrict ions are J-2... for numeric fields, !...§_for s ~ed 
numeric fields, and 28 for fields with constants. The 
maximum for all other fields is 160 characters. A name-only 
field has a length of zero. 

If Field Type is set to total, the batch total specified 
will be displayed in the field. If Field Type is set to 
output-only, this field does not appear on the screen. This 
feature is described later in this section. 

The length of an unpacked, signed numeric field with an 
overpunch sign convention is reduced by one character in the 
output file. This is because a separate character must be 
allowed during data entry for the sign. However, that extra 
byte is not needed at Extract time since the sign is 
overpunched. The length of a pa~ed fi_.§!)d is re~ced by 
exactly h~f in the out.Qut file, whether signed or not. 

SPACES BEFORE/SPACES AFTER/LINES AFTER 

Spaces Before, Spaces After, and Lines After are used for 
horizontal and vertical spacing between fields. The spaces 
before and spaces after options allow for spacing between 
the previous field and the field name, and between the field 
name and the field. If it is not a name-only field, there 
must be at least one space between the name and the field 
itself. This space is reserved for highlighting on the TD 
730 and TD 830. Note that if secure video highlighting is 
specified, there must be a minimum of two spaces between the 
field name and the field. This is to allow a space for the 
blink character in the event of an error in entry and 
prevents the secured data from being exposed when the error 
is returned. Lines After is a field option which allows 
blank lines between fields. 

HIGHLIGHT 

Highlight allows the use of bright video, underline video, 
reverse video, and secure video on a TD 830 and secure video 
on a TD 730. If a screen format with highlighting is used 
on a TD 700, TD 800, or TD 820, ODESY automatically 
suppresses the highlights. 
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DUPLICATE-IN 

Duplicate-in allows data to be duplicated from screen to 
screen as long as the format does not change. (A system 
configuration option, Duplicate Any, may be set to allow 
data to be duplicated from screen to screen even if the 
format does change. Refer to Section 4.) 

, The first time a format is required, the duplicate-in fields 
must be given initial values, but from then on the values 
are duplicated from record to record. The fields are 
duplicated as default values so that the operator can easily 
change them. This feature is different from the 
duplicate-out and output-only options because the 
duplication is visible to the operator at all times. 

Inserted Constant allows an automatic default value to be 
given to a field. It can be used with the duplicate-in 
option to give the default value for the first record using 
the format. 

JUSTIFY IN 

Justify In has one important effect on screen layout: when 
the option is set to R and the terminal is a TD 730, TD 820, 
or TD 830, the right-justify feature of the terminal is used 
to automatically justify the data on the screen. 

VERIFY METHOD · 

This option allows data within a field to be verified in one 
of four ways. The first two options require that the data 
be re-entered manually. The difference between these two 
options involves what is displayed when the field is in 
error. With the default rekey option, the data keyed most 
recently is displayed in the error field. With the second 
option, the data keyed initially, such as during data entry, 
is displayed. 

The third option, display verify, causes the data to be 
displayed on the screen during verification. For display 
verify, the cursor will still tab through the data field. 
The final option, no verify, causes data to be displayed on 
the screen during verification and also makes the field 
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transmittable-protected (for terminals that suppcrt this 
function). This options is useful if there are display 
verify fields that you do not wish to tab through manually. 
If you choose this method, the cursor tabs over the field 
and the field data cannot be changed during verification. 
If this feature cannot be used on your terminal, ODESY will 
treat these fields as display verify fields. 

For the first three options, the error fields are blinked 
(on terminals that support the blink feature). Error fields 
are simply filled with question marks on terminals that do 
not support the blink feature. 

FORMAT TYPE 

Format Type, a format header option, may also have an effect 
on screen layout. If this value is set to S or U, the user 
program is requested to supply data for the record being 
entered, and the data supplied is placed within the format 
as default data for the operator. Inquiry formats are 
discussed further in Section 9. 

A value of D in Format Type allows the display of batch 
totals on a user-formatted screen. This non-data entry 
format can be displayed at any time, including in display or 
verify modes, for checking the current status of batch 
totals. 

AUDIT CHECK OPTIONS 

Audit checks are the checks performed every time a data 
record is entered, verified, modified, or inserted (or 
inquired upon in Inquiry mode). ODESY offers most of the 
standard audit checks as options. 

FIELD TYPE 

Field Type allows the specification of five field types: 

1. Numeric field. This may contain only the digits 
zero through ~ine. 
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2. Signed numeric field. This may contain an 
optional leading sign, either plus or minus, 
followed by the digits zero through nine. 

3. Alphanumeric field. This may contain anything. 

4. Output-only field. 
screen. 

This does not appear on the 

4. Total field. This displays the specified batch 
total. 

INSERTED, RANGE, AND VALUE CONSTANTS 

Inserted constant, 
constant all require 
three options may 
constant is used as 
screen. 

range check constant, 
at least one constant. 
be selected. In each 
a default value and is 

and value check 
Only one of the 
case the first 

displayed on the 

Range Check applies only to numeric and signed numeric 
fields. Three constants are required. The first constant 
is used as a default value and is displayed on the screen, 
and the second and third constants are the lower and upper 
limits of the range. The first constant may be blank. The 
field is in error if the value entered for the field is 
outside of the range specified. 

Value Check may be applied to numeric, signed numeric, or 
alphanumeric fields. It requires at least one constant. 
The first constant is used as a default value and is 
displayed on the screen. It may be blank. If a blank 
default value is required but blank is not an acceptable 
value, set the mandatory check option. All constants, 
including the first, are compared with the value entered for 
the field and the field is in error if a match is not found. 
The only limit on the number of constants in a value check 
list is the size of the scratchpad constant table. 

MANDATORY CHECK 

Mandatory Check is used to force the entry of data into a 
field. The field is in error if no data is entered. 
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DATE CHECK 

Date Check allows the checking of 5-digit Julian date 
fields, or 6-digit date fields of DDMMYY, MMDDYY, or YYMMDD 
format. The format is determined by the date type option, 
which is a group header option, so it remains fixed for all 
of the fields of a particular application file. A date such 
as February 29, 1981 is detected as an error. 

CHECK DIGIT VERIFICATION 

Check Digit Verification (CDV) applies only to unsigned 
numeric fields and allows check digit verification by a 
number of schemes. You may define a maximum of nine check 
digit verification schemes. Three common schemes are 
included in the standard system configuration distributed 
with ODESY. Check digit verification schemes are discussed 
in Appendix c. 

CROSSFOOTING 

The Crossfooting option (XFOOT} applies only to numeric or 
signed numeric fields. Crossfooting is a form of 
subtotalling. Fields within a format can be added to or 
subtracted from the crossfoot register in such a way that 
the subtotal balances against the sum of the values for that 
format. Normally the fields being totalled are added and 
the total itself is subtracted so that a correct crossfoot 
register will contain a value of zero. The crossfoot 
options allow each field to be added to or subtracted from 
the crossfoot register. When a format which uses 
crossfooting is transmitted during data entry and the 
crossfoot register is not zero, an error is returned. 

BATCH TOTALLING 

The data entry program provides ten registers per batch that 
can be used to accumulate totals over all the records in the 
batch. A numeric field can be added or subtracted from a 
specified register. The registers can also be incremented 
unconditionally or if the field processed is not blank. If 
this is a batch header format, the record contains 
operator-entered batch totals and does not contribute to 
computed totals. When the batch is closed or scheduled, 
EDIT compares the accumulated totals with -the batch header 
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totals. If an error is detected, a batch total comparison 
error is reported. An error is also reported if the 
accumulated totals are not zero and a batch header record 
has not been entered. 

JUSTIFY-IN 

Justify-in may be used to ensure that the data entered is 
right-justified or left-justified correctly. The 
right-justify feature of the TD 730, TD 820, and TD 830 is 
used to automatically right-justify where specified; 
otherwise the data must be right-justified manually. A 
justify-out option allows unjustified data to be correctly 
justified for the output file. 

OUTPUT OPTIONS 

Output options are used to specify the characteristics of 
the application file being produced. 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The physical characteristics of the application file are 
described by group header options since all formats within a 
single group produce data for the same file. The physical 
characteristics of the file must satisfy the requirements of 
the application system and values can be given to most of 
these options by referring to the specifications of the 
application system. 

File Name 

File Name is the name of the application file produced by 
ODESY for all batches entered using this group. If a disk 
file of the same name already exists, ODESY will add records 
to the end of that file rather than create a new file. The 
format of the file name varies from disk to tape. For disk 
files, the family name may be a usercode. See Section 10 
for more information on usercode security, and Appendix B 
for details on specifying files to ODESY. 
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Medium 

Medium indicates whether the type of file to be produced is 
disk or tape. 

Record Size/Blocking Factor 

Record Size and Blocked (blocking factor) apply to all 
media. These values should be defined by the application 
system. Ensure that the maximum output size for the 
Extraction program is large enough for all files being 
produced. Refer to Section 4. 

Records per Area/Number of Areas 

Records per Area and Number of Areas apply only to disk 
files. The values may be defined by the application system. 
Alternatively, the default values are 500 and 40. 

Label Type 

Label Type applies only to tape files. Refer to Appendix C 
for details. The default label type, Burroughs standard 
label, is suitable for most purposes. 

RECORD LAYOUT 

A record layout which satisfies the application system is 
usually the final product of ODESY. Find values for most of 
these options by referring to the specifications for the 
application system. 

Output Position 

Output Position defines where the data for the field is to 
be placed in this record of the application file. The units 
are bytes and the start of the record is byte 1. 
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Duplicate-out 

Duplicate-out allows data to be duplicated to output records 
in the application file. For complete details on the use of 
this option, refer to Write Options and Write Option 
examples later in this section. 

Justify-out 

Justify-out applies to all field types (numeric, signed 
numeric, alphanumeric, and output-only fields) and it allows 
data to be justified correctly for output. 
Right-justification should be performed on all numeric data, 
either by setting the justify-in option or by setting the 
justify-out optio~. 

Packed 

Packed applies only to numeric and signed numeric fields. 
It enables numeric data to be converted into 4-bit packed 
(hexadecimal) storage for output. Because the output 
position is specified in units of eight bits, the packed-out 
option allows a packed numeric field to start either at a 
byte boundary as is usual or four bits later at a half-byte 
boundary. 

The length of the field is derived from the field length 
option, but also depends upon the field type option, the 
packed-out option, and the sign convention option. A 
signed, unpacked, numeric field of length L with an 
overpunch produces a field of length L minus one bytes in 
the application file. In all other cases, a field of length 
L produces a field with an output length of L, that is L 
digits for packed numeric fields which equals L divided by 2 
bytes, or L bytes. L is the value given to the field length 
option. 

Sign Convention 

Sign Convention is a group header option. All signed 
numeric fields within one application file must use the same 
sign convention. There are four sign conventions. For 
unpacked numeric fields the sign can be leading or trailing, 
and it can be overpunched or a separate character. For 
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packed numeric fields the sign can be leading or trailing, 
so the third and fourth alternatives default to the first 
and second. The plus and minus signs are represented by 
hexadecimal C and D in overpunched signs and packed fields. 
When the sign is a separate character, it is a displayable 
"+" or "-" character. 

During data entry, a sign entered by an operator must be in 
the leading, or most significant, position regardless of the 
sign convention. If no sign is entered, one character in 
the field still must be left blank because at extract time 
the default sign will be added. (If the sign will be 
overpunched at extract time, the field length will be 
reduced by 1. Therefore, even for overpunched sign 
conventions, signed numeric fields cannot be completely 
filled with numbers by the operator.) 

Blank-fill 

Blank-fill applies only to numeric and signed numeric 
unpacked fields. If blank-fill is specified, areas of the 
field which are not entered by the data entry operator will 
be extracted as blank characters. If blank-fill is not 
specified, the field will be zero-filled at extract time, 
unless no data is entered into the field. In this case, it 
is blank-filled by default. Packed fields are always 
zero-filled, and all other field types are blank-filled by 
default. 

The Sign option applies only to signed numeric fields. It 
represents the default sign of a field. A sign need not be 
entered in the sign field. If nothing is entered in this 
field, the default is positive. The sign field will be used 
only if no sign is entered in the data field during data 
entry, so an explicit sign entered in a signed numeric data 
field will always override the default sign field. 

Output-only 

Output-only fields are a special feature 
placed in the application file without 
operator. An output-only field must 
constant, representing the data that is 
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record. None of the audit check options apply to an 
output-only field and the screen formatting options are 
ignored because the field is not displayed. However, all 
output and journal options may be used, and a field name can 
be entered for printing in the journal. 

WRITE OPTIONS 

Write options control the writing of records to the 
application file, enabling you to take advantage of the 
multiple record features. These features enable you to 
produce multiple records in the application file from one 
format or, alternatively, to condense the data from several 
formats into a single record in the application file. 

The multiple record features are implemented in the 
write-after option and the duplicate-out option, but in 
order to understand how they work it is necessary to explain 
how the data in a batch is processed during extraction. 

The extraction process uses two record buffers to build up 
data for the application file. The first one is the output 
buffer and the second is the duplication buffer. The 
duplication buffer holds any data that is to be duplicated 
from record to record and the output buffer contains the 
data for the current record of the application file. At the 
start of the extraction of a batch, both buffers are 
cleared; in other words, blanks are placed in the buffers. 
The next step is to read the first record of the batch and 
to load the corresponding format. The data in that record 
is then processed, one field at a time, in field sequence 
number order. 

For each field in the format, the data is transferred from 
the batch record to the output buffer and the data is 
converted if necessary. If the duplicate-out option is set, 
the data is placed in the output buffer and also in the 
duplication buffer. If the chained option is set, the data 
is placed in the output buffer and if the data is not all 
blank it is also placed in the duplication buffer. 
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Write-after 

Write-after is the last option to be used during extraction 
before the next field is examined. If the write-after 
option is not set, no action is taken and the data for the 
current record remains in the output buffer. However, if 
the option is set to write-only or write-and-clear, the 
contents of the output buffer are written as a new record in 
the application file. For write-only, the output buffer is 
written and the duplication buffer is copied into the output 
buffer, causing data to be duplicated into the next record. 
For write-and-clear, the output buffer is written and both 
buffers are then cleared, cancelling the effects of 
duplication. 

WRITE OPTION EXAMPLES 

It may be useful to give some examples at this point. The 
simplest possible example is where each format corresponds 
with one record of the application file. In this case you 
only need to set the wr i te".:'Ci_f ter opt ion of the la st field of 
the format to wr i te-arid=Cfear. 

A more complicated example is where each record of the 
application file is bujJt from three formats. In this case 
the write-after option or-En-e--Tasf- tie1cf-of the third fo:rmat 
in the sequence should be set to ~rff~:and-clear. 

Another example is where one format produces four records in 
the output file, and each record consists of duplicated data 
such as record type and date, followed by specific data such 
as quantity and cost. The duplicated data should appear 
once in _the format and the duplicate-out option should be 
set for those fields. The specific data should appear four 
times in the format and, for the last field of each set of 
specific data, the write-after option should be set to 
write-only. Write-and-clear can be used for the final field 
of the format if the buffers are to be cleared. 

The final example is where one format produces four records 
in the output file and each record consists of an account 
number, which may either be duplicated from record to record 
or changed at any time, followed by specific data such as 
quantity and cost. This use of the duplicate-out feature 
may be referred to as a "chained" field. The chained field 
should appear four times in the format, each time being 
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specified as chained and followed by the specific data 
fields for the record. Whenever an account number is 
entered in the chained field, it will be placed in the 
duplication buffer and duplicated in the output record until 
the next account number (next non-blank entry) is entered in 
a succeeding chained field. For the last field of each set 
of data, the write-after option should be set to write-only. 
Write-and-clear can be used for the final field of the 
format if the buffers are to be cleared. 

The example above provides a very efficient way of entering 
data with ODESY. The amount of data entered by the operator 
is reduced because the duplicated data is entered once. The 
overall transmission time is reduced because there is more 
data in each ODESY record and therefore fewer records. 

Write-after can also be set to "save." Refer to the third 
example. This format produces four records in the 
application file each time it is used. However, if the 
operator only has data for two records, ODESY does not 
produce two good records followed by two records containing 
only the duplicated data and blanks for the specific data. 
The output buffer is not written if only blanks have been 
processed since the last write. The data in the duplication 
buffer does not count, so only two records are written. 

However, if each of the sets of specific data contains an 
inserted constant, such as "l," "2," "3," or "4" to identify 
each of the four records, ODESY is not processing blanks, 
and four records are written. The problem may be overcome 
by setting the write-after option to save for each of the 
inserted constant fields. This causes these fields to be 
treated as blank when determining whether to write a record. 
The third and fourth records are written only if data is 
entered into a field other than the inserted constant 
fields. 

JOURNAL OPTIONS 

Journal options are used to describe the printed journal. 
The journal is an optional feature. It is produced by the 
Extraction program at the same time the application file is 
produced and is an audit trail of the data extracted. The 
Extraction program also prints an Extraction Report, 
summar1z1ng the batches processed and containing a single 
line for each batch. 
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The layout of the journal is under your control. It can 
contain o·ne or more 1 ines for each batch record and the data 
printed can be all fields or only selected fields. 

JOURNAL 

Journal is a group header option and it must be set if a 
journal is required. 

NAME COLUMN 

Name Column indicates where the field name is to be printed 
on the print line, from column 1 through column 132. If 
nothing is entered for the name column option, the field 
name is not printed in the journal. This option is not 
dependent on the data column option. 

DATA COLUMN 

Data Column indicates where the data is to be printed on the 
print line. The first column is column 1 and the end of the 
line is column 132. If nothing is entered for the data 
column option, the field is not printed in the journal. 

PR I NT-AFTER 

Print-after corresponds with the write-after option. For 
most purposes it is sufficient to set the option to 
print-and-clear. whenever a complete print line has been 
assembled, but the same facilities available for writing are 
available for printing, so you may use duplicate-out, 
print-only, and save. 

JOURNAL INPUT AND OUTPUT RECORD NUMBER 

Journal Input Record Number and Journal Output Record Number 
enable you to relate the printed journal to the records in 
the ODESY batch and application file. They are group header 
options and if one or both of the options is required, the 
number entered indicates a column number in the journal. 
The input record number is the number of the record in the 
ODESY batch and, if this option is selected, the 
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corresponding input record number is printed on every line 
of the journal. Similarly, the output record number is the 
number of the record in the application file. If you use 
these options, do not print other data in the columns for 
record numbers. 

JOURNAL 

If Journal has been set, you can decide at the time of 
execution whether to produce an application file, a journal, 
or both. The Extraction program provides the options of a 
journal-only execution or a no-journal execution in addition 
to the standard execution which produces both journals and 
application files. A journal-only execution would enable 
you to verify that the correct data was being extracted 
before producing the application files. 

FORMAT HEADER OPTIONS 

The remaining options are format header options. 

NEXT FORMAT 

Next Format provides an automatic sequence of formats. 
Often the next format is the same as the format name. 

SECURITY LEVEL 

Security Level is used to give 
through 99 to the format. It 
operator's format range whenever 
during data entry. The operator 
format if the format's security 
the operator's format range. 

NO VERIFY 

a security level from O 
is checked against the 
the format is requested 

is refused access to the 
level does not fall within 

No Verify is used when a format contains data which does not 
need to be verified. If a no-verify format is requested, 
the record is marked as verifled as soon as it is entered, 
so it does not count as an unverified record when the batch 
is closed. 
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LINE ADVANCE 

Line Advance allows blank lines between the control line 
information and the first field. 

CURSOR ADVANCE 

Cursor Advance allows the cursor to be positioned beyond the 
first field during data entry. For instance, if the 
inserted constant and duplicate-in options are used to give 
default data to the first five fields, this option can be 
set to 5 so that the cursor is automatically placed in the 
sixth field. Name-only fields and output-only fields are 
not counted when calculating how far to advance the cursor. 

FORMAT TYPE 

This option indicates the purpose of the format. 

A normal data entry format is created by setting this option 
to space. 

A format of type .B. indicates to EDIT that the format is used 
to enter ba~h__ totals. When a batch is closed, the data 
entry program compares the totals accumulated with the 
totals stored through this type of format. Only one format 
type B record can be entered in a batch. 

A format of type,D indicates that the format will not be 
used to enter data, but to display infQ_~ation to the 
operator. The display formats are-the only type of format 
that'-can be requested in verify or display mode. This type 
of format can be used in conjunction with the field type 
option T to display the accumulated batch totals. 

If audit checks are required which cannot be specified by 
other options, they may be performed by a user program. If 
Inquiry Format Type is set to C or u, the data entered is 
sent to the user program for further checking. If data will 
be supplied from a data file to the operator, such as for 
inquiry purposes, an S or U format type should be specified. 
To send data which does not require checking to a user 
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program, a K format type should be specified. 
formats are discussed in Section 9. 

SPECIAL FORMATS 

Inquiry 

ODESY uses two sets of special formats and they are shown in 
Appendix B. 

The formats for the File Maintenance program have group name 
SYS and have format names CONF through SQUA. They are used 
in batch 999, which contains the current ODESY 
configuration. System parameters are described in Section 
4. 

The formats for the Format Maintenance program are contained 
within the program and are not changeable. They are used 
during format maintenance to describe the format data being 
entered. Included are two group header screens, one format 
header screen, three field details screens, and one screen 
for each of the field check options: constant, range, and 
value. Format maintenance is discussed in Section 6. 

DESIGNING A FORMAT 

To translate a file and record description into an ODESY 
format, use the Field Screen Layout/Audit and Output 
Specifications Form contained at the end of Appendix B. 

1. Obtain the file specification and record layout to 
establish required output. 

2. Decide what is to appear on the screen. For 
instance, should the format be designed to produce 
several output records? Are there to be fields 
which appear in the output record but not on the 
screen? 

3. Design the basic screen layout using an 80-column 
coding form to sketch your pr el im inary format. 

4. Fill in the group header and format header 
options. 
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5. Transcribe the information from the screen layout 
to the form. First of all the fields must b0 
numbered, usually in increments of 10. Then the 
field name, field length, spaces before, SD<ces 
after, and lines after options can be fille-.., in 
directly from the screen layout. 

6. Fill in the audit checks. Most of the ac-it 
checks can be derived from the file descript1on 
and record layout, but it is possible to find 
other checks. In particular, the insertc 
constant, mandatory, crossfoot, and justify-in 
options may be used to provide additional checks. 
It is preferable to have ODESY find errors in the 
data as opposed to waiting until the application 
system detects them, so specify as many audit 
checks as possible. 

7. Oeventh, obtain the output options from the file 
description and record layout. 

8. Fill in the journal options. 
information: 

To obtain this 

a. Decide what is to be in the journal. 
b. Design the journal layout and write it down. 
c. Transcribe the information onto the form. 

9. Execute the Format Maintenance program and enter 
the data as a new format. 
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SECTION 6 

FORMAT MAINTENANCE PROGRAM 

The Format Maintenance Program (FORMAINT) is an on-line 
interactive program which enables you to create screen 
formats and make changes to existing formats in the Formats 
file from an ODESY station. Section 5 describes the format 
options available and this section shows how those options 
may be manipulated. 

Format data is entered under the control of a special group 
of screen formats contained in the program. The formats for 
format maintenance are shown in the second part of Appendix 
B. These special formats enable you to create a complete 
format in the workarea, starting with the group header and 
format header, and continuing with the individual fields and 
constants. The format data is checked for errors as it is 
transmitted, in the same way data is checked in the Edit 
Program. When the complete format has been entered, it is 
stored in the Formats file and you may begin work on another 
format. 

FORMAINT allows existing formats to be amended or edited for 
new applications. This facility gives you great flexibility 
because, unlike a printed form, a screen format can be 
changed quickly whenever necessary. Also, you may display 
the format as it would appear for data entry before storing 
it in the Formats file, allowing you to make minor changes 
to the alignment of fields on the screen. 

For reasons of security, no more than one person may enter 
format data at a time. You may execute FORMAINT while data 
is being entered or extracted; however, there are 
restrictions on how the Formats file may be accessed if 
these programs are executing. 

Format maintenance is controlled by a set of commands which 
have been carefully designed to make use of the system as 
easy as possible and are similar to the data entry commands. 
These commands are discussed throughout the text and it may 
be useful to refer to Appendix A, which contains the syntax 
and semantics of the commands. 
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Appendix D contains a list of error and information messages 
pertaining to the Format Maintenance Program. An 
explanation is included with the number and standard text of 
each message. 

FORMATS FILE AND FORMAT WORKAREA 

Format maintenance uses both the Formats file and the format 
workarea. Formats are stored for use by other ODESY 
programs in the Formats file. The file contains a directory 
of group names. The maximum number of groups is 196, but 
there is no limit on the number of formats in each group. 
The total number of formats in the Formats file is limited 
only by the size of the file, which is 12000 records by 
default. 

The format workarea is a temporary storage area. It enables 
you to change a format without affecting the permanent copy 
in the Formats file. The format workarea can contain one 
complete format at a time, consisting of a group header, a 
format header, and all the fields and constants of that 
format. The number of fields and constants in the workarea 
is limited by the sizes of the field and constant tables 
(refer to Section 4). 

The first step in format maintenance, as in data entry, is 
to log in using the ~O command with your opera tor number 
and password. 

CREATING A FORMAT 

A new format is created in the workarea. 

ENTERING FORMAT DATA 

Use the INSERT command to enter a new group header, format 
header, or field. ODESY progresses automatically from group 
header to format header to first, second, and all following 
fields, and as each is entered it is placed in the workarea. 
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Group Header Data 

If the command parameter is omitted, ODESY responds by 
displaying the first group header format, Group Header 1. 
At this point, enter all of the group header format data for 
the first format and press the transmit key (XMT). 

ODESY does not check the data of a format until it has been 
transmitted. If it finds any errors, the format is 
redisplayed with question marks in the fields in error. Now 
you must re-enter the erroneous fields and re-transmit all 
of the data. It is not possible to complete the entry of a 
group header, format header, or field which contains errors. 
If the error is not immediately obvious, it may be due to an 
error elsewhere; for instance, a range check on a 
non-numeric field. Appendix B and Section 5 contain advice 
on the relationships between format options. 

If the data for format Group Header 1 has been entered 
correctly, ODESY automatically displays format Group Header 
2 for the entry of the other group header options. Now 
enter this data. 

Format Header Data 

If there are no errors in the data for Group Header 2, ODESY 
displays Format Header for the entry of the format header 
data. Enter format header data in the same way you entered 
group header data. If there are no errors in the data for 
Format Header, the format header data is placed in the 
workarea and the first field format, Field Details 1, is 
automatically displayed. 

Field Data 

There are three main field formats: Field Details 1, Field 
Details 2, and Field Details 3. Field Details 1 contains 
mainly display options, Field Details 2 contains audit check 
options, and Field Details 3 contains output and journal 
options. The formats normally appear in consecutive order, 
with the next field beginning with Field Details 1. 
However, the order can be changed when certain field options 
are selected. For instance, if the field length (Field 
Details 1) is set to zero for a name-only field, Field 
Details 2 is omitted since there can be no audit checks. 
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Similarly, if the format type is set to D (display format), 
Field Details 3 is omitted because no data can be entered 
with this type of format. If an inserted constant, range 
check constant, or value check constant is selected (Field 
Details 2), one of the constant formats follows Field 
Details 3. 

Inserted, Range, and Value Constants 

The Inserted Constant format allows the entry of one 
inserted constant and is followed by Field Details 1 for the 
next field. Similarly, Range Check Constants allows the 
entry of three range check constants (default value, lower 
limit, and upper limit) and is followed by Field Details 1. 

However, Value Check Constants, which allow the entry of a 
maximum of five value check constants, may be followed by 
either Value Check Constants again or by Field Details 1, 
depending on the number of constants entered. If five 
constants are entered, Value Check Constants appear again 
for the entry of further constants, but if four or less are 
entered this is considered to be the end of the constants 
and Field Details 1 is displayed. If exactly five constants 
are to be entered, leave Value Check Constants blank the 
second time, to indicate the end of the constants. 

When all of the fields of the format have been entered, the 
automatic sequence of formats from Field Details 1 to Field 
Details 2 to Field Details 3 and back to Field Details 1 may 
be broken by entering another command. As with data entry, 
ODESY distinguishes it as a command by the slash character 
(/) . 
A field is not placed in the workarea until all of the 
format options for that field have been entered correctly. 
ODESY indicates this by displaying Field Details 1 again for 
the next field. For instance, assume you are entering a 
field with a range check and a set of invalid range check 
constants are entered. ODESY again displays format Range 
Check Constants, indicating the errors. If you ignore the 
errors and enter another command, all data for the current 
field is lost and must be re-entered, beginning with Field 
Details 1. 
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DISPLAYING OR LISTING A FORMAT 

If you wish to look at the format before saving it, you can 
display the format in the workarea on the screen as it would 
appear for data entry. 

The DISPLAY command has no parameters. It always displays 
the current contents of the workarea as the format would 
appear for data entry. Output-only fields are not shown. 
This command is useful for inspecting the alignment of 
fields and field names on the screen. Changes to alignment 
can be made with the AMEND command. 

Use the LIST command to inspect the individual format 
options of the data in the workarea. The syntax of the 
command is similar to that of the INSERT command, and ODESY 
uses the Group Header Data formats for presenting the data. 
You may list the workarea, beginning with the group header, 
format header, a particular field, or a specific field 
details screen. Request the next "page" of the listing by 
pressing the transmit key, unless a single field details 
screen was requested. In all other cases, the group header 
automatically progresses to the format header, the first 
field, the second field, and so on. Break the sequence by 
entering another command. 

SAVING A FORMAT 

A format is not available for data entry until it is placed 
in the Formats file. Use the SAVE command to transfer the 
current contents of the workarea to the Formats file, and to 
update the group and format directories in the file. The 
command has no parameters. 

ODESY keeps a record of what is in the workarea and what has 
been changed. For example, if the format header or one of 
the fields has been amended, the format is "present and 
changed," but the group header is "present and unchanged." 
So when the SAVE command is used, the format is updated but 
the group header is not. Similarly, if the operator 
attempts to use the INSERT command to enter a new group or 
format while there is changed data in the workarea, ODESY 
asks the operator to save or delete the format. 
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The SAVE command makes permanent changes to the Formats 
file. You cannot do a SAVE if the Extraction program is 
running. You can use SAVE during data entry if the On-Line 
Format Maintenance option is included in the system, but 
only if there are no batches open in the group being 
changed. If a group is being used by EDIT, you can save the 
format under a temporary test group name. 

If the On-Line Format Maintenance option is excluded, or the 
Extraction program is running, you must temporarily store 
unsaved data by dumping it from the workarea to a Format 
Dump file. When data entry or extraction is complete, the 
Dump file can be loaded to the Formats file. 

CHANGING A FORMAT 

Use the GET command 
header and format 
The GET command 
name and format 

to transfer a group header or a group 
from the Formats file to the workarea. 

has two parameters, indicating the group 
name. If the format name is omitted, only 
is placed in the workarea. the group header 

Various editing facilities enable you to manipulate the data 
in the format workarea. You may make changes to existing 
fields in the format (amendments), add missing fields to the 
format (insertions), and delete unwanted fields from the 
format (deletions) • 

Other editing facilities enable you to reorganize the screen 
layout by rearranging the order of the fields. 
Additionally, the COPY command allows a new format to be 
built up in the workarea by duplicating fields from an 
existing format. 

AMENDING FIELDS USING ALL SCREENS 

Use the AMEND command to change individual format options of 
the data in the workarea. It has the same syntax as the 
LIST command, anq ODESY uses the same special formats (Group 
Header 1, Group Header 2, etc.) for presenting the data. 

If you enter the AMEND command followed by a field sequence 
number, ODESY responds by displaying the format Field 
Details 1, containing the data for the field requested •. You 
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may now change the field options displayed. Indicate 
completion by pressing the CLEAR HOME key and transmitting. 
If there are no changes, just press the transmit key. In 
either case, the next format, Field Details 2, is displayed 
with further field options, which you may change. 

The AMEND command progresses automatically from one field to 
the next. The sequence is terminated by entering a new 
command. Be careful when amending a field that all of the 
format options for that field have been properly processed 
before entering a new command, because the amended field is 
not added to the workarea until ODESY has a complete set of 
format options for the field. ODESY indicates it has 
finished by displaying Field Details 1 again for the next 
field. 

In general, you amend a format header and group header in 
the same way, but a group header does not automatically 
progress to the format header. 

AMENDING FIELDS ONE SCREEN AT A TIME 

To make a change involving only one FIELD DETAILS screen, 
specify the screen number following the field sequence 
number in the AMEND command. For example, to change the 
output position of a field, enter: 

/AMEND <field sequence #> 3 

ODESY will display the Field Details 3 screen. Transmitting 
that screen with the changed data will amend the field. 

If FIELD DETAILS 2 is specified in this manner and the 
constant, range, or value check feature is used, all 
constant screens must be transmitted before the AMEND will 
go into effect. 

DELETING FIELDS 

Use the DELETE command to delete unwanted data from the 
format workarea. You may delete either a single field or 
the entire workarea. You must delete unwanted data from the 
workarea before further format maintenance can continue. 
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RESEQUENCING FIELDS 

Use the RESEQUENCE command to reallocate sequence numbers to 
all of the fields of the format in the workarea. Specify 
the first new sequepce number and the new increment. After 
resequencing, the fields remain in the same order, but are 
separated uniformly. This command is useful when a format 
has been reorganized or when there are no spare sequence 
numbers. 

MOVING FIELDS 

Use the MOVE command to transfer a particular field or range 
of fields to a new position on the screen by changing the 
sequence numbers. The screen layout is determined by the 
order of sequence numbers in the fields, so moving a field 
alters its position on the screen. 

DUPLICATING FIELDS 

Use the COPY command to duplicate a field or range of fields 
and place the copy at a new position in the format. The 
COPY command is particularly useful when a format is to 
produce multiple records in the application file. Some 
fields in the format will be identical; enter such fields 
once and then use the COPY command. 

The COPY command can also be used to copy fields from 
existing formats in the Formats file. A set of fields which 
are common to several formats can be created once and 
copied. An extensioh of this is the case in which several 
groups have a format in common, for instance a batch header 
format. You need only to create the format once and copy 
all the fields for the other groups. 

The MOVE command and the COPY command are used to reorganize 
the screen layout of a format. The difference between them 
is that a copy produces two fields, an original and a 
duplicate, and a move produces only one field, moved to a 
different location. 
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ADDING A FORMAT TO A GROUP 

The INSERT command may also be used to add a new format to 
an existing group. To do this, obtain the group header from 
the Formats file using the GET command and then the INSERT 
command with the FORMAT parameter to begin entry of the 
format header. 

A new field may be inserted into an existing format in a 
similar manner. Obtain the group header and format from the 
Formats file using the GET command. Then enter the INSERT 
command followed by a field sequence number. 

REMOVING A FORMAT 

Use the REMOVE command to remove a group or format from the 
Formats file. It has two parameters, indicating the group 
name and format name. If the format name is included, only 
that format is removed. If the format name is omitted, the 
entire group is removed from the file. The REMOVE command 
cannot be used if the Extraction program is executing, or if 
the group affected is in use by EDIT. See the system 
configuration parameter On-Line Format Maintenance in 
Appendix B. 

The REMOVE command permanently removes the format or group 
of formats from the formats file. Before removing a format, 
a backup copy of it should be made. The Extraction program 
cannot extract or delete a record from the tank file unless 
its format is present in the formats file. 

The last step in format maintenance, as in data entry, is to 
log out using the BYE command. 

PRINTING A FORMAT 

A Format Maintenance Report shows details of a format and 
its screen layout. Using the PRINT command, you may request 
a printed report of a single format, all the formats in a 
particular group, the entire Formats file, or the format in 
the workarea. 

The report for a specific format consists of six parts: 
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1. Group header options. 
2. Format header options. 
3. Screen layout. 
4. Display options. 
5. Audit check, output, and journal options. 
6. Summary totals. 

Group header options, format header options, display 
options, and audit check, output, and journal options 
correspond with the input formats in Appendix B. The screen 
layout is a representation of how the format appears during 
data entry. The size of the screen may affect the 
appearance of the format. The screen size used in the 
report, either 80 X 24, 80 X 12, 40 X 12, or 32 X 8, matches 
the screen size of the ODESY station requesting the report. 
The summary totals indicate how many fields and constants 
are used by the format. They are used to compute the memory 
requirements of the Edit and Extraction Programs. 

Use the PRINT DIRECTORY command (PD) to request 
directory of all format names in a particular 
all group names in the Formats file. This 
helpful in checking that a particular format or 
the Formats file. 

a displayed 
group or of 
command is 
group is in 

Figure 2 shows a sample Format Maintenance Report. 
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FORMAT DUMP FILES 

A Format Dump file is a serial file containing format data. 
It is normally used as a temporary or intermediate file. It 
is very different from the Formats file. It has three main 
uses: 

1. Temporary storage for formats, for instance 
when the Formats file is in use by EXTRACT. 

2. Format conversion aid. 

3. Library file. 

There can be many Format Dump files, but only one Formats 
file. A Dump file is accessed during format maintenance by 
the DUMP command and the LOAD command. 

The DUMP command transfers format data from .the Formats file 
or the format workarea to a Format Dump file. You can dump 
the entire Formats file, a specific format, or a group of 
formats. Refer to the Dump file by name. If the file 
already exists, format data is added to the end of the file. 
If it does not exist, a new file is created. 

The DUMP command provides a solution to the problem of 
saving the format in the workarea while the Data Entry 
program or the Extraction program is running. Use the DUMP 
command to temporarily dump the workarea to the Dump file. 
The contents of the Dump file can be loaded to the Formats 
file with one command when Data Entry and Extraction are 
inactive. 

Because new format data is added to the end of an existing 
Dump file, it is possible to have several copies of the same 
format in a single file. Although this wastes disk space, 
it should not result in errors. When ODESY loads the format 
data again, each copy of the format is loaded in turn, 
over-writing the previous copy. Only the last copy of the 
format remains in the Formats file after the LOAD command is 
complete. 

The 
file 
load 

LOAD command transfers format data from a Format Dump 
to the Formats file or the format workarea. You can 
the entire Dump file, a specific format, or a group of 
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formats. When loading to the workarea, you may load only a 
single format. The LOAD command also allows the user to 
load a format or a group of formats under a new group name 
or format name. 

The Formats file is a structured file of format data with 
directories and forward and backward pointers to the records 
of the file. A Format Dump file is a simple serial file of 
format data with no internal structure. Due to this 
simplicity of structure, the Dump file is used to carry 
format data from a Formats file used by a previous release 
of B 1000 ODESY (small systems ODESY) to the Dumpf ile 
Conversion Program, provided with the latest small systems 
ODESY release, where it can be converted for use with the 
newer release. This may be necessitated by a change in the 
structure of the Formats file between the old and new 
releases. This eliminates the need to re-enter all of the 
format data. 

Another use of the Dump file is to carry format data between 
small systems ODESY and medium systems ODESY. A medium 
systems ODESY format is different from a small systems 
format, so to use a format on both systems it is necessary 
to go through a conversion procedure. This is done by the 
Dump File Conversion Program supplied with the medium 
systems ODESY release and, as the name implies, it converts 
the format data in a Dump file. It is normally a once-only 
change to convert formats from another system. The medium 
systems ODESY Dump File Conversion Program converts a small 
systems Dump file to a medium systems Dump file. 

A Format Dump file can also be used as a library file. It 
can store old, seldom-used, and alternative versions of 
formats. Also, if two different sites, each with its own 
computer, are executing ODESY, Dump files provide a means of 
carrying common formats between the two sites. The 
alternative is to copy the entire Formats file. 

FORMAT MAINTENANCE EXAMPLE 

This example illustrates the main features of format 
maintenance. The instruction "enter" is used to mean "type 
in and transmit." 

i £ ~ "f / ~olff\An\ \-
First, as in data entry, log in using the HELLO command. 
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Enter: /HELLO 1 SUPl 

If your log-in entry is valid, ODESY replies: 

START OF SESSION 

Suppose you are to enter a new format, with group name INV 
and format name Tl. First enter the group header details. 

Enter: /INSERT 

ODESY replies: 

INSERT GROUP P.l 

GROUP HEADER 1 
GROUP.NAME ] 
FILE.NAME [ ] 

I [ ] 
RECORD.SIZE [ ] 
BLOCKED [ ] 
RECORDS. PER.AREA [ 
NUMBER.OF.AREAS [ ] 
MEDIUM: ,T [ ] 

[ ] 

The first line contains control information, 
current command (INSERT) and the item being 
(Group Header) • 
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Enter the following group header data: 

INSERT GROUP P.l 

GROUP HEADER 1 
GROUP.NAME [INV ] 
FILE.NAME ' [ ] 

[ INVOl ] I [ ] 
RECORD.SIZE [80 ] 
BLOCKED [9 ] 
RECORDS. PER. AREA [90 
NUMBER. OF .AREAS [99] 
MEDIUM: ,T [ ] 

[ 1 

There are no errors and ODESY replies with the second group 
header format. Enter nothing here because the default 
values are sufficient. Note that ODESY has established that 
the group name is INV and has placed it in the control line. 

INSERT GROUP INV 

GROUP HEADER 2 

RECORDING.MODE: ,A,B 
LABEL.TYPE: ,A,U 
DATE.FORMAT: ,E,U,I,J 
SIGN.CONVENTION: ,1,2,3 
JOURNAL: , J 
JOURNAL.INPUT.REC.NO 
JOURNAL.OUTPUT.REC.NO 
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[ ] 
[ ] 
[ 1 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[ ] 



The group header is complete and ODESY now displays the 
format header format. Enter the following data: 

INSERT FORMAT INV 

FORMAT HEADER 
FORMAT.NAME 
NEXT.FORMAT 
SECURITY. LEVEL 
CURSOR.ADVANCE 
LINE.ADVANCE 
NO.VERIFY: ,N 
FORMAT.TYPE: ,B,D,K,S,C,U 
USER.PROGRAM.NAME [ 

.j) -
8-

[ l I [ 

P.l 

[Tl 
[Tl ] 

[ 40] 
[ ] 
[2 ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 

] 
] [ ] 

lr AJ·~~~if:~A~~-t:·w;~: d;~~ ~~ c~rrors O/~ndd ~~;Jra~irst field format 
appears. ODESY offers a field sequence number of 10 as the 
default. Note that the control line contains the group 
name, format name, and field sequence number, and that the 
field sequence number is automatically placed in the field 
provided. It may be overridden if desired. Enter the 
following da.ta: 

INSERT FIELD INV Tl 010 P.l 

FIELD DETAILS l 

SEQUENCE. NUMBER 
FLO.NAME [CUSTOMER 
FIELD.LENGTH 
SPACES.BEFORE/AFTER.DESC 
LINES.AFTER.DESCRIPTION 
HIGHLIGHT: ,B,U,R,S 
DUPLICATE.IN: ,D 
VERIFY.METHOD: ,D,N,I 
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The first field format contains the display options. This 
is followed by the second field format which contains the 
audit check options. Enter the following data: 

INSERT FIELD INV Tl 010 P.2 

FIELD DETAILS 2 " 
' ' ' ).{ 

FIELD.TYPE: ',"~:~·;i;·~,1.";, ,. /i ,f-~l"'[N] 
CONSTANT/RANGE.CK/VALUE.CK: ,C, R,V [ ] 
MANDATORY: ·, M) r' : , 1, ;,,,, '. :~., ' [M] 
DATE. CHECK : , D [ ] 
CDV: , 1-9; XFOOT: , +, - [ 3] [ ] 
BATCH.TOTAL: ( ,-,I,N) ( ,1-10) [ ] [ ] 
JUSTIFY.IN: ,L,R [ ] 

[ ] 

The third field 
output options 
data: 

format follows the second. It contains 
and display options. Enter the following 

INSERT FIELD INV Tl 010 P.3 

FIELD DETAILS 3 " 
"..{ 

vJ:~A t: 

OUTPUT. POSITION{ '1' '.; .• ,. ,\[4 
WRITE.AFTER: ,W,S,C: \,£· 1·, [ ] 
DUPLICATE.OUT: \~)c~ \ t-\ _ _;]~'t [DJ 
JUSTIFY.OUT: ,L,R; 'PACKED: .,tP,H') [R] [P] 
BLANK.FILL:· ,B; SIGN: ,+,~ 1< ' ( ] [ ] 
NAME.COLUMN [ ] 
DATA.COLUMN [ ] 
PRINT.AFTER: ,P,S,C [] [] 

\('' 

1 

~ ', r ,, ' 
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If an inserted constant, range 
check constant is selected, the 
followed by a constant format. 
following data for field 60: 

check constant, or value 
third field format is 

For example, enter the 

INSERT V-CONS INV Tl 060 P.4 

[ ] 
[NUTS ] 
[BOLTS ] 
[SCREWS] 
[ ] 

[ ] 

When all of the fields have been entered, you can view the 
format as it would appear for data entry. 

Enter: /DISPLAY 

ODESY replies: 

DISPLAY INV Tl P.1 

CUSTOMER [ 
ACCT NUMBER [ 
PART NUMBER [ J 
DESRIPTION [ ] 
QTY [ ] UNIT J 
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If all of the format data is correct, save the contents of 
the workarea in the Formats file. 

Enter: /SAVE 

ODESY replies: 

INV Tl SAVED 

The contents of the workarea are not changed by the SAVE 
command. If further maintenance is required for this 
format, you may do it without reloading it to the workarea. 
However, if you want to work on other formats, you must use 
the GET command. 

At this point, you may list or amend format data in the 
workarea. For instance, you may inspect the format header. 

Enter: /LIST FORMAT 

ODESY replies: 
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LIST FORMAT INV Tl 

FORMAT HEADER 
FORMAT. NAME 
NEXT.FORMAT 
SECURITY. LEVEL 
CURSOR.ADVANCE 
LINE.ADVANCE 
NO.VERIFY: ,N 
FORMAT.TYPE: ,B,D,K,S,C,U 
USER.PROGRAM.NAME [ 

P.l 

[Tl ] 
[T 1 ] 

[40) 
[00] 
(02] 

[ ] 
[ ] 

] 
r l I [ ] [ J 

Or you may make changes to field 70. 

Enter: /AMEND 70 

ODESY replies: 

AMEND FIELD INV Tl 070 P.1 

FIELD DETAILS 1 

SEQUENCE. NUMBER [ 0 70] 
FLO.NAME [ 
FIELD.LENGTH [00 8] 
SPACES.BEFORE/AFTER.DESC [09] [00] 
LINES.AFTER.DESCRIPTION [01] 
HIGHLIGHT: ,B,U,R,S [ J 
DUPLICATE. IN: ,D [ ] 
VERIFY.METHOD: ,D,N,I [ ] [ ] 

Change the data as required on the FIELD DETAILS 1 screen. 
Transmit that screen and ODESY will display the rest of the 
screens associated with the specified field, followed 
automatically by the next field in the format. All of the 
screens for the current field must be transmitted before the 
AMEND will go into effect. 
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As an alternative, if only some information 
the information on Field Details 1) needs 
specify the field details screen you want 
field sequence number such as: 

/AMEND 70 1 

(for example, 
to be changed, 
following the 

ODESY replies to this command with the same screen (above). 
In this case, however, only the FIELD DETAILS 1 screen will 
be displayed. The AMEND will be done when this screen is 
transmitted. Similarly, the FIELD DETAILS 2 or 3 screens 
can be requested individually for changes that affect only 
one screen of the field specifications. 

To obtain a printed report, use the PRINT command. Suppose 
you wish to print all of the formats in group INV. 

Enter: /PRINT INV 

ODESY replies briefly with the statement PRINT STARTED and 
then overlays the line with: 

INV PRINTED 
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Finally, log out. 

Enter: /BYE 

ODESY replies: 

END OF SESSION 
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SECTION 7 

EDIT AND EXTRACTION PROGRAMS 

ODESY is designed primarily for the entry of batches of data 
that are later processed by an application system. Auditing 
facilities enable the terminal operator to check data for 
errors during the entry and verification stages so that the 
application system may process error-free data. This 
procedure is completed by the terminal operator through the 
use of the Edit Program. Refer to the B 1000 Series On-Line 
Data Entry System (ODESY) Terminal Operator's Manual, form 
1131851, for complete instructions in the entry and 
verification of data. 

EDIT PROGRAM 

The Edit Program (EDIT) is an on-line interactive program 
capable of coordinating the entry of data from a large 
number of ODESY stations. This program is used to create 
batches of error-free data in the Tank file by allowing each 
terminal operator at an ODESY station to enter a batch of 
data, one record at a time, under the control of screen 
formats and a set of commands. The data is checked for 
errors and stored in the Tank file when it is correct. If 
there are errors in the data, the program informs the 
operator who must correct the errors. 

Once data has been entered, it may be recalled by the 
operator. There is an optional verification stage in which 
the operator re-enters the data. It is compared with the 
original entry and differences are reported to the operator. 
ODESY also enables the operator to make minor changes to the 
data, or insert or delete records. The operator indicates 
that a batch is complete by scheduling it for extraction. 
The batch in the Tank file may then be processed by the next 
ODESY program. 

The Edit Program obtains information such as details of 
operators, stations, and check digit verification schemes 
from the System file. Each operator must log on, using a 
number and password, and this is checked against the file. 
Similarly, each station is checked against the file. Both 
the station and the operator must be valid. 
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If the Data Entry Program must be terminated from the ODT 
because no valid stations or operator passwords are 
available, enter: 

<mix no>AXTER NOW 

The formats are obtained 
indicate what is to appear 
checks are to be applied. 

from the Formats file. 
on the screen and which 

EXTRACTION PROGRAM 

They 
audit 

The Extraction program (EXTRACT) takes batches of data from 
the Tank file and creates serial files on disk or tape 
suitable for processing by an application system. EXTRACT 
also deletes from the tank file the batches that are no 
longer needed. 

Batches are marked for extraction or deletion through the 
Edit program by using the SCHEDULE command alone or with the 
DEL option. To "unschedule" a batch for extraction or 
deletion, simply open it. 

The Batch Status Print program can be executed before each 
Extraction to ensure that the correct batches are scheduled 
for extraction or deletion. 

For information about how EXTRACT may create secured files, 
see Section 10 under "Usercode Security." 

RUNNING EXTRACT AND EDIT TOGETHER 

Extraction can be performed alone or at the same time that 
data is being entered. However, it is important to be 
consistent with the method of extraction that you use within 
a given extraction run. In other words, do not initiate or 
terminate EDIT while EXTRACT is executing. This is because 
when EDIT is in the mix, EXTRACT does not write directly to 
the ODESYDATA files under some circumstances. In these 
cases, EDIT updates the data files to avoid contention 
problems. 
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For example, when EDIT is running, EXTRACT stores operator 
statistics in a temporary file called the OPSTATS file. 
After all batches are processed, EXTRACT asks EDIT {via 
queue file communication) to transfer this data into the 
SYSTEM file. When EDIT is not running, EXTRACT writes 
directly to the ODESYDATA files, and no queue file 
communication is involved. 

HOW EXTRACT WORKS 

During a run of the Extraction program, each of the 999 
possible batches is scanned in order by batch number, and 

·any batch scheduled for extraction or deletion is processed. 
All such batches will be listed in an Extraction report with 
a 1-line summary of the action taken. 

Individual records are extracted field by field based upon 
the format specifications. An output {application) file 
record is written each time EXTRACT encounters a write 
specified in a field's "WRITE - AFTER" option {provided the 
record is not blank). For more information about the 
Extraction process on a field level, see Section 5 under 
"Write Options." 

When the Extraction program finds a batch that is scheduled 
for extraction, it uses the group name to obtain details for 
the file to be created. If EXTRACT is to create a magnetic 
tape file, a new tape file is opened, and extracted records 
are written to the tape. If EXTRACT is to create a disk 
file, it checks to see if such a file already exists. If it 
does, EXTRACT will add records to the end of it. Otherwise, 
EXTRACT will create a new disk file according to the 
specifications in the group header. If this file becomes 
full, the message "OUTPUT FILE FULL" is printed on the 
Extraction report, and the records from the current batch 
that were added to the file are removed. 

NOTE 

EXTRACT cannot add records to a CANOE 
file or to any file previously closed 
with CRUNCH, because the file is 
considered full. 
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THE EXTRACTION REPORT 

The Extraction report shows the following information by 
batch: 

1. The operator number of the operator who scheduled 
the batch. 

2. The group name, output file name, and the output 
file medium (if tape}. 

3. The number of records entered, verified, and 
re-extracted. (A record is counted as being 
re-extracted if the record has been previously 
extracted, and the data has not been modified in 
the mean time.} 

4. The number of records in the output file both 
before and after the release of a batch. 

5. The number of lines printed (if any) 
Extraction Journal. 

in an 

6. Information 
extraction 
ex tr acted • " 

regarding the outcome of the 
process for that batch, such as "batch 

In addition to creating the Extraction Report, the 
Extraction program also gathers statistical information for 
the Statistics Analysis program. 

JOURNAL FACILITIES 

A user-defined Ext~action Journal 
hard-copy record of extracted data. 
option must be set for the group. 

may be created for a 
To do this, the report 

The contents of the journal depend upon the values of the 
Print Column, Print After, and Print Name options for each 
field of each format used. Printing data on the journal is 
specified independently from writing a record to the output 
file being created. Thus, secure or unimportant data need 
not be printed on the journal. For example, the journal may 
serve as an exact audit trai1 of what is extracted, or it 
may list only key fields from certain formats. 
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DELETION 

A batch is not automatically deleted after extraction. If 
no errors are found by the application system, the batch 
should be explicitly deleted from the Tank file with the 
SCHEDULE DELETE command. 

When the Edit program receives the command to delete a 
batch, the only action taken is to mark the batch for 
deletion. The actual data in the batch is not deleted until 
the next run of the Extraction program. At any point up 
until that time, the batch may be "unscheduled" by opening 
it, and the batch will not be deleted. 

If you do not wish to retain extracted batches, then 
SCHEDULE and SCHEDULE DELETE may be used to force the 
deletion of a batch as soon as the application file has been 
created. You also may use SCHEDULE DELETE only, since a 
batch will not be deleted until it has been extracted at 
least once. 

If the tank file becomes full, run the Edit program to 
schedule a few unwanted batches for deletion, and then run 
the Extraction program to return the data records to the 
chain of free records. If the Tank file regularly becomes 
full, it may be advisable to increase the limits of the 
file. See Section 3. 

JOURNAL-ONLY AND NO-JOURNAL FACILITIES 

The Journal-Only facility lets you do a trial extraction run 
to ensure that the correct data will be extracted and the 
correct batches are scheduled for extraction and deletion. 

The Journal-Only facility is selected by setting external 
switch 2 to 1. All that is produced from this type of 
execution is an Extraction Journal and an Extraction Report. 
At the top of both reports appear the words JOURNALS ONLY. 
No batches are actually extracted or deleted. 

To select the No-Journ~l facility, set switch 2 to 2. No 
journal will be produced from the extraction run, but in all 
other respects it will be a normal run involving extraction, 
deletion, and the creation of an Extraction Report. 
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SECTION 8 

AUXILIARY PROGRAMS 

There are five auxiliary ODESY programs: the Batch Status 
Print program, used in data control; the Statistics Analysis 
program, a management aid to effective system use; the Tank 
File Conversion program, a conversion aid; and the Dumpfile 
Conversion program, also a conversion aid. The Tank File 
Analysis program is also a debugging aid which may be used 
by your Burroughs System Support Representative. 

BATCH STATUS PRINT PROGRAM 

The Batch Status Print program (PRINT) produces a report 
showing all existing batches and their current status. It 
can be used for data control to determine how many batches 
have been entered and by whom, and which ones are scheduled 
for extraction or deletion. 

For each batch, the report shows the operator who first 
opened the batch, the date it was first opened, the date it 
was last accessed, the operator who scheduled the batch for 
extraction (if any), the number of records in the batch, the 
group associated with the batch, and the values of four 
status flags. These flags are enter status, verify status, 
extract status, and delete status. The information produced 
by this report is similar to that produced by the Edit 
program STATUS command. 

To ensure that the correct batches are 
extraction or deletion, execute this 
executing the Extraction program. 

scheduled for 
program before 

Figure 4 shows a sample Batch Status Print report. 
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STATISTICS ANALYSIS PROGRAM 

The Statistics Analysis program (STATS) produces two 
statistics reports: the Formats report and the Operator 
report. Using the data gathered by the Edit and Extraction 
Programs, each report summarizes the data that has been 
extracted since the last execution of the Statistics 
Analysis program. These reports may be used by management 
to identify sources of inefficiency in the system, and as a 
general indication of system use. 

An identifying transaction number is printed at the top of 
each report. Each time the program is executed, this number 
is increased by one. The report also shows the transaction 
number of the last report and the date on which it was 
produced. 

The Formats report shows the use of each format and the 
volume of data for each application. It includes the number 
of records extracted for each format and group of formats. 

The Operator report shows the number of extracted records 
entered and verified, the approximate number of keystrokes 
for Enter mode and Verify mode, the elapsed time (the time 
spent logged in at a terminal), the number of records per 
hour, and the approximate number of keystrokes per hour. 
The report includes a detail line for each operator and a 
total for all operators. 

The Operator report was designed to serve as a general guide 
to system use and not as an analysis of operator 
performatnce. The method of gather Operator statistics 
should be understood to accurately interpret the Operator 
report. Operator statistics are gathered by the following 
programs: 

1. EDIT. This program notes the time each operator 
logs on and off, and stores this information in 
the approrpiate operator record in the system 
file. 

2. EXTRACT. This program looks at the operator 
numbers of ·both the entering and verifying 
operator stored in each data record as it extracts 
the batch. It bumps those operators' record 
totals by one for each record extracted, and their 
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character totals by the length of the field 
scanned for each field encountered. It does not 
know if the field was an inserted constant, was 
supplied by a user program, or was entered by the 
operator. It also does not know whether the field 
was displayed or rekeyed for verification. Thus, 
it does not provide an exact account of the number 
of characters actually keyed by an operator. 

Each time STATS is run, the time, records keyed, and records 
verified fields for each operator are reset to zero in the 
system file. To optimize the accuracy of the reported 
statistics, all batches entered since the previous run of 
STATS should be extracted before reexecuting the STATS 
program. If all of the data entered or verified since the 
last STATS run is not extracted before running STATS, the 
report can become even less accurate. For example, it can 
show no records entered but much time for an operator, or 
vice-versa. 

For best results, execute STATS once per week or once per 
month, and consider the reported values to be only an 
approximation of actual activity. 

Figure 5 shows a sample Formats report and figure 6 shows a 
sample Operator report. 
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DUMP FILE AND TANK FILE 
-CONVERSIONPROGRA~ 

The structure of the Formats File may change between major 
releases of ODESY, as additional facilities become 
available. If this happens, the Dump File Conversion 
program must be used to convert existing formats so they are 
compatible with the new software level. Complete 
instructions for performing the conversion procedure, if 
required, are included in the documentation for each 
release. A Tank File Conversion program may also be used 
during the conversion procedure. 

If the hardware or software fails during the conversion of 
formats, redump the format dump file from the old version 
and re-execute the program. To recover the Tank File 
Conversion program, reload backup copies of the original 
data files and re-execute the program. 

An alternative use for the Dump File Conversion program is 
to produce a listing of all the groups and formats in a dump 
file. In this case, the formats are not changed, because 
they are already marked with the current release level. 
CONVERT can be executed while any other ODESY program is 
operating. 

To use it, execute the Dump File Conversion program from the 
ODT. Enter and transmit: 

EX ODESY/CONVERT 

A message will be displayed on the ODT screen asking the 
name of the dump file to be converted or listed. Enter the 
dump file name via an accept message at the ODT. Use the 
mix number of the Dump File Conversion program. Enter and 
transmit: 

<mix number>AX <format dump file name> 

The program reads the file and produces a Dump File 
Conversion report showing all groups and formats in the dump 
file. As noted above, ihe formats will not be changed if 
they are already on the current release level. CONVERT then 
requests another dump file name. 
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To terminate the program, enter and transmit: 

<mix number> AX 

Figure 7 shows a sample Dump File Conversion report. 
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TANK FILE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 

The Tank File Analysis program (DUMP} performs two functions 
that deal with a tank file in which corruption has been 
detected. The first function is the creation of a 
diagnostic report that provides information about the tank 
file. The second function enables you to manually reset the 
in-use flag for a batch. It can also be used to remove a 
corrupt batch that the squash procedure does not remove. 
These two functions require separate executions of the 
program. 

THE REPORT FUNCTION 

This function does not update the tank file but merely reads 
from it and creates the Tank File Analysis report. You may 
be alerted to the need for this report by the Edit program 
message: 

74 PLEASE EXECUTE ODESY/DUMP 

This occurs if EDIT encounters a fatal error during data 
entry. DUMP produces a diagnostic report which helps to 
identify the source of trouble. Send the dump report, the 
error report produced by EDIT at the time of the error, all 
three ODESYDATA files in machine-readable form, and your 
source and object-code files to your Burroughs System 
Support representative. 

To create the Tank File Analysis (DUMP) report, execute the 
Tank File Analysis program from the ODT. Enter and 
transmit: 

EX ODESY/DUMP 

The program produces a Tank File Analysis report: a status 
report of the formats, system, and tank files, and a report 
of the tank file. This detailed report includes the status 
of each batch in the tank along with a listing of each 
record in the Tank File showing its status flags, addresses, 
group names, format names, po inters, and a post ion of its 
data. · 
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Distinguish DUMP, the Tank File Analysis program, from a 
Format Dump file, which is a serial file containing format 
data. A Format Dump file may not be used as a Formats file. 
It is accessed through the Format Maintenance program by the 
DUMP and LOAD commands. 

THE BATCH FIXER FUNCTION 

The second function available through the Tank File Analysis 
program enables you to manually reset a batch's in-use flag. 
You can also manually remove a corrupt batch from the tank 
file using this function. Deleting a batch in this manner 
does not free up the space occupied by the batch's records 
as would the Extraction program's delete or a tank file 
squash. Thus, it is best to use DUMP to delete a batch only 
as a last resort and follow the procedure with a tank file 
squash. 

The batch fixer part of the Tank File Analysis program is 
activated by executing the program from the ODT with 
external switch 1 set to 1. Enter and transmit: 

EX ODESY/DUMP . SW 1 1 

This will cause DUMP to display the following message: 

ENTER BATCH NUMBER, OR BLANK TO STOP RUNNING. 

It will then accept the batch number of the batch to be 
accessed. Enter and transmit: 

<mix number> AX <batch number> 

ODESY/DUMP will display the status of the specified batch. 
Check carefully to verify that the batch specified was the 
correct one. DUMP then displays the following inst~uctions: 
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ENTER: I - TO TURN OFF THE IN-USE FLAG. 
R - TO REMOVE BATCH FROM THE 

TANK FILE. 
BLANK - TO LEAVE STATUS UNCHANGED. 

NOTE: IF 'R' IS ENTERED, THIS BATCH 
WILL NO LONGER EXIST TO ODESY. 

At this point, enter the command desired, again using the 
ACCEPT keyboard command. If the batch number specified 
originally was incorrect, enter: 

<mix number> AX 

DUMP will re-display the original message. A new batch 
number may then be entered. If, however, the batch was 
correct, enter either I to reset the Batch's in-use flag, or 
R to permanently remove the batch from the tank file. 

If R is specified, a final message is displayed to verify 
that the batch removal is desired. Enter YES to delete the 
batch or NO to leave the batch in the tank file. 

When all updates have been made, enter a blank instead of a 
batch number to cause the program to go to end-of-job. 

Figure 8 shows a sample Tank File Analysis report. 
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SECTION 9 

USER PROGRAM INTERFACE 

The User Program Interface, sometimes referred to as 
Inquiry, is one of the most powerful features in ODESY. It 
allows the user to access the data during data entry in 
order to perform customized edit checks, virtually making 
any type of data editing possible. It may also reduce data 
entry requirements by allowing information supplied from the 
data base to appear in a screen format. If simple data base 
inquiry is desired and the transactions need not be saved, 
ODESY provides the option not to store each screen as a tank 
file record, for better disk utilization. 

USES FOR THE USER PROGRAM INTERFACE 

The User Program Interface is used in many different ways to 
fit a wide range of requirements. The following list shows 
the most common uses: 

1. Simple inquiry into a file or data base. 

2. Data file updating. When used this way, the data 
verification step is bypassed. However, it can be 
useful for some applications. You can still use 
the journal facility to provide an audit trail of 
these transactions. 

3. Existence checking against a data file (for 
example, to verify that an account number exists). 

4. Supplying information to the operator from a data 
file to reduce data entry. 

5. Non-standard data checking, such as inter-field 
checking. 

6. Other checking, such as when an unusually strict 
security system is needed. For example, the 
operator, format, and station can be checked 
against each other before the format is displayed. 

The User Program Interface requires a special program, 
written by the user, to handle the customized checking and 
and data file accessing functions. 
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USER PROGRAM INTERFACE OPERATION 

The user program interface works by allowing the user 
program to communicate with EDIT either before a format is 
displayed (for supplying information into the fields), after 
the format is diplayed (for additional checking of the 
data), or both. Errors found by the user program are 
handled as if they were found by Edit. 

EDIT sends the data to the user program along with an 
accompanying header containing all the information 
pertaining to the data, such as the format name. One of the 
fields in the header con ta ins the number of errors found by 
the user program. Most of the other fields in the header 
are not changed by the user program, but are for reference 
only. 

The data string that follows the header corresponds with the 
layout of the format. The user program flags fields that 
are in error by moving question marks into them. A message 
type, along with the format name, tells the user program if 
it should supply information into the string or check the 
data. When this is accomplished, the user program returns 
the data with its header to EDIT. The remote file construct 
is used for this inter-program communication. 

USING THE USER PROGRAM INTERFACE 

If you do not require the User Program Interface, ignore all 
references to it. It will not affect the operation of the 
remainder of ODESY. Leave the system parameter Maximum 
Number of User Programs set to zero. 

If, however, you can use this feature for a certain 
application, do the following: 

1. Set the system parameter Maximum Number of User 
Programs to one or more. 

2. You may want to select a relatively simple task, 
such as existence checking on an account number, 
for your first example. 

3. Study Worked Example 1 at the end of this section, 
and model your user program after it. 
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4. Create the format for data entry. For this 
example, specify the format type in the format 
header as "C", a check-data type format. Indicate 
the user program name below it. 

EDIT will handle this format in the following way when the 
operator requests it. 

1. EDIT zip-executes the user program, then displays 
the format to the requesting operator. 

2. The operator enters data, then transmits. 

3. EDIT does all the standard checks on the data. 

4. If no errors are found, EDIT sends the data, along 
with a message type of check ("03"), to the user 
program. (Otherwise, EDIT returns the data to the 
operator for correction.) 

5. The user program should check the data, set the 
NUMBER OF ERRORS field in the header to the number 
of error fields found (if any), fill the fields in 
error with question marks, change the message type 
to data ("11"), and send it back to EDIT. 

6. If the NUMBER OF ERRORS field is zero, EDIT stores 
the data in the tank file. Otherwise, it 
redisplays the screen, marking the fields in 
error. 

NOTE 

Unlike 
flagged 
displayed 
even when 

errors found by EDIT, error fields 
by a user program are always 

with question marks in the field, 
they are also blinked. 

OVERVIEW OF INQUIRY FORMAT FUNCTIONS 

This section begins with a general overvie.w of inquiry 
formats. More detail on e.ach of the formats will be 
provided later in the section. 

There are four types of ttinquiry" formats, or formats that 
require a user-written program. They are as follows: 
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I. Check-data. 
2. Supply-data. 
3. Key-data. 
4. Supply-and-check. 

The check-data format allows 
program after the screen 
entered by the operator. 
further checking of the data. 

the data to be sent to the user 
is displayed and the data is 
This format is designed for 

The supply-data format lets the user program supply 
information into fields before the format is displayed. For 
example, if an account number was entered previously, this 
format allows the user program to display the name and 
address of that account on the screen so the operator does 
not need to enter it. It can also be used for immediate 
visual verification of the account name. If a format needs 
data to be supplied to it before it is displayed, it should 
be specified as a supply-data type format. 

The key-data format is used to send data that does not 
require immediate checking to a user program. In the above 
example, the "account number" could have been sent to the 
user program through a key-data format because the number is 
later checked when the following supply-data format is used. 
At that time, the user program will read a data file in 
order to supply the account information to the operator. If 
the "account .number" key is found to be invalid, the user 
program can cause EDIT to redisplay the key-data format 
again, indicating an error, before the supply-data format 
appears on the screen. 

The supply-and-check format is designed for tank file 
efficiency. It is important to remember that one record is 
stored in the tank file for each error-free data screen 
transmitted by an operator. (The only exception to this is 
when a batch is opened in Inquiry mode, in which case no 
records at all are stored.) It is important to use these 
formats efficiently so that records are not stored in the 
tank file unnecessarily. The supply-and-check format 
combines the functions of a supply-data format with that of 
a check-data format, so that both operations can be 
performed, while only one record is stored in the tank file. 

A supply-and-check format, using the above inquiry example 
with account number as the key, would work like this: 
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1. 

2. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

The operator would request a key-data format to 
start the sequence. This would allow the operator 
to enter the first account number. 

A supply-and-check format would be set up to 
follow automatically. The user program would 
supply the information about that account during 
the supply phase. 

EDIT would then display the supply-and-check 
format to the operator, with information about the 
account appearing on the screen. 

The operator would complete the entry of data by 
filling in the additional data required, if any, 
and then enter the next account number, probably 
at the very bottom of the screen. (To include the 
account number in the next record's data at 
Extract time, specify a "write" in the WRITE-AFTER 
option for the field just before "account 
number.") 

After receiving the data, EDIT would do all of its 
standard checks on the data. Then if no errors 
were found, it would send the data to the user 
program. 

During 
format, 
further, 
number. 

the check phase of the 
the user program would 
if desired, and store 

supply-and-check 
check the data 

the next account 

The following format would be the same 
supply-and-check format. The cycle would repeat, 
starting with the supply phase in which the 
information pertaining to the previously-entered 
account number is supplied into the format and 
displayed to the operator. 

allows only one tank file record to be stored 
for each transaction rather than one record for the account 
number and a second one for the information about that 
account. 

The inquiry format types are specified to the Format 
Maintenance program on the format header screen as follows: 
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TYPE OF FORMAT SPECIFICATION ---

Key-data K 
Supply-data s 
Check-data c 
Supply-and-check u 

The table below summarizes the sequence of events which 
occurs for each type of format. Normal, batch total, and 
display type formats are included for comparison. 

Blank D K s c u 
or B 

Select format x x x x x x 

EDIT to user program x x 
~?::~: 

(User program to EDIT x x 

EDIT displays format x x x x x x 

Operator enters data x x x x x 

EDIT checks data x x x x x 

EDIT to user program x x x 

User Program to EDIT x x 

EDIT stores data (*) x x x x x 

Select next forrna t x x x x x x 

* If the batch is opened in Inquiry mode the data will 
not be stored. 

You can select a format in one of four ways: 

1. Select it initially by using a form of the ENTER 
command. 

2. Select it automatically when a format is specified 
with a NEXT.FORMAT. 
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3. Override the "NEXT.FORMAT" field in the control 
line of the screen. 

4. Use the user program to change the format name in 
the header. This may be done only during the 
supply phase, before the operator has seen the 
format. If the new format is a supply-type 
format, data sent from the user program will be 
displayed in it. 

USER PROGRAM DESIGN 

When writing a user program there are several design 
considerations to be aware of. 

A user program can be written in any language that supports 
the remote file construct, which is used for interprogram 
communication. The examples at the back of this section 
show user programs written in COBOL, RPG, and UPL. DMSII 
data bases or other data files may be accessed by the user 
program. If an update on a data file is being done by the 
user program, however, careful consideration should be given 
to recovery. ODESY's recovery mechanisms are designed to 
recover only its ODESYDATA files, assuming those files are 
physically intact. 

A user program communicates with EDIT through the remote 
file STATIONS. A remote file is a method of queueing 
messages. If you use COBOL 74, you must use the remote file 
construct rather than the communications section for 
inter-program communication. EDIT is an MCS-type program, 
and it uses the remote file to communicate with both 
terminals and user programs. Messages from a user program 
do not go directly to the terminals; they always go to EDIT. 
(EDIT sets the participating option when approving a file 
open.) If If the user program specifies a remote key, it 
will be ignored. 

Do not execute a user program from the ODT. The program 
will be zip-executed by EDIT when a format that specifies it 
is selected. 

EDIT brings down a user program by sending an end-of-file 
condition to it when it. is no longer required. When this 
condition occurs, the communication between EDIT and the 
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program is broken and the user program should terminate 
gracefully. 

The end-of-file condition is sent depending on the setting 
of the shutdown option in the system configuration. If the 
shutdown option is set to "C", which is the default, an 
end-of-file condition is sent to the user program wh~n the 
CLOSE command is received from the last station using the 
program or when EDIT is terminated. If it is ~ 
the end-of-file condition is sent only when the~~ 
program is terminated. C • f 

E •'r • 
If you need more control over terminating the user program, 
you can set the shutdown option to "U". When the CLOSE 
command is received from the last station using the program, 
EDIT sends an advisory message to the user program. You can 
decide if the program should terminate depending upon 
factors such as beginning- and end-of-job overhead, memory 
utilization, frequency of utilization, or any other relevant 
considerations. You also can manually discontinue the user 
program by entering an ODESY DS command from a control 
station. This method is not usually recommended, because 
some other operator may be using the program when you bring 
it to EOJ. 

NOTE 

Only one user program should be active 
at a given station at one time. Thus, 
it is important to include procedures 
that handle at least all of the inquiry 
formats in a given group in one user 
program. 
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USER PROGRAM STRUCTURE 

The structure of a user program normally is: 

INITIALIZE 

UNTIL END-OF-FILE CONDITION 

------------------------
READ REMOTE FILE 

TRUE 

END-OF-FILE 
CONDITION ? 

FALSE 

PROCESS 
DATA 

TERMINATE 

The main part of the program is a READ statement, followed 
by a set of procedure calls to process the message received 
and a return to the READ statement (see Inquiry Examples l 
and 2). The READ statement should have an AT END or ON.EOF 
branch because EDIT causes an end-of-file condition to 
terminate a user program. 

The format of the messages in the remote file is described 
below. 

MESSAGE HEADER 

There is a standard form for all messages received 
(READ and WRITE) by the user program. The message 
of a 30-byte header, which is followed by data. 
nomenclature the message is: 

01 ODESY-RECORD-AREA. 
1-,} 03 ODESY-MSG-TYPE 
J· 03 ODESY-STATION 

.. ·r 03 ODESY-OPERATOR 

PIC 99. 
PIC 999. 
PIC 99 • 
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'71- lb 03 ODESY-BATCH PIC 999. 
JI· l ~ 0 3 ODESY-RECORD PIC 9999. 
ir'- I~ 03 ODESY-GROUP PIC xxxx. 
1'1 -2i 0 3 ODESY-FORMAT PIC xxxx. 

23 03 ODESY-LENGTH PIC 9999. 
.2 03 ODESY-ERRORS PIC 99. 

03 ODESY-MODE PIC x. 
03 ODESY-ACT ION PIC x. 
03 ODESY-DATA PIC X ( INPUT-DATA-SIZE) • 

The user program receives a message, 
message in reply. Those parameters 
changed in the reply are noted below. 

Message Type 

and often sends a 
which are not to be 

Messages with these message types are received by the user 
program from EDIT: 

01 Key-data message. 
02 Supply-data message. 
03 Check-data message. 
98 Last station using the program has closed the 

batch. 

Messages with these message types are expected to be sent by 
the user program to EDIT: 

11 Data message. 
12 Invalid key message. 
13 Invalid format message. 

Station 

This value is the logical station 
station that initiated the message. 
by the user program. 

Opera tor 

number (LSN) of the 
It must not be changed 

This number is that of the operator logged on at the 
station. It must not be changed by the user program. 
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Batch 

This is the number of the batch that is open at the station. 
If Inquiry mode is being used, there is no batch open and 
this parameter is zero. It must not be changed by the user 
program. 

Record 

If a batch is open, this value is the relative record number 
of the record being entered, inserted, modified, or 
verified. It must not be changed by the user program. 

Group 

The group name is used in the OPEN command. It must not be 
changed by the user program. 

Format 

This option indicates the current format in use at the 
station. It can be changed only in reply to a supply-data 
message. Inquiry Example 2 shows this. 

Length 

This value describes the length of ODESY-DATA. It indicates 
the length of the data which follows the 30-byte header. 
Normally it does not need to be changed. 

Errors 

In incoming messages this value is always zero. In replying 
to a check-data message, the user program is expected to set 
this to the number of errors found, if any. 
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Mode 

Mode indicates the 
ODESY-MODE may assume 
batch was opened: 

1 = Enter mode. 
2 = Verify mode. 
3 = Display mode. 
4 = In qu i r y mode • 

current mode 
these values, 

of the Edit 
depending 

The mode must not be changed by the user program. 

Action 

Program. 
on how the 

This indicates the current action in which EDIT is involved. 
ODESY-ACTION may assume these values, depending on the last 
command entered. 

1 = Enter 
2 = Verify 
3 = Display 
4 = Inquiry 
5 = Modify 
6 = Batch status 
7 = Batch totals status 

Data 

In incoming key-data and check-data messages, this area 
contains all of the data for the record in the order that it 
was entered (that is, in the order that it was specified in 
the format) • For suply-data messages, only default and 
duped-in values will be present in the data area sent to the 
user program. 

For all message types, the data sent to the user program 
will be in character form. Data conversion, such as from 
character to packed, is done at extract time when the 
application file is created. The user program must return 
all of the data to EDIT in the same form, which is character 
form. 
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If the user program is replying to a check-data message, and 
errors were detected, the fields in error should be flagged 
with question marks (see Inquiry Examples 1 and 2). 

The length of ODESY-DATA will never be greater than the 
value of the system parameter Input Data Size. However, for 
any particular message, the actual length of ODESY-DATA is 
given by ODESY-LENGTH. 

INCOMING MESSAGES 

The action taken by an user program after receiving a 
message usually depends on the group name, format name, and 
message type. The only rules enforced by ODESY refer to the 
message types of the messages sent in reply. 

OUTGOING MESSAGES 

The normal reply to a supply-data message or a check-data 
message is a data message (message type = 11). The data 
message either supplies data to EDIT or returns the result 
of checking the data. 

However, if the user program sends an invalid key message 
(message type = 12) or an invalid format message (message 
type= 13), EDIT sends an error message to the operator. In 
the first case, it sends message 66 INVALID INQUIRY KEY and 
in the second case it sends message 67 INVALID INQUIRY 
FORMAT. If the user program sends an unrecognized message 
to EDIT, EDIT replies with message 68 INVALID INQUIRY REPLY. 

INQUIRY FORMATS 

There are four inquiry format types: key-data, supply-data, 
check-data, and supply-and-check data. When FORMAINT is 
being used to enter an inquiry format, a user program name 
is required. This is the name of the user program that will 
receive all messages for this format. A user program must 
be able to handle messages for all inquiry formats for which 
it is named. An inquiry format cannot be used if the 
relevant user program is not on disk. 
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KEY DATA 

When a key-data format 
type = 01) is sent to 
checking of the data. 
this message. 

is used, a key-data message (message 
the user program after successful 

The user program must not reply to 

The key-data format can be used for passing a key to the 
user program or for passing data to the user program for 
which no immediate checking is required. A key-data format 
would normally have a supply-data format as its NEXT.FORMAT, 
so that the information supplied for the latter relates to 
the key entered for the former. The user program may 
determine if the key passed by the key date format is valid 
when it receives the following supply data message. 

If the key is valid, the user program may supply the data 
required (see explanation of supply data below). If the key 
is invalid, the user program can cause EDIT to redisplay the 
key-data format again before the supply-data format appears 
on the screen. This is done by changing the format name in 
the user program header back to the key-data format name. 

If this method is to be used for inquiry, the user program 
should have a table with one entry for each station. The 
key-data supplied would be stored in this table for use with 
later supply-data or check-data messages. Format AP VEND in 
Inquiry Example 2 is an example of a key-data format. 

SUPPLY DATA 

When a supply-data format is used, a supply-data message 
(message type = 02) is sent to the user program before any 
data is entered. The user program is expected to reply with 
a data message (message type = 11), an invalid key message 
(message type= 12), or an invalid format message (message 
type = 13). If it is a data message, EDIT inspects the 
format name in the message, and if this format is a 
supply-data format or a supply-and-check format, the data at 
the end of the message is presented. The ability to change 
the format name allows the user program to alter the 
sequence of formats when there is no more data for this 
format or for this key. (See Inquiry Example 2, where the 
format is changed from AP INVC to AP VEND when there are no 
more invoices to supply.) 
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A supply-data format can be used for pure inquiry (no 
batch), or for interactive data entry where the data 
supplied will help .the operator in entering a batch. Format 
AP INVC in Inquiry Example 2 is an example of a supply-data 
format. 

CHECK DATA 

NOTE 

When a user program is initiated by a 
supply-data (or a supply-and-check) 
format, the request for the format must 
be sent to ODESY twice. The first 
request causes the user program to be 
zipped, but because communication with 
the user program is not possible until 
its remote file is opened, message 65 
(INQUIRY PROGRAM IS NOT RUNNING) is 
displayed. After the second- request, 
the format normally appears~ 

When a check-data format is used, a check-data message 
(message type = 03) is sent to the user program after 
successful checking by EDIT of the data. The user program 
is expected to reply with a data message (message type = 11) 
or an invalid key message (message type = 12) or an invalid 
format message (message type = 13). 

If it is a data message, EDIT examines the ODESY-errors 
parameter in the message. If this parameter is greater than 
zero, the data in the message is presented to the operator 
for correction. If the ODESY-errors parameter is zero and 
there is a batch open (i.e., not Inquiry mode), the data in 
the message is stored in the batch as is. No further 
checking is done on the data by EDIT, because it was checked 
before being sent to the user program. Be sure to return 
the correct data after checking. In this way, the user 
program modifies the data before returning it to EDIT and 
this modified data is stored in the batch. · 

A check-data format can be used for on-line updating (no 
batch) , for inter-field checks where the allowable values 
for one field depend on the value entered for another field, 
or for existence checking. Format INVC RECl in Inquiry 
Example 1 is an example of a check-data format used for 
existence checking. 
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SUPPLY-AND-CHECK 

When a supply-and-check format is used, a supply-data 
message (message type = 02) is sent to the user program 
before the operator is allowed to enter any data and a 
check-data message (message type = 03) is sent to the user 
program after successful checking by EDIT of the data. 

A supply-and-check 
supply-data format 
in Inquiry Example 
format. 

format combines the functions of a 
and a check-data format. Format AP NAME 

2 is an example of a supply-and-check 

INQUIRY MODE 

When inquiry formats are being used, batches are often 
Examples of this are pure inquiry, where there 

entry, and on-line updating, where the user 
the data entered directly to update a data 
cases, Inquiry mode can be used. 

unnecessary. 
is no data 
program uses 
base. In such 

To get into Inquiry mode, enter the OPEN command followed by 
the keyword INQUIRY: 

/OPEN INQUIRY <group> 

You can now use the INQUIRY command to call up any format in 
the specified group: 

//<format> 

With the aid of the NEXT.FORMAT feature, you may be guided 
through an inquiry or update sequence. The AP formats in 
Inquiry Example 2 can be referenced in Inquiry mode. 

To get out of Inquiry mode, enter a CLOSE command: 

/CLOSE 
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Note that the Edit Program commands ACCEPT, DELETE, DISPLAY, 
ENTER, INSERT, MODIFY, and VERIFY can not be used in Inquiry 
mode. 

EDIT COMMANDS WITH INQUIRY FORMATS 

ACCEPT 

This command is not affected by the format type. The record 
being entered or inserted is added to the batch, even though 
it may contain errors. However, no message is sent to the 
user program to indicate that the record has been accepted. 

CLOSE 

The CLOSE command's Effect on the user program depends, in 
part, upon the value of the system parameter SHUTDOWN. If 
the default SHUTDOWN option "C" is selected, the user 
program will receive an end-of-file (EOF) when the last 
batch using it is closed. 

If the SHUTDOWN option has been set to "U" in the system 
configuration, an advisory message (message type = 98) is 
sent to the user program when the CLOSE command is received 
from the last station using it. The program can ignore the 
message, terminate immediately, or wait for a period of time 
before terminating. A complex wait statement may be used to 
wait for a period of time, and at the same time wait for 
messages from EDIT through the remote file. 

If the SHUTDOWN option "T" is selected, 
will not be notified in any way at CLOSE 
receive an EOF when EDIT terminates. 

DELETE 

the user program 
time, but will 

This command is not affected by the format type. The record 
is deleted from the batch. However, no message is sent to 
the user program to indicate that the record has been 
deleted. 
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DISPLAY 

This command is not affected by the format type. The data 
to be displayed is taken from the batch, even if it is a 
supply-data format or a supply-and-check format. No message 
is sent to the user program. 

ENTER 

For a supply-data format or a supply-and-check format, the 
user program is asked to supply data before entry. For a 
key-data format, a check-data format, or a supply-and-check 
format, the data is passed to the user program after entry. 

INSERT 

For a supply-data format or a supply-and-check format, the 
user program is asked to supply data before entry. For a 
key-data format, a check-data format, or a supply-and-check 
format, the data is passed to the user program after entry. 

MODIFY 

For a supply-data format or a supply-and-check format, the 
data presented for modification is taken from the batch. 
For a key-data format, a check-data format, or a 
supply-and-check format, the data is sent to the user 
program after entry. Thus key-data and check-data messages 
are sent, but supply-data messages are not sent. 

VERIFY 

For a supply-data format or a supply-and-check format, the 
data presented for verification is taken from the batch if 
the DISPLAY or NO VERIFY option is set or from the user 
program if the standard REKEY VERIFY option is set. If the 
format is a key-data format, a check-data format, or a 
supply-and-check format, the data is sent to the user 
program after entry. In this way key-data and check-data 
messages are sent and supp~y-data messages are sent if 
standard verify is specified for the format. 
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INQUIRY EXAMPLE 1 

Inquiry Example 1 demonstrates how a simple existence check 
can be performed. 

Format INVC RECl is used for the entry of invoices. The 
stock number in each invoice is to be checked by the user 
program STOCKINQ against a file of valid stock numbers. For 
simplicity, the stock number is used directly as a key to 
access the stock file. The interface to ODESY would remain 
the same if a data base were being accessed. 

To run this example under usercode 
two-part name for the user program. 
in Section 10. 

FORMAT INVC RECl 

security, you need a 
See Usercode Security 

The format is a check-data format and refers to the user 
program STOCKINQ. The stock number appears in bytes 6-10 of 
the input record. 

DATA DIVISION (COBOL EXAMPLE) 

The record area for the remote file is defined as 30 bytes 
of header information followed by 160 bytes of data. The 
160 bytes of data is consistent with the Tank File Record 
Size option set to A. The record area is redefined so that 
it corresponds with the INVC RECl format. The only 
important item in the redefinition is the stock number, 
which is to be checked. 

PROCEDURE DIVISION (COBOL EXAMPLE) 

During initialization, the stock file and the remote file 
are opened. The rest of the program is a loop to read the 
remote file and process the messages received. 

If the format in the ~essage is not INVC RECl, an invalid 
format message (message type = 13) is sent. Otherwise the 
stock number is checked against the stock file. If the 
number is valid, a data message (message type = 11) is sent, 
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with the data unchanged and ODESY-ERRORS = o. If the stock 
number is invalid, a data message is still sent, but 
asterisks are used to indicate a stock number error in the 
data and ODESY-ERRORS = 1. 

On end-of-file, for the remote file, the program terminates. 
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l"rj 
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l.Q 

c 
ti 
<D 

\.0 
I 
I-' 

\.0 
l"rj 
0 
ti 

l'V s 
I-' OJ 

rt 

H 
z 
(=i 

::ti 
trl 
0 
I-' 

01000 ON-LINE OAIA ENTRY SYSTEK F 0 R H A KAI NIE NANCE 

GROUP NAME INYC FILE NAME 

RECORD SIZE 80 BLOCKED l RECORDS/AREA 500 AREAS U 

lCllO 

ON DI SK 
GROUP SIGN CONVENTION MSO 

FORMAi NAME INYCRECl NEXJ FORMAT INVCRECl 
LI NE ADVANCE Z 

SECURIH 50 
CURSOR ADVANCE 0 

R E P 0 R T 

VERIFY CHECK 
USER PROGRAM NAME 

llHE 15:ZZ DATE Ol/Z7/8l PAGE 

OAT£ LAST CHANGED Ol/Zl/81 

REPORT DATE FDRKAJ 

DATE LAST CHANGED Ol/Zl/81 

STOCKINQ 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 000 0000 RECl C JCRECIJ • 
• • • • BATCH NO Z/3 [ • • SJDCK NO ( ) • • S .CUDE. UJ TR NO C I • • QUAHllTY ( J D. r. (0) • • VALUE [ ] • • DUE l REC.COD£ CZJ • • AUX COD£ ( • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• .. 
• • • • • • • • • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

DISPLAY SPECIFICATIONS 
SfQ 

10 zo 
JO 
ftO 
50 
60 
10 
80 
')0 

100 

NAME 

BATCH NO ZIJ 
STOCK NO 
sr.cooc 
TR NO 
QUAN Tl TY 
o. r. 
VALUE 
DAil 
REC.CODE 
AUX CODE 

LENGTH 

5 
15 

l 
5 
9 
I 

lt 
6 
I 
t 

SPACE ADVANCE 
8EfOR£1AF IER 

5 1 
5 5 
5 6 
II ~ 5 .. l 
5 8 
5 9 
l .. 
5 5 

LINE 
ADVANCE 

I 
0 

& 
I 
l 
0 
l 
0 

HIGHLIGHT DUP DISP 
IN YER 

D D 
D 
D 
0 
D 
D 
D 

0 0 
D 
0 

01000 ON-LINE DATA ENTRY SYSJEM r 0 R " A ' M a I N T £ N A N c E R E p 0 R T TIME l5:ZZ DATE Ol/Z7/81 PAGE 

------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------

DJHER SPECIFICATIONS 
DATE COY CROSSFOOT BAJP JYi' :»i8' rna RH~ JHaf PACK f\trK SIGH HArE @AP ~nri SEO TYPE CNS/VAL KANO 

/RANGE TO LS I' SN OUT co 

10 UN " J R u ZJ 
zo UN " R 

z' 
R B n 30 AN y " 

C.5 
CONSTANTS A s u 

Zft R 8 u ftO UN " 50 UN L Z9 R 8 
r.o AN ,, 

" Jll J'l. 
COHSTAIUS 0 

~ J9 R 8 1' 80 10 UN 
60 UN " JO 9Z 
90 UN ,, l l 10 

CDNSJHIS z ] 
IZ Zl c l 00 UN ,, z c 

CUNSUM1S 0 1 z . .. . TOTALS •••• FIELDS INPUT 10 rHLDS OUJPUT 10 
INPUT DA TA SUE 55 CHARACTERS mr CONSTANT DATA tl 
OUTPUT DOA SIZE 55 CUNSJANTS REOUIREO BY EXTRACI 0 
r•r1 nr DDIMl'lrn '' MINIMUM SCREEN SIZE or FORMAT IZ DY 1111 

AS SYS 

z 



1'2:1 ...... 
U) 

~ 
H 
CD 

l.O 
I 

N 

l.O 
ll 
0 
txl 

N 0 
N L1 

ll 
0 
!3 
'O 
I-'• 

I-' 
CD 

L1 ...... 
Ul 
rt" ...... 
::3 

l.Q 

I-' 

0 
H\ 

N 

• 

8U11ROUGHS Bll00/81100 COBOL CONPILER• NARK 11.0.0 (09/28/80 t9:Ji> 
OOY20DEHOO/SIOCK1NQ.C 

001000 ' CARD CHECI flNGLE C03fRUL SJPPRCSS 
OOlOOO IDENTlflCAT ON DIVISIUM. 
003000 .. ------------------------OOftOOO PROGRU•IO. SlOCklMCI 
005000 AUfHOR. DITA ENTRY fRKSP· 
006000 OA E•WRITfCN. JULY 9 • 
001000 DATE-COMPILED· JIME llrl I DUE 01121/lt. 
001000 .. 

ENVIRONMENT DIYISlPN. 009000 
010000 • ---------------------opooo CONflGURATJON sccr1yN-
0 uoo SOUR [-CON UTlR· B- aoo. 
OIJOOO OBJECJ-COMPUTER. e-taoo. 
OlftOOO INPUJ•OUfPUf SECTION. 
015000 fll£•CDNJROL. 
oar.ooo SELECf SfOCl-fllE ASSIGN JO DISK• 

:IU3S tE~61f ~evc1l5sPA~l~~£y. 
019000 SElECl RCMOJC-fllC ASSIGN JO RCNOJ[. 
020000 I 
opooo DUA OUISION. 
0 zooo . --------------021000 nu sEcnor.. 
024000 FD SJOCK-flLE 
025000 FILE CONTAINS 10 BY 500 RECORDS 
02&000 BLOCK CONJAINS 20 RECORDS 
027000 RECORD CONTAINS 6 CHARACTERS 
028000 VALUE Of 10 IS •sJOCKflLE•. 
029000 01 SfOCll-RCC. 
030000 OJ :HOCK-NO PIC 9U>. 
031000 OJ STUCK-YALIO P IC 9. 
OJZOOO • 
ouooo fD RUOTE·rt~E 
054000 YA~UE Of 0 IS •sJATIONS". 
035000 01 00 SY-RECORD-AREA. 
036000 OJ 00£ SY•PfSG-f'PE Pl t 99. 
011000 OS OOESY-SJAT ON PIC 999. 
038000 OJ uocsr-OPERAJOR PIC 99. 
039000 oi oopr-oucH Pf C 999. 
040000 0 00 SY-RE CORD .. c 9999. 
ouooo OJ ODESY-GROUP PIC uu. 
ou:ooo Ol ODESY•fOllN.U PIC uxx. 
041000 0 J 00£ SY •LE NG TH Pit 9999. 
ouooo OJ OOESY·ERllORS Pf C 99. 
Or.5000 0 r ILLER ,. c xx. 
046000 01 2oclruap PIC u 160). 
041000 Ol IMY RE •AR A. 
ouooo 03 r ILLER PIC UlO). 
ouooo 03 INVC·BATCll PIC 7UJ. 
050000 OJ INVC-SJOCK-NO PIC 'H5). 
051000 03 INfC-f f-NO·ERRORf 
052000 REOEf MES INVt-S OCK-NO PIC l((5). 
05JOOO OJ INYC-SJOCK-CODE PIC X. 
054000 OJ f NYC-TR-ND Pf C 9(5 J• 
055000 0 NYC•QUUJJY ,. c 9(9 • 
056000 OJ }NVC-Df PIC x. 
057000 0 NYC-VALUE PIC 9(11). 
058000 oJ uvc-oua PIC Ult>. 
059000 OJ lNVC-REt•CODE PIC 9. 
060000 OJ INVC-AUX-CODE Pit 9. 
0&1000 • 
0&2000 NORKING•SJORA&E SECJIOM. 
ouooo 11 SJOCK•KEY PIC 9(11) COMP. 
064000 11 INPUJ-SfOCK•RECORO Pit 1(9). 

TUESDAY • Ol/Z1/ll• tZ:tJ:l5 

ouo.0000056 
000.0000056 
000.0000066 

000.00000&11 
(0001) 000.00000&11 

ooo.000001z 
000.0000018 
ooo.oooooez 
000.0001101111 
000.0000096 
000.0000104 
ooo.oooouz 
ooo.OOQ0120 
ooo.000012r, 
ooo.ooootzs 
000.0000068 
ooo. 00000'8 
000.0000128 

<00021 ooo.oooot3a 
000.0000139 
ooo.ooootu 
000.0000150 
OOOrOOOO iO 
000.0000119 
ooo. 0000180 
000.0000202 
OOOo OOOOZ14 
ooo.ooooz1& 

000.ooooc,49 



l"tj 
I-'· 

IQ 

c 
t"t 
(I) 

l.O 
I 
w 

l.O 
() 
0 
tP 

N 0 
l..V L' 

() 
0 s 

"O 
I-'• 

I-' 
(I) 

L' 
I-'• 

en 
rt 
I-'• 

::J 
IQ 

N 

0 
t-ti 

N 

065000 I 
066000 
061000 • 
068000 
069000 
070000 
071000 
01zooo 

PROCEDURE DIVISIUN. 
-------------------INJf Ull Z£. 

OPEN 1-0 SJOCK-fll£. 
OPEN (-O REHOTE-Flll. 

MAIN-LOOP. 
REAU REHOJE•fILE AT ENO SJDP RUN. 
If OOESY-GROUP = ·1Nvc• AND DDESY-fORMAT 

GD TO INVCHECl·CHECK. 
ELSE INVALID fOIUUT 
MOVE 13 TO ODESY-HSG-TYPE. 

llRI TE-REMOTE. 
llRIJE ODESY·RECDRD-AREA. 
GO ro HAI N•LOOP. 

INVCRECl-CHCCK. 
HOVE INVC-SJOCK-NO TO SJOCK-KEY. 

UT 5000 
074000 
075000 .. 
076000 
071000 • 
078000 
0791000 
080000 
08(000 • 
oezooo 
083000 
084000 
085000 
086000 
087000 
086000 
089000 
090000 • 
091000 
O'llZOOO 
093000 
094000 
095000 
09&000 
091000 
098000 

DISPLAY •tNtCHECl-AREA IS.• INVCRECl-AREA. 
READ STOCK-FILE INVALID KfY GO JD INVCRECt-EA~OR. 
DISPLAY ·1Nvc-srntk-NO IS • INVC-SJOCK-NO. 
If SJOCK-VALID = D GO JO INVCRECl•ERROR. 

c 

HOVE 11 TO UDESY•NSG-TYPE. 
GO JO WRITE-REMOTE. 

INVCRECl-ERROR. 
HOYE ••••••• ro INVC-ST-NO-ERRORS. 
HOYE l TO OOESJ-ERRORS. 
HOVE 11 TO UOESY-HSG-JYfE. 
OISrLAY •SJoCK-REC = •. 
DISPLAY SlOCK-REC. 
GO TO WRIJE-REHOJE. 

END-OF-JOU. 

ODE DICJIONARY 
BYTE LENGTH CODEflLE RELATIVE DISK AOR 

ooo oooooili··· 
OOOOOlZJ 

00000;···················· 
TOJAL CODE 

0 A J A 0 
OYJE LENGTH 

ooo oooooi9z··· 
S·M AC H 

ICTIONARY 
CODEFILE RELATIVE DISK ADR 
000001···················· 
NE PARAltE T t R s C S C A A l C H P A 0 > 

LENS - 1• SEGO - o. OISPB - 10• COPXO - It• COPB - ZZ• O.E.f - J•l• 8DISPB - lZ 
DASE RELATIVE ADDRESSES -

OAfA-SEGHENT-0 - zi,o.coP-JABLE - •Z 
p R O G R A H r A R A It E f E A 8 L U C K 

flRST-EXECUTAOLE-INSJRUCTION OrO 
lNJERPREJER•NAHE COBOL /INf£RP 
STATIC-CORE JIJ6 BITS 
DYNAMIC-CORE 0 BITS 
OAIA OICJIONARY STARTS AJ CDOEflLE SEGMENT Z• I ENIRY 
CODE OICJ OMARY SIARJS Al CDDEFILE SEGHENT 6• I E•fRY 
FILE PARAHEJER BLOCKS STARl Al COOEflLE SEGMENT 9• Z ENTRIES 

••••• COHPILAJION CDHPLElE 
ELAPSED JIHE - OZ HINUJES• 55 SECONDS• WHICH IS 175 SECONDS 
'ROCESSOA JINE - 09 SECONDS• WHICH IS 9 SECO~DS 
PROGRAM REQUIRES 11 DISK SEGMENTS or 180 BYlES EACH. 
MEMORY REQUllEHENlS 

ooo.ooooi,5r. 

000.0000000 
000.0000000 
000.0000000 
ooo.ooooosz 
ooo.00001r.i, 
ooo.00001r.r. 
000.00001,91 
000.0000571 
ooo.oooor.r1 
ooo.oooor.rt 
ooo.oooor.9z 
ooo.oooo69Z 
ooo.oooo69Z 
ooo.000091z 
ooo.000092e 
ooo.oooo9Za 
ooo.00009za 
ooo.00009r.1 
000.0001305 
000.0001588 
ooo.ooot9JZ 
ooo.00019ez 
ooo.ooozoo:s 
ooo.ooozou 
ooo.ooozo19 
000.0002019 
ooo.ooozo93 
000.0002111 
0110. ooozt 5z 
000.00024.Jr. 
001). OOOZ561io 
0011.oooz5az 

llOOOJZJ BYIES - LARGESJ CODE SEGMENT 
OOOOJ9Z OYJES - OASE-TO-LIHIT AREA 
0000315 BYJES - DICllONARIES AND RUN STR~CJURE INCLUDES 1Z9 BYTES <•12 TO 5L0 If DISlll FDR EACH rlLE 0000714 BYlES - FILE BUFFERS & FILE INFO AREAS - ~ 
000l11t4 DYJES - CSJIHAJED HENDRY REQUIRED 10 RUN IF All FILES ~PEN 

919 SYHUOLIC RECORDS COMPILED AJ JJ.900 RECOR~S PER ELAPSED MINUTE OR 6&.0.000 RECORDS PER PROCESSOR HINUJE. 



Y U R R 0 U G H S 01800181700 R P G C D H P I L E R • LEVEL - HARK IX.I 

PROGRAM N A M E 

DATE COHPILE0-·101/ZT/81 

ODYZOOEMOO/SfOCKIN~.R 

fIME CDMPILEO·-tl 10 WITH COMPILER-- DATED 08/Zt/80 ti 18 

o t o o or • 1 z 3 4 5 6 1 8 
OtlOOF•890lZJ4'567390tZJ45&78901ZJ4>6TA901Zl45673901Zl45678901Zl4'567890lZ34567890 
01 ZOOF• 
OUOOF• 
OUOOF• 
Ol!:JOOF• 
01600F• 
OHO OF• 
01300F• 
Ol 900F• 
OZOOOF• 
oz1 oor• uzzoor• 
OZJOOF• oz4 oor • 
025001'• 
OZ6COF• ou oor • 
oz5oor• 
OZ900F• 
OJOOOF• 
OJIOOF• 
OJZOOF• 
03300F• 
Ol400F• 
OJ500F• 
Ol600F• 
OJIOOF• 
OlCIOOF• 
039001'• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• . 
• .. S T 0 C K INQUIRY PRIJGRAM 

• • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

u 
03 

to 
zo 
zt 
Zl ,., 

U S E o r INDICATORS 

DUMMY PRIMARY rILE RECORD 
SJUCK FILE RECORD 
REMOTE FILE RECORD 
OOESY REQUEST roR FORMAT INVCRECl 
INVALID STOCK NUMBER 
POSITIVE NyN·ZERO STOCK NUMBER 
EXCEPfION NOICArOR FOR REMOTE FILE WRITE 

ENO or FILE OR EXCEPTION ON REMOTE FILE 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • .. r I L E SPECIFICATIONS • 
" • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

04000F• 1 Z l 4 5 6 7 8 
04100F•8901Zl45678901Zl4567890IZJ456T8901ZJ45678901Zl45678901Zl4567890tZJ4567890 

I 04200FOUMMY IP[ rttoo 80 DISK 
04JOOF• FAMILYSTOCKF LE 

z 04400rSTOCK IC r IZO 
04500F• FAMILYSTATIOHS 

6 DISK 
J 046UOFREM0fE CO r 190 190 REMOTE 

Olt700F• 
Ofo800F• 
OC,9001'• 
05000F• 
0'5lOOF• 
05.ZllOF• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

4 05.SOOTREMOH.: 

• • • 
T E L E C 0 M M U N I C • T I 0 N S C A R 0 

• • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lO tORENSTARE~lEN 

Figure 9-4. RPG Compile Listing (1 of 3). 
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054001• 
055001• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
056 Olll • * * 
051001 * • l N P U T S P E C I f I C A T l 0 N s * 
058001• * * 
059001• ····•·······•···········••········•······•·······•·•···•··•·· 060001• 

5 06lOOIDUtt"Y NS 01 
6 062001 l FILLER 
1 063001 STOCK NS 112 
8 Or.lo 001 I 50STC KNO 
9 065001 r, &OSTllOll 20 

10 06600IREHOTE NS 10 15 Cl 16 CN 17 Cll 
11 061001 ANO 18 cc 19 CR 20 CE 
IZ ll6!1001 ANO Zl cc 22 Cl 
I 3 069001 t 2000YTYP 
14 010001 3 5000fSJA 
15 011001 6 7000YOPR 
16 012001 8 lOOOOYBCH 
11 073 001 11 UOOOrREC 
18 u7400I 15 18 OOYGRP 
19 075001 19 22 OOYfKT 
20 076001 2l 26000YLEN 
21 tH7001 27 28000HRR 
22 071i001 31 350INllBCH 
21 07\1001 36 400SUllEY 2ll020 
24 060001 "1 "1 INlt SCO 
2'> 081001 lo2 460 fNll STR 
Z6 082001 47 550 NII SON 
Z1 083001 56 56 IN II Of 
21i 08/o 001 51 612 INllVAI. 
2SI 085001 68 7301NllOAT 
10 08i>OOI ,,, 7"0lNVRCO 
31 081001 15 150INllACO 
12 08eoo1 t 190 OOYMSG 
H 089001 NS 03 
3" 090001 190 ODYHSG 

091 OOC• 
09ZCOC• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1>9JOOC• • * 
09(i00C• • C A L C U L A T I 0 N S P E C I f I C A T I 0 N S • 
09500C• • • 
07GOOC• ••••••••••••••********************************************** 
iJ9100C• I 2 3 (i 5 6 1 8 
09800C•890l2J4567890l231e567890lZJ•561890tZ34567890123•567890tZJle567890lZJ1,567890 

15 09900C LOOP TAG 
Jr, tOOOOC SETOf ZOZIZZ 
37 lOlOOC RECV REMOTE 99 99 
18 lOZOOC 99 GOTO ENOIT 
39 10lOOC NlO MOYE 13 
'O lOleOOC 10 Z1 STllKEY CHAIN$JOCK 
H 10500C 10 ZO MOYE I 
'2 lO&OOC tO MOY£ It 
'J 10700C SETON 
1,4 10800C $ENO RE"OTE 
,5 10900C N99 GOTO LOOP 
'& llOOOC ENDIT TAG 
,, lllOOC SETON 

OOYTTP 

OD TERR 
ODYTTP 

20 

zz 
99 

112000• 
lllOOO• 
114000• 
ll 5000• 
ll&OOO• 
JI 1000• 
118000• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • 

1o8 lt9000RE"OTE 
1,9 lt9500 
50 lZOOOO 

~~ lH88B 

• • 
0 U T P U T S P E C I f I C A T I 0 N S • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

E 22 

zo 

ODYNSG 
OOYTTPX 
OOYERRX 

190 
2 

Zll 
r.o ••••• *' 

DIAGNOSTICS COMPLETE - NO SYNTAX ERRORS 

Figure 9-5. RPG Compile Listing (2 of 3). 
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RPG COMPILER LEYEL HARK IX.I• QATED 08/ll/80 

NDN-DYERLATAULE HCHOHY • llZl DTTES 
fDJAl FILE SPACE - zrzt BYTES •ASSUMING All FILES OPEN

MINIHUH CODF. srAC( - 'Jt DTTCS 
PROGRAM DEPENDENT REQUIRED HENDRY • 'Z75 8YfES 

ESTIMATE or HCP OYERHEAD - zoo BYTES 

••• ESJIHATED MEMORY REQUIRED TO RUN • ••15 BTTES ••• 

OBJECT PROGRAM REQUIRES l5 DISK SEGMENTS OF 150 UYTES EACH 
ELAPSED Jl"E 517 SECONDS 
SZ SOURCE CARDS COMPILED AT 6 CARDS PER MINUTE 

Figure 9-6. RPG Compile Listing (3 of 3). 
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ITj ..... 
\.Q 
c:: 
H 
CD 

"° 
LL 

I 0 
-..J 0 

0 
0 

"° 
0 
0 c 0 

'U 0 
L1 0 

N I> 

-..J () 0 
0 

0 0 g 0 
'O 0 ..... 0 
...... 0 

0 
CD 0 

0 
L1 0 ..... 0 
UI 0 

0 
rt 0 ..... 0 
::s 0 

I.Cl 0 
0 
0 
0 

I-' 0 
0 

0 0 
Hl 0 

0 
0 

w 0 

BUR~OUGHS Bl800/81100 UPL COMPILER• MARK IX.I (10/0J/80 ZZllo6) IUESDAY• l/2f/8l• 12:17:00 PM 

NL SEQUENCE 

0 00002000 
0 00003000 
0 OOOOloOOO 
0 00005000 
0 0000&000 
0 00001000 
0 OOOOIJOOO 
0 000011000 
0 00010000 
0 00011000 
0 00012000 
0 00011000 
0 OOOlloOOO 
0 00015000 
0 00016000 
0 00011000 
0 000111000 
0 000111000 
0 00020000 
0 00021000 
0 00022000 
0 OOOZJOOO 
0 OOOZloOOO 
0 00025000 
0 0002&000 
0 00021000 
0 000211000 
0 000211000 
0 00030000 
0 OOOJIOOO 
0 00012000 
0 OOOHOOO 
0 000 HODO 
0 00055000 
0 OOOJ6000 
0 00031000 
0 OOOJllOOO 
0 00039000 

: SOURCE IMAGE 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • • • • JOB NUMBERI • • 00011b • 
• • • 
• OBJECT flLCI • • OOY200EMOO/STOCKINQ.U • • • • .. 
• CARDS FILE: • • ODY200£HS/STOCKINO.U • • • • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

:1·····································································••1 1 l• •I 
:l• Tl flE: 81000 ODESY •: 
:l• SAMPLE USER PROGRAM - STOCKINQ •: 
: I• •: 
:1•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••: 
1 l I 
:llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllZZllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll: 
:z x: 
II PURPOSE TO DEMONSTRATE HON A SIMPLE EXISJENCE CHECK MAY Bf z: 
: I PERFORMEU Bf A USER PROGRAM. 11 
1 I Z: 
II INPUT ST~C• NUMBER FROM ODESY/FDIT• STOCKFILE CONTAINING I: 
II ALL WALID STOCK NUMBERS. U 
11 u 
II OUTPUT STUC• NUMRER EITHER EXISJS OR NOT IN THE STOCKFILE II 
u 1: 
II PROCESS ODESY/EOlT Nill ZIP EXECUTE IHIS USER PROGRAM. I: 
11 EACH FORMAi NILL BE CHECKED AS If IS RECEIVED FROM z: 
ll EDIT. A REPLY Nill BE KAO[ BACK 0 COit. THE z: 
11 PROGRA" MILL TER"INAIC M~EN COIT SENDS AN EDF I: 
II MESSAGE FOR fHE SUTIONS rnc. z: 
: Z II 
:l ASSUMPTIONS 1 FDRMAf IS AS DESCRIBED IN JHE INSTALLAllDN MANUAL I: 
II EXAMPLE. STOCKFILE EXISTS MITH VALID STOCK NUMBERS.XI 
1 l II 
1llllllllZlllZlll1ZllllZlZlllllllllZllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll1llllll1 
ll I 
ll I 
1 I I 
1 I I 
IOH INF 
: CH AS ICHARACJERIJ 

" lfll[ STOCKFILE lDEVICE = DISK RANDOM• RECORDS • 6120• LOCK• 
ir1LE STAllONS tftr~t~c···=t~3Yf,~A~El = ·STOCKFlL[•); 
I &PAGE 

PROCEDURE SEGMENT PATCH 



0 
0 
il 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
!I 
0 
0 
0 
g 
8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Ill 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

A 
IJ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
i 

I 
l 
i.l 
0 
a 
I 
1 
l .. 
I 
t 
I a 
I 

I 
t 
i 
ll 
1 
i 
11 
1 
I 
I 
t 
1 
l 
i 
B 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
1 
I 
t 
t 
(I 

llEClARE 

ll: 
:i; 

IH HOCK .r11:.c. 
in sroc11.No 
Ol STUCK.OLIO 

Ot OOEST.RECURD.AREA• 
Ol OOESY.MSG.fYPE 
Ol ODESY.STATION 
OJ ODESY.OPERATOR 
Ol DOEST .llATCll 
OJ UDESY.RECORD 
Ol ODESY.GRUUP 
Ol ODE SY .f ORHU 
OS OOESY.LENGTH 
Ol OOESY.ERRORS 
OJ FllllR 
Ol OOESY.DAfA 

01 lNYCRECl.AREA REMAPS 
Ol FILLER 
OJ !NYC. OAT CH 

81 1=~~=~f8~~=~80E 
Ol INVC.TR.NO 
Ol JNYC.QUANf IfT 
o:s INvc.oF 
OJ INVC.YALIJE 
Ol lHVC.OATA 
Ol INYC.REC.COOE 
03 INYC.AUX.COOE 

STOCK.KEY 
STOCK.AOOR 

CHC 5). 
CHO>• 

CHCZ h 
CIH J). 
CH<i!: >• 
CHO h 
CHCleJ• 
CH<~ h 
CH tit h 
CHO>• 
CH<Z J. 
CH<C! h 
CH( 160>• 

DOEST.RECORD.AREA• 
CHOO>• 
CHC5h 

~UtH: 
CH( 5 >
CHU J. 
CH< 1 h 
CHO I>• 
CIH6J. 
CH< I Jo 
CH( I h 

CHC5h 
F IXEOJ 

: 
: 
: 
: 

: 
: 

: 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

PROCEDURE WRITE.REMOTE; 
WHITE SJAfIONS <DOEST.RECORD.AREA); 

ENO NRITE.RENOJE: 
&PAGE 
%%111%1llllllllll%%111lllllllllllllll%1111111%1%111lllllllllllllllllllll: 
% z: 
l lllll HOVE ASJERISKS TD THE STOCK NUHBE~ FIELD AND SEr THE ERROR z: 
l HAG JO TRUE. HIESE AS(ERISKS NILL AP.PEAR IN THE ODEST STATION z: 
% FORHAJ SCREEN ro INDICATE THAT THE STOCK NUMBER IS NOT YALJD. x: 
% x: 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllll:lllllll:lllll:llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll: 
PROCEDURE INVCRECl.ERROR1 : 
l : 

INYC.STDCK.NO := •••••••: : 
ODEST.ERRURS := 1; I ERROR FLAG SfT TD TRUE : 
DOESY.HSG.JYPE := 11;1 DATA MESSAGE : 

END INVCRECl.ERRORJ : 
~ROCEDURE INYCRECl.CHECKo 
I : 
lllllllllllllllllllll:ll:lllllll:l:llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllZ: 
l z: 
I PURPOSE fO CHECK FOR THE PRESENCE or THE STOCK NUMBER IN z: 
I THE STOCK FILE. %1 
I %: 
I INPUT STOCK NUMBER FRON EDlf• STOCK FILE CONJAINJNG II 
I All VALID SJOCK NUMBERS• DOEST MESSAGE HEADER z: 
I Z: 
I OUTPUT REPLY IN THE DOEST MESSAGE HEADER z: 
I %: 

I PROCESS 7F"2 IJ8€~ ~6~5EHSf 1G1~H~Hl'Pi~E~u1RE~ ff ~~fLK5l· Ii 
% TESTED TO SEE IF If IS VALID. IF IT IS NOT IN THE z: 
I FILE• OR If' H IS INYAUi>o CALL INYCRECl.ERROR• Z: 
% OTHERlllSE RETURN AN OK REPLY. z: 
% z: 
I ASSUMPTIONS : sruc~ rILE IS A RANDOM ACCESS FILE BUILT lllTH THE x: 
I STOCK NUMBER AS THE KEY. If CONTAINS THE STOCK x: 
I NUMBlR AND A FLAG INDICAflNG Jr IT IS VALID. %: 
I z: 
1111111%1lllll%1ll:ll%1ZZlZllZ%%ZIZllZ%lllZ%11lllll1111%11111ZIZllZZlllZlll 
l : 

SJOCK.ADOR := CONVERT(INVC.STDCK.NO•flXEO)J I CONVERT CHAR TD NO. : 
READ SJOCKFILE CSJOCK.AODRJ CSTOCK.REC); : 

ON EDF I SHOULU NOT OCCUR ON RANDON rtLE t 
DO STOCKNO.NOT.l~.FILE; 

INVCRECl.ERRDU 
RE TURN; 

END SJOCKNO.NOJ.IN.FILE1 
ON EXCEPTION ll: RECORD IS NOT IN JHE STOCKFILE 

DO STOCK.NO.NOT.IN.FILEI 
INVCREC t. ERRDU 
RETURIH 

ENO SJOCK.NO.NOT.JN.FILEI 
IF STOCK.VALID = •o• THEN 

INVCRECl.ERRORJ I DAD STOCK NUMBER 
ELSE ODESY.HSG.JYPE :: •ti•; 

END iNVCRECt.CHECK~ 
&PAGE 

Figure 9-8. UPL Compile Listing (2 of 3). 
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llRUE.REKO 
llRITE.REHO 

JNVCRECl.E 
INVCRECJ.E 
I NVCRE Cl .E 
INVCREC1.E 
I NYC RE Cl. E 

IltYCRECl.C 
INVCRECJ.C 

NVCRECl.C 
INVCRECl.C 
INVCRECl.C 
INVCRECl.C 
INVCRECl.C 
INVCRECl.C 
INYCRECt.C 
I NYC RE Cl. C 
INVCRECl.C 
I NYC RE Ct. C 

NVCREC .c 
INYCRECl.C 
INVCRECJ.C 
INVCRECl.C 
INYCRECl.C 
I NYCRr c 1.c 
INYCRECl.C 
INVCRECl.C 
INYCRECl.C 
INYCRECl•C 
INVCRECl.C 
I NYC RE Cl. C 
INYCRECl.C 
INVCRECl.C 
INVCRECl.C 
INVCRECl.C 

NYCRECl.C 
INVCREC1.C 
INVCRECJ.C 

NVCRECl.C 
INYCRECl.C 
INYCRECl.C 
INYCRECJ.C 
INVCRECl.C 
INYCRECl.C 
INVCRE Ct. C 
INYCRlCl.C 



0 
0 
0 
0 
g 
0 
0 g 
0 
0. 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

i z 
l z z 
l 
0 

OOlHOOO 
00135000 
00136000 
00137 000 
00138000 
00139000 
OOl loOOOO 
00141000 
00142000 
00143000 
OOl UOOO 
00145000 
00146000 

ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZlZllZlZlllllllZlllll%llllZlllllllllllllllllllllllllll1 
l EXECUTABLE CODE STARTS HERE 

OPEN SJDCKFlLE INPUT•~UTPUT•LOCKi 
OPEN S ATIONS INPUT.OUTPUT; 
DO MAl~.LOOP FOREVER; 

READ STATIONS <INVCRECl.AREA>J 
ON EOF UNDO MAIN.LOOP; z JERMINATEO BY EDIT 

IF ODESY.GROUP = ·1Nvc• ANO ODESY.FORMAT = -~Eel• T~EN 
I NYC RE Cl .CHE CU 

ELSE ODESY.MSG.TYPE 1= •13•1 
llRI TE.HEMOTE1 

ENO MAIN.LOOPi 
r IHI; 

••••• COMPILAJION COMPLETE 

COMPILE STATISTICS: 

NUMBER or ERRORS DETECTED: 
NUN8ER Of llARNINGS DETECTED: 
NUMBER or CARDS SCANNEU: 
NUMBER or TOKENS SCANNED: 
LL ZERO NAME STACK ENTRIES: 

PROGRAM STATISTICS 

CORE REQUIRED TO RUHi 
NUMBER or SEGMENTS: 
SIZE OF LARGEST SEGMENT: 
TOJAL SEGMENT SIZE1 
DISK SIZE: 

RUN STATI SHCSI 

NAME SUCK SIZE I 
CONTROL STACK SIZE: 
PROGRAM POINJER STACK SIZE: 
EVALUATION STACK SIZE: 
VALUE STACK SIZE: 
PROGRAM STATIC CORE: 
PROGRAM DYNAMIC CORE: 

COMPILE JINESI 

0 
0 

l4Z 
HO 
Z7 

1854 BYJES z 
lZ6 BYTES 
3Z6 BYTES 

It SEGMENTS 

U ENJRIES 
15 ENJRIES 
Z5 ENJRIES 

ZO ENTRIES 
10000 81JS 

11134 8YJES 
0 8TfES 

ELAPSED TINE: 0101:20.9 
PROCESSO• TINE: 08.4 SECONDS. 

( 

( 
( 

U83Z BITS> 

~u~ :nu 

< 14672 BITS> 
< 0 BITSJ 

Figure 9-9. UPL Compile Listing (3 of 3). 
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INQUIRY EXAMPLE 2 

Inquiry Example 2 demonstrates some of the more 
sophisticated inquiry facilities. This example examines 
selected records from a vendor master file and scans the 
vendor's outstanding invoices where necessary. 

FORMATS AP VEND, AP NAME, AND AP INVC 

Format AP VEND is a key-data format, format AP NAME is a 
supply-and-check format, and format AP INVC is a supply-data 
format. All formats refer to the user progra~ APINQ. 

DATA DIVISION (COBOL EXAMPLE) 

The example shows record areas for the vendor master file, 
invoice file, and remote file. The record area for the 
remote file is redefined so that it corresponds with the 
data for the three formats. Also, there is a station table 
used to store keys for the vendor master file and the 
invoice file, which will accommodate up to 10 stations in 
this example. 

PROCEDURE DIVISION (COBOL EXAMPLE) 

During initialization, the vendor master file, invoice file, 
and remote file are opened, and the station table is set to 
zeros. The rest of the program is a loop to read the remote 
file and process the messages received. 

If the message is a key-data message for format AP VEND, the 
vendor number is stored in the table as THIS-VEND and 
NEXT-VEND. No message is sent in reply. 

If the message is a supply-data message for format AP NAME, 
NEXT-VEND is examined. If it contains a non-zero value, the 
vendor record is found and the relevant information is sent 
to EDIT in a data message. Format AP NAME requires 100 
characters of data. If NEXT-VEND is zero, the format name 
is changed to AP INVC and the first invoice in the invoice 
file for THIS-VEND is found. The relevant information is 
sent to EDIT in a data message. Format AP INVC requires 88 
characters of data. 
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If the message is a check-data message for format AP NAME, 
the value in the NEXT VENDOR field is stored in NEXT-VEND. 
If you have not entered a number, NEXT VENDOR will be blank. 
A data message is sent in reply, with ODESY-ERRORS = O. 

If the message is a supply-data message for format AP INVC, 
the next invoice for THIS-VEND is found. The relevant 
information is sent to EDIT in a data message. However, if 
there are no more invoices for THIS-VEND, the format name is 
changed to AP VEND and a data message, containing no data, 
is sent to EDIT. 

OPERATION 

You can select Inquiry mode or else open a batch in Enter 
mode to provide a journal. The journal shows all inquiries 
performed on the files. 

After entering the /HELLO and /OPEN commands, enter //VEND. 

The AP VEND format is displayed. Enter a vendor number. 

The AP VEND data is sent to the user program in a key-data 
message. AP VEND is followed by AP NAME, so that a 
supply-data message is immediately sent to the user program. 
NEXT-VEND will be non-zero, so the vendor details are 
supplied in a data message. 

The AP NAME format is displayed at the terminal with the 
vendor details. 

If you wish to look at another vendor master record, enter a 
value for the field NEXT VENDOR. However, if you transmit 
without changing the data, the first invoice is supplied. 

In either case, the AP NAME data is sent to the user program 
in a check-data message. The user program stores NEXT 
VENDOR as NEXT-VEND in its table and sends a data message in 
~eply, with ODESY-ERRORS = O. 
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The AP NAME format is followed by AP NAME, so another supply 
data message is immediately sent to the user program. If 
NEXT-VEND is zero, the format name is changed to AP INVC and 
the first invoice details are sent to EDIT in a data 
message. 

The AP INVC format is displayed at the terminal with the 
vendor details. 

If you transmit without changing the data, the next invoice 
is supplied. If you enter //NAME, the vendor details are 
recalled. You can examine another vendor master record by 
entering //VEND and then the vendor number. 

If you choose to look at all of the invoices, the format 
will automatically change to AP VEND after the last invoice. 
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t1j 
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l.Q 

c: 
11 
CD 

\0 
I 
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0 
• 

Ill t1j 
::s 0 
a. g 
:;J::il Ill 
"ti rt 

Cll 
1-1 
z :;J::il 
<"ti 
() 

-~ 
t-' z 

0 
0 .. 
H'I 

:;J::il 
.co. "ti 

z 
:;J::il 
3: 
t1j .. 

81000 ON-LINC DATA ENTRY SYSJEK 

GROUP NUE AP 

RECORD f IZE 180 BLOCKED 
GROUP S GN CONVENllON 

l 
KSO 

F 0 R " A J N A I N I C N A N C E R E P 0 R T 

------------------------------------------------FILE NAME NONE 

RECORDS/AREA 500 AREAS .. o !IN DI SK 

flHE 15:22 DATE 01/21/81 PAGE t 

DATE LASI CHANGED 01121181 

REPDRf DATE fORKAJ AS SYS 

FOR"AT NAME AP VEND NEXI FORMAi AP NAME 
LI NC AOUNCE 3 

SECURIJY 80 VERIFY KOATA DATE LASJ CHANGED 01/Zl/81 
CURSOR ADVANCE 0 

USER PROGRAM NA"C APING 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
000 0000 VEND C J(NAMEJ 

VENDOR NU"8CR l 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 
···········································~······································ 

DISPLAY SPECIFICATIONS 

SEQ 

10 

NAME 

VENDOR NUMBER 

OTHER SPECIFICATIONS 
SEQ fYPl CNS/VAL "AND 

HANGE 

10 UN " 
DAIE COY 

LCNGJH 

6 

SPACE ADVANCE 
BEFORE/Ar fCR 

s z 

cRossrooT BUCH 
TOJALS 

LINE 
ADVANCE 

HIGHLIGHT 

1 

JUST out 
IN POSN 

R 

NR,TE 
Af ER 

DUP 
IN 

DUP 
OUT 

DISP 
VER 

JUSJ 
OUl 

•••• llARNING . .... TltlS rlELO IS NEl JHER OUTPUJ NOR PRINTED 

••• • WARNING •••• JHE BUFf ER IS NOJ WRITTEN UTCR LASI FIELD 

• ••• TOTALS •••• f IELDS INPUT I flELOS. OUJPUl 
INPUT DAU SlfE 6 CHARACTERS Of CONSTANJ OAJA 
OUTPUf DATA S ZE 6 CONSTANTS REQUIRED BY EXTRACT 
flELOS PRINTED 0 HINIMUM SCREEN SIZC Of FORMAi 

PACK 
OUf 

0 
0 
0 

II RY 

BLANK 
rill 

3i 

SIGN OU A PRINT 
COL AFTER 



l'lj ..... 
IQ 
c 
t1 
11> 

\0 
I 
I-' 
I-' 

QI l'lj 
::s 0 
0. ~ 
)II Ill 
t"tj rt 

{I) 
1-1 z )II 
<: t"tj 
() 

<: 
- tZl 1-..lZ 

0 
0 .. 
Hi 

)II 
~t"tj 

z 
)II 
3: 
tZl ... 

81000 ON-LINE OAJA [NJRr srsJEM f 0 R N A I N A I N f [ N A N C C R [ P 0 R J 
------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------fORNAJ NAN£ AP NINE NCXJ fORNAJ AP NAN£ SECURIJr 80 YCRifJ c-&-s 

LINE ADVANCE J CURSOR ADVANCE 0 
USER PROGRAM NAME 

TINE l5:ZZ DATE OllZ7/ll 

DAI£ LASJ CHANGED OllZllll 
APINI 

PAGE 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 000 0000 NAME I l(NAHEI • 

• • • VCNDOir NUN ( • 
I I • 
I I • 

[UBkErfO~ I J 
NCXJ VEND ( J 

• • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DISPLAY SPEC IF IC A JI ONS 
SEO NAME LCNGJff Sf ACE ArFHCE B fOREI fCR LINC A YANCE 

Hl6HLIGHJ Y:P DfSP ¥ I 

10 VENO UR NUN • 5 -z l zo z• 16 I I 
JO n It I I '° 50 PAULE BAL lO 5 z l 

'° LSI ACJIYC • 5 z l 
10 NEU VEND • 5 J 0 

OJHER SPECIFICATIONS 
CROSSfOOJ IAliH JH' WRIJC DUP JUST PACK '\""' SIGN SCCI TYPE CNS/UL MANO DUE CDV llUJ 

/IANGE JOI LS l'OSN Af CR our OUT OUT f LL 

lO UN 
20 AN 
JO AN -.o AN 

81000 ON-LINE OAJA ENJRr srsrcN f 0 R II A J N A I N fENANC [ REP-ORT HNE 1s:zz 
-----------------------~------- ------------------------------------------------

OlHER SPECIFICATIONS 
SEQ UPC CNS/VAL NANO OAJC cov CROSSfOOf BAICH JUST llUf llRIJC OUP JUST PACK BLANK SIGN 

/ft ANGE llllALS IN l'OSN A ff ER out OUT our Fill 
50 UN 

'° UN 
10 UN R 

•••• WARNING • ••• fHIS FIELD IS NEITHER OllfPUJ NOR PRlfUCO 

•••• llARNI NG • ••• fHE BUH CR IS NOi WRllJEN AffCR LASJ rt ELD 

• ••• JOULS .... flElfS INPUT 1 fliLOS OUf PUT 0 INPll DATA SIZE 100 CH RACIER Of CONSfANJ OIJI 0 
OUJPUJ DATA SIZE 100 CONSJANJS REQUIRED BY CXJRACJ 0 FIELDS PRINJED 9 ~ININUM SCREEN SIZE or fORNAf ll BY 80 

NUE 
COL 

I 

one 

NOE cot 

n 

DATA PRUT 
COL Aff£R 

IZ zo 
50 
80 c 

OllZ71111 PAGE 

DUA PRINJ 
COL AfJER 

c 

z 

J 



l"Jj ... 
\Q 
c: 
l'1 
CD 

ID 
I ..... 

IV 

ID 

OJ l"Jj 
:J 0 

w 0. g U1 
:;i:.. OJ 
"ti rt" 

{/) 
1-1 
z :;i:.. 
<: "ti 
(') 

<: 
t1j 

w z 
0 

0 .. 
H\ 

:;i:.. 
~"ti 

z 
:;i:.. 
3: 
t1j .. 

UIOOO ON-LINE DATA ENJRY SYSTEM 

FORMAJ NAM£ AP lNVC 

F 0 M M A J M A l N T £ N A N C £ R £ P 0 R J 
------------------------------------------------NEXJ FORMAT AP INVC SECURITf 80 VERIFY SUPP 

LINC ADVANCE J CURSOR ADVANCE 0 
USER PROGRAM NAME 

TIM£ 15:ZZ DAT£ 01/ZJ/ftl PAGE 

OAJ[ LAST CHANGED Ol/Zl/81 

APINQ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 000 0000 INVC l JC l NVC 1 • . .. 
• 
• VENDOR NUH 
• IRAN NUH 
• DUE 
• AHOUNJ l 
• PAID I • • .. 
• .. 
• • • • • .. 
• • • • 

( J 

f I 
J 
J 

Anl RHE 

PAYABLE 

f 

• • • • • • • • • 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DISPLAY SPECIFICAJIONS 

SPACE ADVANCE LINC HIGHLIGHT OUP DISP 
SEQ NAME lt:NGTH OHORCIAFTER ADVANCE IN YEA 

10 VENDOR NUH 6 5 l l 
20 fRAN NUN 6 5 J 0 
JO IN' NUM 10 I J I 
r,o DA E 6 5 1 0 
50 OUE DUE 6 I 2 l 60 AMOUNJ 10 5 l 
10 PAID lO 5 J 0 
80 PAUOLE lO l J I 
90 2" It l 0 

DJHER SPCClflCATIONS 
CROSSFOOT .JUST JUI llRI JE OUP JUST PACK BLANK SIGN SEU IYPE CNSIYAL HAND OU£ CDV BATCH 

/RANGE JOU LS IN POSN AFT CA OUJ OUT OUT fill 

10 UN 
NOR PRINJEO •••• MARN ING •••• IHIS FIELD IS NEIJHER OUTPUJ 

NAHC OAJA l'RINT 
COL COL AFJCR 



• z 
:i:oi 
3: 
tlJ ... 

81000 011-LlllC DAJA EllJRY SYSJEM r 0 R M A r M A I " ' E " A N c E R E p D R ' 
---------------------------·---

OJNCR SP[ClflCAJIOllS 
JY~' SCQ UPC CNS/UL MUD DUE CDV CROSSfOOf IUCH our 111pc DUP JUSI 

/RANCE JOU LS POSN Ar ER our OUT 
20 UN 
JO All 
,0 UN 
50 UN 
liO Ull 
70 Ull 
80 UN 
90 AN 

•••• WARNING • ••• JHE eurrER IS NOJ llRIJJEN AHEA LAST FIELD 

•••• JOJALS • ••• FIELDS INPUJ ' flELOS OUTPUT &•rur DAU s1u .. ~HA!AiT\RS rr iONiJANf DATA U PUf D A S E .. ON J II S R OU RE BY EXIRACJ 
FIELDS PRINTED u MINIMUM SCREEN SIZE Of fORMAf 

JINi 1s:zz DATE Ol/ZT/81 PAGE 5 

PACK l~AHK SIGN NUE DAU PRINT our r LL COL COL ArJER 
zo 
JO 

" 
., 

59 68 c 
H u 
n 13 

97 c 

0 
g 

IZ BY 80 



t'lj 
...... 

"° c: 
t1 
Cl> 

ID 
I 
I-' 
~ 

ID 

0 

w g 
-..J 0 

C"'I 

0 
0 s 

l't:I ...... 
I-' 
ro 
t'1 ...... 
m 
rT ...... 
::s 

"° 
I-' 

0 
Hi 

V1 

8UiROUGHS 81100/81700 COBOL COKPILER• HARK 11.0.0 <08/28/80 19:J;J 
JOY20DEHUO/A~INQ.C 

001000 I CARO CHECK SINGLE CONTROL SiJPl'RESS 
oozooo !!~~!!~!£~!!!~_!!!!~!!~: OOJOOO • 004000 PRUGRAK-10. APINQ. 
005000 
oor.ooo AUJHDR. DATA ENJRY GRg~r. 

OA E-NRITIEN. JULY 19 • 
007000 DATC-COHPILEO. 
008000 • 

JIHE 12110 DUE 01/21'81. 
009000 ~~!!~!~~~!!_!!!!~!!~: 81f838 • CONFIGURATION SECTION. 
012000 SOURCE-COKPUTCR. 8•1800. 
013000 ODJECf-COHPUTER. r·l&OO. 
OIUOO INPUT-OUfPUf SECT ON. 
015000 o r.ooo 

Hll-CONJROL. 
SELECf VENDOR-KASJER ASSIGN JO DISK• 

011000 ACCESS HOOE IS RANODNP 
01aogo 0 90 0 SEUCT ACIUA~ Kfl ls V~NOaR-KE, • INVOI E- L AS lGN TO ISK• 
020000 ACCESS HOOE IS RANDOHo 
021000 ACJUAL KEY If INVOICE-KEY. 
022000 SELE CJ REHOfE-FlLE SSIGN TO REKOJE. 
02JOOO I 
02i,ouo DATA DIWISION. 
025000 • --------------02r.ooo FILE SECJION. 
ozrooo ro VCNDOR-HA!>JER 
020000 FILE CONTAINS 2000 BY 500 RECORDS• 
029000 BLOCK CONlAINS 20 RECORDS• 
OJOOOO RECORD CONTAf NS tar CHARACTERS· 
OJlOOO VlLUE or ID s ·APVNKR". 
012000 Ot VENDOR-REC-AREA. 
ouooo OJ VENO-VENDNO PIC 9H» COKP. 
o:uooo OJ VENO-HANE PIC U2U. 
OJSOOO OJ tEND-AUOit PIC U2CoJ. 
016000 OS VEND-ADDR?. "IC II <ZCo J· ouooo OJflLLER P C Ul& • 
038000 OJ llEND-PAYBAL PIC 59(9) COMP. 
039000 OJ i ILLER PJC 11(35>. 
OloOOOO 0 J VE NO-DA H-LA p c 9(&J. 
0Co1000 OJ FILLER PIC iun. 
OCoZOOO FD INVOICl-FlU: 
oi,1000 FILE CONTAINS ZOOO UY 500 RECORDS• 
OH 000 BLOCK CONIAINS 20 RECORDS• 
0"5000 RECORD CONTAINS IOt, CHARACTERS• 
o~r.ooo VALUE OF ID IS wAPVfUN9. 
OH 000 01 INVOICE-REC-AREA. 
00 QOO OJ INVC-VENDNO PIC 9l&J COMP. 
0'99000 OJ lNVC-l'IAN .. O PIC 9(&J COllP. 
050000 OJ lNVC- NVNO PIC uto>. 
051000 OJ UIVC-DATE PIC 9l&) • 
0520()0 OJ INVC-DUE-DAfE 'I~ H&J· 05JOOO 0 NVC-AllDl.INf P SH ) CDKP. 
05t,000 03 l'nc-PAID PIC S9(9) COMP· 
055000 OJ NYC-PAYABLE PIC $9(9) COMP. 
05&000 OJ FILLER PIC ll<l9). 
O'.HOOO OJ INVC-OESC PIC 1((21, J. 
058000 OJ FILLlR PIC UO. 

TUfSDAY • Ot/Z7/8lo 12:lt,:09 

000.000005& 
ouo.000005r. 
ooo.ooouor.z 
000.0000110 
ooo.ooootse 
000.000020& 

( 0001) 000.0000231 
000.000021,e 
000.0000318 
ooo.ooooHo 

(0002) 
ooo.00001o1r. 
000.00001, & 
000• OOOOC.22 
000.00001,ze 
ooo.ooooH& 
OOOr OOOOC.&O 

( 0003) ooo. 00001t12 
ooo.00001,a2 

( 0001,) 000.0000"92 
000.0000502 
000.000051,0 



059000 I 000.00005118 
060000 ro llEHO TE -r ILE 
061000 06 000 01 

VALUE Of io IS •sJAllONS". 
OOEsr-REC RD-AREA. (0005} 000.000059& 

06JOOO OJ UOESY•NSG-JYPE PIC 99. (000&) ooo. 000059' 
06000 OJ ODESY·SJAJION PIC 999. ( 0007) 000.0000600 
00000 OJ OOESY•OPERAfOR Pit ''· 000.0000&0& 
066000 OJ ODESY·BAJtH Pit 999. 000.oooor.10 
06(000 OJ OOESY·RECORO Pit 9999. ooo.oooor.u 
O&tlOOO OJ UDE SJ •GROUP Pit UXX. 000.oooor.2• 
0&9000 OJ OOESY-rORHAJ Pit UXX. ( OOOtl > ooo.oooou2 

l'%j 070000 OJ UOlSY ·LENG flt PIC ,9999. (0009) ooo.000061to 
071000 OJ DDESY•ERRORS Pit 99. 000.0000&•8 ..... 072000 OJ rlLLER PfC u. 000.0000&52 

l!l 07JOOO OJ ODESY-DAU p t l(( 160). (0010) 000.0000&5& 
c 07'600 01 APVE rtO ·ARE A. 000.000059& 
I"( 075000 OJ FILLER Pie IC <JO>• 000.000059& 
CD 076000 OJ APVENO•VENDNO PIC 9(6 ). (0011 J 000.0000656 

011000 Ol APrtAHE-AREA. ooo.000059r. 
\.0 

078000 O.S rlLLER Pit X (JO>. 000.0000596 
019000 OJ APNAHE-VENDNO PlC 9(&). (0012) OIM.0000&56 

I OtlOOOO OJ APNAHE-NAHE PIC 1C<21t). (0015) ooo.oooor.&t1 
~ 081000 OJ APNAHE-AOOR PIC uzu. 000.000011& 
U1 oozooo OJ APNAHE-AOORZ Pit u20. ooo.0000161t 

08JOOO OS APNAHE-SPAJOAL PIC I(. ooo. 00001!11 z 
08,,000 OJ APNAHC-PAfOAl PIC 9(9). 000.0000014 

·..o 085000 OJ APNAHE-OAJE PIC uu. ooo.ooooe:sz 
086000 OJ APNAHE-N~ XfVEND PIC 9(6). ooo.ooou111o1o 

() 081000 01 APINVC•ARU. ooo.000059r; 

g 088000 Ol FILLER Pit l((JO). 000.000059& 
w 089000 OJ APINVC-VENDNO PIC !t(6). 01>0•0000&56 

090000 01 APINVC-TRANNO PIC 9(6). 000.0000&&8 
00 0 091000 Ol APINVC-INVNO PIC X<lO). 000.0000680 

L' 092000 OS APINVC·DUE PIC 9(6). 000.0000100 
093000 OJ APINVC-OUE-DATE PIC 1(6). ooo.000011z 

() D91t000 OJ APINVC-SAHOUNT PIC IC• 000.000012• 
0 095000 OJ APINVC-AHOUNJ PIC 9(9). ooo.oooorzr. 

096000 OJ APINVC-Sl"AID PIC x. ooo.00001u a 091000 01 APINVC-PAID PIC 9(9). ooo.ooooHr. 
'O 098000 OJ APINVC-SPAYABLE PIC x. 000• 00007U ..... 099000 OJ APINVC-PAYABLE PlC '"l· 000.00001&6 
~ 100000 OJ APINVC·OESC PIC UZ ). 

CD 101000 • 
NORKING·SiORAGE SECllON. 

000.0000104 
102000 
lOJOOO 11 VENDOR-KEY PlC 9(8) COHP. ooo.000091r; 

L' 104000 ,, I NVD I CE •KEY PIC 9(8) COMP. l OOH) 000.0.0009114 ..... 105000 11 I PIC 99 CONP. (01)15) 000.0000992 
{Jl 106000 01 SJA JI ON·TABLC. OIJO,IJ000994 

l 07000 OJ SfATION·ENJRf OCCURS 10 UMES. ooo.000099i, rt 101000 05 THIS-VEND PIC 9(6> CONP. (OOH» ooo.0000991t ..... I 09000 05 NEXl•fEND PIC 9(6) COMP. ( 0018) oao.0001000 
:J 110000 05 JHIS- NV PIC 9U> co11r. 
l!l 

"' 
0 
Hl 

Ul 



l'Zj ..... 
l.Q 

c:: 
H 
m 
\0 
I 
I-' 
C1\ 

\0 

(') 

w @ 
\0 0 

t"' 

(') 
0 g 
'O ..... 
I-' 
m 
t"' ..... 
{IJ 
rt" ..... 
::> 
IQ 

w 

0 
H'I 

U1 -

11 IOOO I 
l lZOOO 1 uooo • 
uooo 

115000 
116000 
111000 
1111000 
119000 
120000 
1pgoo I Z 00 
12JOOO 
F'ooo zsooo 
126000 

IU888 
IU888 
I JI 000 
l JZOOO 
IJJOOO 
l JUOO 
I JSOOO 
IJ&OOO 
I JI 000 
uaooo 
IJ9000 
10000 

41000 
1'2000 
IUOl>O 
IUOOO 
145000 
146000 
UIOOO 
148000 
0000 

HUBS 

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
ur ruuzc. 

OPEN INPUI VENOOR-MASJER· 
OPEN l"Pur INvorcc-rrLE. 
OPEN -O REMOTE•rJLC. 
MOVE I TO I. 

INIT•STATION-JA8LE-LOOP. 
KOVC 0 TO THIS•VEND<IJ. 
MOVE 0 f O HEf ·-re HO( ... MOVE 0 0 TH S- NV<IJ. 
ADO I ID I. 
Ir I < 11 GO TO INIJ-STATION•TABLC•LOOP. 

NUN-LOOP. 
READ REMOIE-rlLC AT ENO SJOP RUN. 
IF DDESY-GROUP = ·Ar· GO ID AP-CHECK. 

INVALID-FORNU. 
~~~[Lf 1 i&"&~~l¥-~EU~tJ;f. 
WRITE OOESY-RECORO•AREA. 
GO TO MAIN-LOOP. 

INVALID-KEY. 
DISPLAY •JNVALID KEY•. 
MOVE IZ TO OOCSY-MSG-JYPE. 
WRIJE OOESY-RECORO-AREA. 
GO 0 MAIN-LOUP. 

WRHE·RLMOJE. 
NOYl 11 TO OOESY-MSG•TYPE. 
WRlJE OOESY·RECORO-ARCA. 
GO 0 MAIN-LOOP. 

AP-CHECK. 
Ir ODESY-FORKAT = •vc10• GO TO APWCND-KCYDATA. 
Ir THIS-VCNOlOOCSY-SlATIONJ = 0 GO 10 INVALID-KEY. 
tr DOEST-FORMAi = •NANC• AND ODESY-NSG-IYPE = 2 

GO TO APHAME-SUPPLY. 
Ir OOESY•fORMAl s •NAME• ANO OOESY•NSG•IYPC = J 

GB 10 APNUC•CllCCK. 
Ir 0 ESY-FORHAJ = ·1Hvc• 
Go ¥8 fB,tfll!folKE~~'· 

(0020) 000.000100• 

000.0000000 
000.0000000 
000.0000000 
000.000008' 
000.0000161 
000.0000252 
000.0000210 
000.0000210 
ooo.00002e9 
ooo.oooo:soe 
ooo.ooouu 
ooo.oooon1 
oue.oooueo 
ooo.oooueo 
000.0000120 
ooo. 0000190 

888:388U13 
ooe.0001101 
ooo.0001J21 
ooo.ooon'' 
ooo. 000134' 
ooe. 0001509 
OH.OOOUJI 
OH.0001851 
OH•HOIBH 
ooo.oooun 
ooo.oooaan 
ooe.0002122 
oee.oooz(J9 
000.0002 J9 
ooo.ooozzoz 
ooo.oooz2n 
ooo.ooozio1 
ooo.ooozni 
ooo.ooozu6 
000.0002'68 
ooo.ooouu 
ooo.ooozsn 



1-xj 
...... 

\.Q 
c 
H 
<D 

() 

€6 
0 
t"1 

() 

~ 
'O ...... 
...... 
<D 

t"1 ...... 
en 
rt ...... 
::s 

\.Q 

0 
HI 

U1 

152000 I 
15JOOO 
1540110 
155000 
15&000 
157 ouu 
158000 
159000 
160000 
161000 
uzooo .. 
163000 
16 .. 000 .. 
165000 
166000 
167000 
168 000 
169000 
110000 
171000 
HZOOO 
UJOOO 
'"' 000 175000 
176000 
117000 
118000 
119000 
180000 
1111000 
182000 
183000 
tUOOO 
185000 
186000 
187000 • 
188000 
189000 
190000 
191000 
192 000 
l UOOO 
19li000 
195000 I 
196000 
191001) 
I 98000 
199000 
zooooo 
201000 
202000 
201000 • 
20UOO 
205000 • 
206000 
207000 
208000 
209000 
ZIOOOO 
211000 
212000 
21 JOOO 
21'>000 
215000 
21r.uoo 
211000 z 18 000 
219000 
220000 
Z2IOOO 
zzzooo • 
Z2JOOO 
zzuoo 
225000 

AP'VCNO-KU DAI A. 
DISPLAY "APVEND KlYOA1A•. 
HOVE APYCND-YCNDNO JO THIS-VENDCODESl-SJAJIONJ. 
HOVE APVCND-YENDNO to NEKr-vEND<OOCSY-SfAllO~). 
HOVE 0 lD JHIS-INV<ODCSY-SJATIDNJ. 
GU JO HAIN-LOOP. 

APIUltE-SUPPU. 
DISPLAY "APNAHE SUPPLY". 
If NEXT-VCNOlODESY•STATION) = 0 

JHEN SUPPLY flRSJ INVOICE FOR JHlS YCNOOR 
GO TO APNAltE-r lllSf-lNYOJtc. 

ELSE SUPPLY NEKJ VENDOR DETAILS 
HOVE NEXT-VCND(OOESY-STAJIONl JO JHIS•VCND<DDESY•STATIONJ. 
HUVC JHIS-VENO(OOESi•SfA ION) D VENDOR-KEY. 
READ VENDOR-MASTER INVALID KCY GD TO MISSING-VENDOR. 
HOVE SPACES TO ODESY•DAJA. 
HOVE VEND-VENDNO JO APNAHE-VENDNO. 
HOVE VEND-NAHE TO APNAHE-NAHE. 
HOVE VEND-ADDR TO APNAHE-AODR. 
HOVE YCND-ADDR2 JD APNAHE-ADDR2 
HOVE VENO-rAYBAL TO APNAHE-PAYBAl 
IF VEND-PAY9AL < 0 HOVE •-• 10 APNAHE-SPAYBAL. 
H~VE VENO-DATC-LA TO APNAHE-DAfC. 
HOVE 100 JO OUESr-UNGTol. 
GU JO NRIJ£-REHOTE. 

KISSI NG-VCNOOR. 
DISPLAY "ltlSSING VENDOR•. 
HOVE SPACCSc JD OOCSY•OAJA. 
HOVE THIS-VENDCUDESr-SJATION) TO APNAHE•YENONJ. 
HUVE •HISSING VENDOR" JO APNAHE-NAHE. 
MOVE 100 JO OOESY-LCNbTH. 
GU ro NRIJE-REHOTE. 

APNAHE-f IRSJ-INVDICE. 
HOVE JHJS-VENDCOOESY-SJAflDN> JO NEXf-YENDCODCSY-SJAJION). 
CHANGl fORHAT NAME 
HOVC •fNVC" JU ODCSY-FORMJ. 
HOYE O 10 fHIS-INYCODfSY-STATIONJ. 
GO JO APlNYC-SUPPLY. 

APNAHE-CHECK. 
DISPLAY •APNAHE CHECK". 
HOVE APNAHE-NEXJVEND ro NEXJ-VENDCDDESY-SJATIJN). 
GO fO WRIJE-REHDJC. 

AP I NYC-SUPPLY. 
DISPLAY "APINVC SUPPtr•. 
HOVE JHIS-JNV(OOESY-SJATIONJ JO INVOICC-KCY. 

RUD-I NV OJ CE. 
ADD I JO INVOICC-KEY. 
READ INYOICE-f ILE INVALID KCY GO JO lASJ-INYOICE. 
ff IHIS-YENDCODESY-SJAJION) NOJ • INYC-VENDND 

JHEN READ NEXT INVOICE 
GO JO READ-INVOICE. 

ELSE SUPPLY INVOICE DETAILS 
HOVE INVOICE-KEY ro JHIS-INV(UDESY-SJAJIDN). 
HOVE SPACES JO DDESY-DAJA. 
HOVE INVC-VENDNO JD APINVC-VENDNO. 
HOVE INVC-JRANNO D AP NVC-JRANNO. 
HOYE lNVC-lNVNO JD APINVC-INVNO. 
HOVE INVC-DAJE JO APINVC-OArc. 
HOVE JNVC-DUE-DAJE JO APINVC-OUE•DAT£. 
HOYE INVC-AHOONJ JO APINVC-AHUUNJ. 
If INVC-AHDUNJ < 0 HDVC "•" JO APINVC-SAHOUNJ. 
HOVE JNVC-PAYABLE JO APINVC-PAYAIL[. 
If INJC-PAYA8LE < 0 HOVE •·• JD APINVC-SPAYARLC. 
HOV[ NYC-DE~C JO APINVC-DEsc. 
HOVE 83 JO OOEsr-LENGJH. 
GO JD NRITC-REHOIE. 

UST-INVOICE. 
HOXE 0 10 JHJS-1Nl(OOESY-SJAJJDNJ. 
CH NG[ FOHHAt N H 
MOYE •vENQ• JO OOESY•fORHAJ. 
GO JO NRIJE-REHOJC. 

ENO-Of-JOB. 

001>. OOOZ5U 
001). 00025411 
000.00025411 
ooo. 00028.H' 
ooo.oooznr. 
000.00021115 
000.00021194 
ooo. 000291 J 
001:1. OOOZIH 1 
ooo. ooo.n 92 
ooo.ooo.u9z 
ooo.0001uz 
ooo.oouzze 
ooo.0003zze. 
ooo.OIHIJZ5? 
ooo.oooJZH 
001h000l589 
000.0001601 
ooo.ooon40 
000.0001671 
000.0001111 
Doo.ooo.un 
000.0003797 
000• OOOJ910 
000.0003910 
000.0001996 
ooo.0001oo11 
000.00040 3 
ooo.ooouoz 
ooo.ooou1r. 
0110.oootoB5 
000.oDotoo,9 
ouo.oooH95 
ooo.ooor,51z 
ooo.ooor,51z 
ooo.ouo.,516 
ooo.oo!U536 
ooo.ooor,59z 
000.000 .. &01 
000.000.,&u 
000.0004&18 
ooo.ooou111 
ooo.ooooH 
ooo.000495D 
000.000050 
ooo. 000"950 
ooo.0005z31 
ouo.ooo'.>Z50 
ooo. 0005250 
000.00052&4 
ooo.oooss1r. 
000 .. 0005516 
000.000553& 
000.0005572 
000•0005512 
000.0005591 
000.0005605 
ooo.0005r,42 
000.0005702 
ooo.ooosr&z 
ooo.00059zz 
000.0005881-
ooo.0005919 
000.0005995 
ooo.ooor.oJz 
000• ODO& I 0.11 
000.00061&8 
000.0006190 
000.0006201 
000.ooor.201 
00D.ooor.z2& 
ooo.ooor.zzr. 
000. 000& Z7 z 
ooo.ooor.zu 



t"lj ..... 
IQ 

c:: 
H 
<D 

\0 
I 
I-' 
00 

\0 

(l 

>I:» g 
1--' 0 

L1 

(l 
0 a 

"O ..... 
I-' 
<D 

L1 ..... 
{Jl 
rt" ..... 
::s 
"° 
U1 

0 
Hl 

U1 

c n D c D 
OYJE LENGTH 

ooo ooooo;u ... 
00000787 

D A J A D 
BYJE lENGJH 

ICJIDNARY 
CODEFILE RELAJIVC DISK AOR 
00000;···················· 
IOJAL CODE 
lCJIONARr 
CODEFILE RELATIVE DISK ADR 

000 00000;10··· 000001···················· 
S - M A C H N E P A R A M E I R S ( S C R A T C H P A D ) 
LEND - o. SEGO - o. DISPB - ••• corxe - 5. COPO - ZJ. D.c.r - •Jo. 8DISPB - IJ 
BASE RELAJIVE ADDRESSES -

DAJA-SEGKEHT-0 - 688.COP-JABLE - 'I 
P R 0 G R A K P A R A H E E R 8 l 0 C K 

FIHSJ-EXECUfAULE-INSIRUCllDN o.o 
INTERPREICR-NAMC COBOL /INJERP 
SIAJIC-COR£ 58•0 BITS 
DYN MIC-CORE 0 BIJS 
OAJA DICJIONARW SJARJS AT COOEf ILE SEGMENJ Z• I ENJRY 
CODE DICJIONART SJARJS Al COOEf ILE SEGMENJ 8• I ENTRY 
FILE rARAHlTCR BLOCKS slARJ AT COOEflLE SEGMENl I•· J ENTRIES 

• •• • • COKl'I LA Tl ON C0i41'LE TE 
ELAPSED JIM[ - o• HiNUrts. Z5 SECONDS· WHICH IS Z65 SECONDS 
~RDCESSDR JINE - 26 SECONDS• NHICH IS 26 SECONDS 
~RDGRAM REQUlRES tr DISK SEGMENTS OF 180 BYTES EACH. 
KENORY REQUIRfHENfS 

0000181 UYllS - LARGESJ COOE SEGMENT 
0000710 BYlES - BASE-JO-LIHIJ AREA 
OOOOJZS 8YJES - DJCJIONARIES ANO RUN STR~CJURE 
OOZ•l6Z BYIES - FILE BUFFERS & FILE INFO AREAS - INCLUDES IZ9 IYJES 
OOZ600• fYfES - ESJIHAJED HENDRY REQUIRED JO RUN IF All FILES OPEN 

Z26 SYMBOL C RECORDS COMPILED Al 51.tZO RECORDS PER ELAPSEU MINUIE OR 
<•7Z TO 5•o IF DISK) FOR EACH FILE 
5Zl.5ZO RECORDS PER PROCESSOR MINUTE. 



8 U R R 0 U G H S 81800/81700 R P G C D N P I l E R • LEYCL - NARK rx.1 

PROGRAM N A M E 
DATE COMPILE0••/01/27/81 

OOY200EMOO/APJNO.R 

TIME CUMPILED-·IJ 47 WITH COMPILER•• DATED 08/21/80 II 11 

OIOOOr• l 2 l • 5 6 1 I 
011oor•890l23•567890l23•567890l23•567990l2l4567890l2l4567890l2l•567190t2J4567190 
UIZOOF• 
8U88f: 
Ol 500f• 
Ol600F• 
011 oor• 
ouoor• 
ouoor• 
ozooor• 
021oor• 
ozzoor• 
OZlOOf• 
02•gor• 025 or• 
02600F• 
02TOOF• 
021100F• 
02900F• 
03000f• 
03100F• 
0 J200F• 
OJlCOf• 
3iU8f ! 
oJ&oor• 
on oor • 
Ol800f• 
Ol!JOOf• 
OloOOOf• 
ou oor• 
01o2oor• 
Olo300f• 
U.4loOOF• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • A P 
• 

INQUIRY PROGRAM • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

01 
02 
OJ 
04 

n 
12 
ll 
14 

20 
30 
n 
50 
51 
5Z 
53 
u 
62 
63 

U S E 0 f I N 0 I C A T 0 R S 
DUMMY PRIMARY f ILE RECORD 
VENDOR MASTER FILE RECORD 
INVOICE FILE RECORD 
STATIONS CUDESY) fllE RECORD 
&RUUP = •Ap• roRMAT • ·vENo· 
GROUP •Ap• roRMAf = ·NAME· MSG.JTPE • 0,2 
GROUP = ·AP· roRMAJ = ·NAN[• MSG.TTPE • l 
GROUP = ·AP· rORNAT = •JNvc• 
GROUP = •Ap• 
INVALID KEY 
SUPPLY VENDOR DATA 
NEG SIGN ro APNANE.PATBAL 
E Of VE •DMSJR 
EDF INVOICE 
SUPPLT INVOICE DETAILS 
NEG SIGN AMOUNT 
NEG SIGN PAYBAL 
SEND ID TERMINAL ODESY 
SEND ro TERMINAL ODESY 
SEND TO TERMINAL ODESY 
SEND TU TERMINAL OOESY 

SUPPLY 
CHECK 

045COf• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 04600f• • • 
Olo7COF• • r I L E S P E C I f I C A T I 0 N S • 
04800F• • • 
0~900f• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

g~yggr: l 2 3 4 5 6 1 I 
• s~Jggf03:ai21·r~ta1y1~a"5'~a,0121•s,,e,8111.s,,a,o•21•s''''o•21•s''''''21•s•,,,, 
2 05400fVENOMSTRIC fl680 18• DISK 
3 05500rlNYOICl IC f 2160 108 DISK 
4 05600fSTAT1DNSCD r 190 190 REMOTE 

Figure 9-19. RPG Compile Listing (1 of 6). 
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058 00[• 
05900[• 
06000E• 
061 OOE • 
06ZOOE• 
06300[• 
06Ci 00[ • 
U6500E• 

5 Oli&OOE 
6 061 OOE 
1 06800[ 

06700T• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • • E X T E N S I 0 N S S P E C I F I C A T I 0 N S • 
• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

STATION JA8lE no 
NVO 
JIV 

10 r. 0 
to & 0 
10 11 0 

U7000T• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
071001• • • 
OTZOOT• • T E l E C 0 " " U N I C A T I 0 N S C A R D • 
07 JOOT• • • 
01,COT• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
07500T• t Z J Ci 5 6 7 a 
0760~T•8901ZlC.5678701ZJ,5&78901ZJC.~67890t?.JC.5678901Z3•5&78901ZJCi5618901Zl•S61890 

8 07700TSTAJIONS 10 tORlMSJARCMLEN 

Figure 9-20. RPG Compile Listing (2 of 6). 
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078001• 
079001• 
080001• 
081001• 
082001• 
08lCOI• 
084 Oil I• 

...........•..••..............•....................•........ 
• • * I N P U T S P E C t F I C A T I 0 N S * 
• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

085001 • I 2 J lo • 5 6 1 8 
00600l•89012Jfo56789012Jfo5678901Zlfo5678901Zl,567890lZJ45678901ZJfo5678901ZJfo567890 

9 0~70010UHHY NS 01 
10 003001 I 80 OREC 
11 089COIVENOHSJRNS OZ 
IZ 090001 
1l 091 COi 
lie 092001 
15 09.JOOI 
16 095001 
17 0'1100.1 

098001• INVOICl FILE 
18 0990011NVOICC NS UJ 
l 9 099501 zo 100001 
Zl 101001 zz l 02001 
ZJ lOJCOI 
Zfo lOliOUI 
25 105001 
Z& 106001 
ZT 108001 

109001• REHOTE FILE STATIONS 
110001• CHECK FOR GROUP AP AND FURNAT VEXO 

ZB IHOOISTATIONSNS RO 15 CA I& CP 19 CV 
Z9 112001 ANO 20 CE ZI CN ZZ CO 
JO 11.SOOI OR U 01 CO OZ CZ 15 CA 
11 ltt.COI ANO l& CP 19 CN ZO CA 
32 115001 ANO ZI CH ZZ CE 
ll 116001 OR 12 01 CO OZ Cl 15 CA 
3' 11100( ANO 16 CP 19 CN ZO CA 
35 118001 AHO 21 CH 22 CE 
3& 119001 OR 13 15 CA 16 CP 19 Cl 
JT lZOOOI ANO 20 CN 21 CV ZZ CC 
38 17.3 001 
39 12ft 001 
ltO 125001 
"1 l Z& 001 
ltZ tZf 001 u 1znoo1 
"" 129001 lt5 110001 
lo& lHOOI 
,,, 132001 

113001• APYCNO RECORD 
lo8 l JJ501 
"9 IHCOI 
50 158501 
51 n~~u. 

NS Olo 

1 
1 

31 
55 
95 

139 

&OYUONO 
30 YNANE 
5' UDOR 
711 VADOR?. 

lOJOVPYBAL 
llt'OVOATLA 

l 60IVNONO 
7 1201 TRNNO 

lJ 220IIVNNO 
23 280IOATE 
29 3UIOUEOT 
35 UOUNT 
t,t, 5ZOIPUO 
51 6lOIPYDAl 
81 lOlo IDE.SC 

I 

~ 
8 

11 
15 
19 
ZJ 
21 

l 

2000Y TYP 
50ST 
IOODYOPR 

IOOOOfBCH 
HOOOYREC 
18 OOYGRP 
22 OOYFIH 
2600DYLEN 
Z8000YERR 
30 UDYHSG 

125 lJOOANNXVO 
.H 3&0AYV NON 

t Bo es 

Figure 9-21. RPG Compile Listing (3 of 6). 
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l&OCOC• 
161COC• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l&ZOUC• • * 
l&lCOC• C A L C U L A J I 0 N S P E C I f I C A T I ~ N S • 
l&ltOOC• • 
1&500C• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l && o !JC• 1 Z 3 It 5 6 7 8 
1&700C•~90lZJ45&7890lZllt5678901ZJ45&7890lZJlt5&78901Zl4>678901Z345&78901Zllt567890 

52 1&600C LOOP TAG 
53 l&900C SETOF 
51, 1roooc sErur 
55 lllOOC SlTOF 
~1 l~i88E ~EJBf 
58 l740UC SETOF 
59 17500C SETOF 
&O l7&00C RECV STATIONS 
&I l7700C 99 GOTO £NDIT 

11800C• INVALID FORMAT CGROUP NOT = "AP"> 
&Z 1/900C Ole HOVE 13 OOYTYP 
&J l8000C 04 SETON 
&It 18l00C 04 SEND STATIONS 
&5 18l01C Ole EXCPT 
&& 18ZOOC Ole GOTU LOUP 

18JOOC• APVEND-KEYDATA <GROUP = •Ap• FORMAT = "VEND") 
&1 l81tOOC JO HOVl AVVNDN TVD•ST 
&8 l8500C 10 ~OVE AVVNON NVO•Sf 
69 18&COC 10 HOVE 0 TlV•ST 
70 lfl700C 10 GOTO LOOP 
11 18800C rvo.sT COMP o 

15900C• INVALID KEY 
7Z l9000C 20 HOVE 12 OOYTYP 
71 l91COC ZO SlTON 
71t 19ZOOC 20 SEND STATIONS 
75 l9Z01C 20 EXCPT 
1& 1Y300C 20 GOTO LOOP 

19400C• APNAHE-SUPPLt (GROUP = •AP" FORMAT 
11 19500C 11 Nvo.sT COHP 0 

l9&00C• FIRST INVOICE 
78 l9700C ll 30 HOVE 
7Y l9800C 11 30 HOVE 
80 1~900C 11 30 HOVE 
81 20000C 11 lO HOVE 
8Z ZOtOOC 11 30 EXSH 
81 20ZOOC 11 30 GOTO 

ZOJOOC• END FIRST INVOICE 

TYDoST 
1 1 NYC' 
0 
JIV•ST 
READI 
LOOP 

NVOoSl 
OOYFMT 
nv.sT 
IKEY 

8" ZOftOOC l l HOVE NVO•ST no.ST 
85 20500C lt HOVE TVOoST VKEY 
86 ZO&OOC ll VKEY CHAINVENONSTR 

50 

o;o 

31Y~U 
lZ lllO 

n~~~' &O&l6ZOUTPUT INDICATORS 
99 
99 99 

&O 

20 

If EOF•JERMINATE 

LOAD STATIONS 
TABLE 

lOSUPPl.Y DATA 

Al' I NVC SUPPLY 
CALL READ IH 

ELSE APNAME SUP 
loO READ VENDORflLE 

20700C• IF cur. SEND "MlSSING VENDOR· "ESSAGE BACK TO STATION 
87 ZOBOOC I l 40 EXSR MISSVN 
88 20900C II 40 GOTO LOOP 
89 Z1700C II SETON 
9~ 22000C 11 SEND STATIONS 
91 Z2001C 11 EXCPT 
92 2Z100C It GOTO LOOP 

2?.ZOOC• ENO APNAME-SUPPLY PROCEDURE 
ZZJOOC • 8£GI N APNAllE -CHE CK 

93 221tOOC IZ HOVE ANNXVO 
94 ZZ500C 12 MOVE It 
95 Z2&00C lZ SETON 
96 ZZIOOC 12 SEND STATIONS 
97 ZZ701C 1Z EXCPT 
98 ZZ800C 12 GOT 0 LOOP 

22900C• ENO APNAME-CHECK PROOEOURE 

llVO•ST 
ODYTYP 

60 

SEllO HEADER• 
99 VENDOR REC 

APllANE NEXTVEllD 

21000C• BEGIN APINVC-SUPPLY <GROUP = "AP• FORMAT= •JNVC•) 
99 ZllOOC ll MOVE rvo.sr IKEY 50 

100 ZJZOOC 13 CXSR READI 
101 Z3JOOC N99 GOTO LOOP 
102 23400C ENOIT TAG 
101 2J500C SETON 

ZJ&OOC••••••••••••••• 
ZJIOOC• SUBROUTINES • 
Z3800C••••••••••••••• 
2J900C• lllSSING VENDOR 

IDie Z4000CSR MISSVN 
105 2HOOCSR 
1i>6 21o500CSR 
107 Z4501CSR 
1011 24600CSR 

2"7 OOC• READ 
I 09• Zlt800CSR 
110 Z"700CSR 
ll l 25000C:>R 
ll Z 251 OOC SR 50 
Ill Z5ZOOCSR 50 
11" Z5.SOOCSR 50 
115 Z51o00CSR 50 
116 Z55COCSR 50 
111 Z5501CSR 50 
llll 25550C SR 50 
llY Z5600CSR 50 
120 Z5650CSRN5l 
lZl Z5700CSR 51 
122 ZTZOOCSR 51 
123 Z7JOOCSR 51 
l21t ZflOICSR 51 

INVOICE 
READI 
IKEY 
IKEY 

TYO.ST 

IZ5 Z7350CSR £NORI 
lZ6 271tCOCSR 

27500C• ENO READ INVOICE 

llEGSR 
SETON 
SEND STATIONS 
EXCPT 
ENDSR 

9EGSR 
ADO l 
CHAININVOICE 
HOVE 0 
HOVE 'VENO' 
MOVE 11 
SETON 
SEND STATIONS 
EXCPT 
GOTO ENDRI 
COMP IVNDNO 
GOTO ENURI 
MOVE IKEY 
SETON 
SEND STATIONS 
EXCPT 
TAG 
ENDSR 

IKEY 

nv.sr 
OOYfNT 
ODYTYP 

nv.sT 

63 

50 

&Z 

CALL REAOI 

SEllD ODESY 
99 HEADER 

99 

51 

UST INVOICE 

SUP INY DETAILS 
SEND DDESY 
NSGo lltV REC 

Figure 9-22. RPG Compile Listing (4 of 6). 
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276000• 
27' 000• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Z76000• • • 279000• • 0 U T P U T S P E C I F I C A T I 0 N S • 280000• • • Z8l000• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

127 
Z!IZOOO• 
26JOOOSTA Tl ONSE 60 

lZ8 28ft 000 OOTHSG JO 
129 285000 OOHYPX 2 
130 285500 E 61 
111 286000 ODTHSG 30 
I 3Z zorooo 2 'It' 133 288000 Z6 1 0100' 
tH 289000 VVNONOX 3& 
135 290000 YiUNE 60 
136 Z7 l 000 YAOOR '"' IJ( z~zooo YA OU HZ 108 
IJ8 Z92500 Yl'YIJALL lU 
139 Z93000 YOArLAX lZI, 
140 Z9S500 E 6Z 
Hl Z'HOOO ODYHSG JO 
lltZ 295000 2 'll' 141 296000 26 '0088' 
14" 27' 000 IVNONOX 36 
145 Z7ff OOO fTRNNgx r.z 
146 Z99000 IVNN X 5Z 
147 JOUOOO IOArE X 58 
llo8 301000 IDUEDJX 6" 
l "9 302000 IAMJ L ,,, 
·~" 

10.sooo 1~~ul~ "' l 1 OfoOOO 9fo 
15Z l05CUO li>ESC Its 
153 105500 E 6l 
l 5ft 106000 ODYHSG 30 
155 JOI OOIJ z •tt• 
156 300000 Z6 '0 I 00' 
151 109000 TVD• STX 36 
1511 HOOOIJ 60 'MISSING VENDOR' 

DIAGNOSTICS COMPLETE - NO SYNTAX ERRORS 

Figure 9-23. RPG Compile Listing (5 of 6). 
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RPG COHPIL£R LEVEL MARK IX.I• OATEO 08/Zl/80 

PROGRAM 

NON-OVERLAYABLE MEMORY - 1589 BYTES 
TOTAL FILE SPACE - 8771 BYTES -ASSUMING All FILES OPEN

MINIMUM CODE SPACE - 698 BYTlS 
DEPENDENT REQUIRED MEMORY - llOSS BYJES 

ESTIMAfE OF MCP OVERHEAD - Z41 BYTES 

••• ESJJHATED MEMORY REQUIRED TO RUN - llZ99 BYTES ••• 

OBJECT PROGRAM REQUIRES 51 DISK SEGMENTS Of \80 BYTES EACH 
ELAPSED TINE B56 SECONDS 
158 SOURCE CARDS COMPILED AT ll CARDS PER MINUJE 

Figure 9-24. RPG Compile Listing (6 of 6). 
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ll 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
g 
0 
0 

BURROUGHS 81800/81700 UPL CO"PILER• NARK IX.I <IO/OJ/80 l~146> 1127/81• 12:19110 PM 

NL SEQUENCE 

0 00001000 
0 00002000 
0 OOOOJOOO 
0 30004000 
0 00005000 
0 00006000 
0 00007000 
0 00008000 
0 00009000 
0 00010000 
0 00011000 
0 1)00 zooo 
0 ltOOUOOO 
0 00014000 
0 00015000 
0 00016000 
0 ooouooo 
0 ooouooo 
0 0001?000 
0 ooozoooo o ooozaooo 
0 ooozzooo 
0 OOOZJOOO 
0 00024000 
0 00025000 
0 00026000 
0 OOOZIOOO 
0 00028000 
0 00029000 
0 OOOJOOOO 
0 00031000 
0 00032000 
0 00033000 
0 00034000 
0 00035000 
0 00036000 
0 00031000 
00 00018000 

00039000 
0 00040000 
0 00041000 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • • .. 
" JOll NUMBER: .. 
• 000771 " .. • • .. 
• 011Jccr nu: • .. ODYZOOEMOO/APINO.U .. .. .. 
• • • CARDS flU:z • • OOYZOOEMS/APINO.U .. 
• .. .. .. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••&•••o•••••••• 

:SOURCE IMAGE 
:&LIST USEOOJS SUPPRESS i 

:1······~························••&•••••••••••0••························ 11• .. , 
:%• JlilE : 81000 OOESY •S :z• SAMPL£ USER PROGRAM - APINQ •I 
: I-• •: 
:l•••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••&••••••••••••••••: 
1% : 
:%1%11%11l%1%%%%%1%%11%1l%%%%%%%%1%1XXXXXX%%XXXXXIXXXXXXXX%XIX%1X1%%XllXXt 
u %: 
:1 PURPOSE fO OENONSlRAfE SOME Of THE NORE SOPHISTICAJEO I: 
II NQUIRY fACILlflES DffERED BY oocsr. x: 
1% z: 
1% INPUf ODESY.RECORD.AREA fROM THE EOIJ ~ROGRA"• z: 
Ill VCNDIJR KAUER fllE• :it: 
II INVOICE FILE. z: 
u :u 
II OUTPUr I DDESf.RECORD.AREA %: 
1% z: 
II PROCESS : READ THE SJAf IONS fllE fOR INPUT. If A "VENO• I: 
II fORNAf IS READ• THEN SET UP THE VENDOR POINTERS. IF I: 
II A •NANE• fDRNAf IS READ• JHEN EIIHER SUPPLY VENDOR %: zx INFORMATION FRON JHE VENDOR NASIER FILE• OR CHECK %: 
IX JHE OAfA KEYED IN DEPENDING ON JHE DOESY.MSG.JJPE. %: 
:x IF A ·1Nvc• FORMAJ IS READ. IHEM SUPPLY INfOMMAllON x: 
1% FROM THE INVOICE FtLE. EOIJ Nill fERMINAJE JH(S 1: 
1% PRllGIUI@. xx :z 1: 
IX ASSUMPTIONS: VENDOR MASfER fllE CDNJAIMS All VALlO VENDOR z: 
1% RECORDS KEYED OY YENbDR NUMBER. IHE INVOICE FILE x: 
:1 SHOULD CONJAl1 INVOICES AMJ lHE PROGRAM IS STARTED z: u ur er con. z: 
II X: 
1lllZllll%%%ZXlllXZIZZIXZZ%Z%1XZl%ZlXllXZZZllZ%%X%Zl%%1ZX%XIXllZIXZZXZZZ%: 
1% : 
:OHINE s 
I DEC AS IOEC I HALI• : 
I lllN AS IOINARYI• 
: SPACES AS I ~ • lo 
i CH AS ICHARACfERIJ 
•&PAGE 

PROCEDURE SEGMEIU 



0 0 oooi.zooo FILE VENOMASTER COEVICE = OISK RANDOM• RECORDS = 1ai.1zo. LOCK• 0 0 OOOlolOOO AREAS = Z/500• LABEL = •vEN>MASTER•); 
0 0 i'.!OOHOOO ft LE t NYOICE COEVICE = DISK RANDOM• RECORDS = 108120• LDCK• 0 0 00045000 AREAS = 2/500• LABEL = •JNVJICE•); 
0 0 ooou.ooo FILE STAJIONS (DEVICE = REMOTE H 
0 0 000"1000 z 
0 0 00048000 DECLARE 
0 0 0001t9000 Ot VENDOR.REC.AREA• 
0 0 001150000 OJ VE NO. VE NUNO CHC 6 J. 
0 0 00051000 OJ VE NO.NAME CHCZU• 
0 0 00052000 O.S VENO.AODR CH< Zit>• 0 0 00053000 Ol VEND.AODR2 CHCZO • 0 0 00051o000 OJ r ILLER CHC lfJ) • 0 0 00055000 Ol vpo.PAY'JAL CHO~· 0 0 00056000 Ol F LLER CHC l > • 
0 0 00057000 Ol VENO.DATE.LA CHC6>• 0 0 00058000 Ol FILLER CHC4J>• 0 0 00059000 z 
0 0 00060000 01 INVOICE.REC.AREA• 
0 0 00061000 OJ INVC.YENl>NO CH< 6). 0 0 00062000 Ol IHVC.THA~ND CHC6lo 0 0 00063000 Ol INrC.INVND CHClOJ. : 0 0 00061t000 Ol INVC.QATE CHC 6 h : 0 0 00065000 OJ INVC.OUE.DATE CHC6 h : 0 0 00066000 OJ INYC.ANOiJNT CH( 9h • 0 0 00067000 03 INVC.PAID CHC9 h : 0 0 00068000 03 INVC.PAYABLE CH<9h : 0 0 00069000 OJ FILLER CHC19J. : 0 0 0007 0000 03 lNVC.OESC CHC20 • : 0 0 00071000 Ol FILLER CH Uh : 0 0 00072000 :&PAGE 

0 0 00073000 01 OOESY.RECORU.AREA• 
0 0 0001i.ooo 03 ODESY.HS;.JYPE CHC2h Z NUltERIC 
0 0 00075000 03 OOESY.!>TATIO:t CHU h Z NUM 0 0 00076000 03 DDESY.OPERATUR CHC2J.Z NUM : 0 0 00071000 OJ ODE SY .DA TCH CHCl>•Z NUM : 0 0 00078000 03 ODESY.RECORO CHU h Z NUM 
0 0 00079000 OJ OOlSY.GROUP CHU>• Z : 0 0 00080000 03 UOESl'.FOi,MAT CHClohZ : 
0 0 00081000 03 OOESY.LENGJH CHU). Z NUM : 
0 0 00082000 03 UOlSY.ERRORS CHCZ).Z NUM : 0 0 00083000 03 FILLER CH<Z>-Z : 0 0 UOOBloOOO OJ OOESY.OUA CHC160 h : 0 0 00085000 z : 0 0 00086000 01 APVEND.OATA REMAPS OOESY.RECORO.A~EA• : 0 0 00087000 OJ FILLER CHClOJ • : 
0 0 00088000 03 APvrno. VE NONO CH< 6 h : 
0 0 00089000 % 
0 0 00090000 Ol APNANE.AREA REMAPS DOESY.RECORO.AtEA• 
0 0 00091000 03 f'JLLtR CHUO>. : 0 0 00092000 OJ APNAME.VENDNO CH< 6 >• : 
0 0 00093000 OJ APNAME.NAHE CHC20 • : 
0 0 0009"000 03 APNAME.AODR CH<ZO • : 0 0 00095000 03 APNAME.AOOR2 CH(ZU • : 0 0 00096000 Ol APNANE.SPAYBAL CHU>. : 0 0 000 97000 Ol APNAHE.PAl'r-AL CH<9J. : 0 0 00098000 03 APNAME.DUE CHC6h % NUN : 
0 0 00099000 OJ APNAME.NEXfVENO CHC6>.Z MUM : 0 0 00100000 I : 0 0 00101000 Ot APINVC.AREA REMAPS OOESY.RECORO.A~EA• : 
0 0 00102000 OJ FILLER CH<lOh : 0 0 OOlOlCOO 03 APINVC.VENDNO CHC&h l NUM : 0 0 OOIOltOOO OJ APINVC.JRANNO CH(6). l NUM : 0 0 00105000 03 APINYC.lNVNO CHUO> •ZNUN : 0 0 0010&000 Ol APUYC.OUE CHC6>• Z NUM 
0 0 00107000 OJ APINYC.OUE.OATE CH(6). Z NUM 0 0 00108000 03 APINVC.SAMDUNT CH< 1 h 
0 0 00109000 Ol APINVC.AHOUNf CH<9h % NUM : 0 0 '001101100 Ol APJNVC.SPUD CHU). : 0 0 00111000 OJ APINVC.PAIO Cllt9 >• : 
0 0 00112000 03 APINVC.SPAJABLE Cll<lJ•I : 0 0 0011.SOOO OJ APINVC.PAYABLE CH(9 • : 
0 0 001 uooo 03 APINVC.OESC CHC2(oJ. 
0 0 00115000 I 
0 0 00116000 VENDOR.KEY FIXED• 0 0 00117000 INVOICE.KEY FIXED• 0 0 00118000 l BIT<U• 0 0 00119000 I I 
0 0 00120000 01 SU JION. TABLE Cl Oh : 
0 0 00121000 03 THIS.VEND FIXED• Z I 
0 0 00122000 OJ NEXT.VEN!> HXEOoZ : 
0 0 00123000 Ol TllJS. INY rIXEDJ l 0 0 0012•0:>0 &PAGE : 

Figure 9-2 6. UPL Compile Listing (2 of 6). 
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0 
1 
1 

l 
0 
0 
l 

I 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
t 
I 
t 
I 
l 
l 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I 
l 
l 
I 
1 
l 
t 
I 
I 
t 

I 
I 
l 

l 
l 
t 
t 
I 
I 
l 
I 
l 
1 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
l 
I 

l 
I 
0 
0 
l 
I 
l 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

8 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I 
t 
1 
l 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
?. 
2 z 
l 
2 
2 

~ 
2 
2 
2 

~ 
2 
3 
2 

i 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

00125000 
110126000 
00127000 
001211000 
OOU9000 
00130000 
OOlllOOO 
00132000 
001 33000 
001.HOOO 
OOIJ5000 
00136000 
00131000 
00138000 
00139000 
001r.oooo 
001 HOOO 
OOlleZOOO 
OOtltlOUO 
001 "4000 
00145000 
00146000 oourooo 
00148000 
0010000 
00150000 

00151000 
00152000 
00153000 
00154000 
00155000 
00156000 
00151000 
00158000 
OOl 59000 
00160000 
00161000 
00162000 
00163000 
00161o000 
00165000 
00166000 
00167000 
00168000 
00169000 
00110000 
00111000 
00112000 
00113000 
00171o000 
00115000 
00116000 
00171000 
00178000 
00179000 
00180000 
00181000 
00182000 
00183000 
00l81o000 
00185000 
00186000 
00187000 
001113000 
OOJ 39000 
00190000 
00191000 
00192000 
00193000 
00191o000 
00195000 
00196000 
00191000 
001911000 
001119000 
00200000 

PROCEDURE MRITE.REHOTE1 
% SEND OK HESSAGE BICI ro OOESY STATION 
OOESY.HSG.TYPE :: "lt~; 
WRITE STATIONS COOESY.RECORO.AREA>1 

ENO WRITE.REHOJ(; 
% 
PROCEDURE lNVALID.FORHAT; 

% SEND INVALID fORHAT MESSAGE DACK TO ODESY STAJION. ODEST GROUP IS 
% EQUAL TO "AP". 
OUESY.HSG.TYPE := "tl•J 
WRITE STATIONS CODESY.RECORO.AREA>1 

ENO INVALID.fORHAJ; 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%f%%%%%%%%% 
% If All or A VlNUOR'S INVOICES ARE LOOK(~ Al• THEN CHANGE KE % 
% SCREEN TO THE VENDOR SCREEN SO THAT THE OPERATOR CAN SELECT % z ANOTHER VENDOR'S INVOICES ro LOOK AT. % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE LAST.INVOICE; 
% 

THIS .INVC BIN< ODE SY. STATION» :: o; 
% CHANGE tOR"IAT NAME 
ODESY .FDRHAJ :: ·vENo•; 
MRI JE.REHOTE; 

END lAST.tNVOicr; 
&PAGE 

ll%%l%%%%%%Z%%XZ%%%X%X%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Zll%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%: 
% If rHERE [S AN INVOICE FOR THE VENDOR THEN fRANSfER THE INfO %: 
% fROH iHE INVOICE ro THE ODESY STATION. JTHERWISE SWITCH TO THE x: 
l YENDOit SCREEN. %: 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%ll%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%l%%%%Z%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%: 
PROCEDURE REAO.INYOICEI : 
% I 

DD REAO.INYOJCE.fllE fOREY~Ri 
BUNP INYOICE.KEYi 
REAO INVOICE CINYOICE.KEYl CINWOICE.REC.AREA)J 

ON El!CEPTI ON 
Do; 

DISPLAY •n[AO INVOICE EXCEPTION ERROR w1 
lASf. INVIJI cc; 
UNDO REAO.!NVOICE.f IlE1 

ENO; 
ON EDF 

Do; 
DISPLAY •READ INVOICE EOf ERROR•; 
lASf.INVOiCEJ 
UNDO READ•1NVOICE.fll£1 mo; 

If THlS.VENDCBIN<OOESY.SJAJION>> • BINllNVC.VEHO~O) THEN 
00 SUPPLY.INVOICE.D[fAILSI 

THIS.INV<OIN(OOESY.STATION)) := INVOICE.KEW~ 
OOESY.DATA := SPACES; 
APfNVC.VENONO I• INVC.VENONOJ 
AP NVC.TRANNO :: INVC.TRANN01 
AP!NVC.INVNO := INVC.tNVN01 
APINVC.DAJE :: INVC.OAJE; 
APINVC.OUE.DAfE := INVC.OUE.OATEJ 
APINVC.AHOUNT := INVC.AHOUHT1 
If BIN<INVC.AMOUNT> < 0 THEN 

APINVC.SAHOUNJ 1~ n-•J 
APINVC.PAYABLE := JNVC.PAYADlEJ 
If OIN<INVC.PAYABLE> < 0 THEN 

APINYC.SPAYABLE := •-w; 
APINVC.OESC := INVC.DESCJ 
OOESY.LENGJH &= •oosa•; 
lllU TE .RCl'IOiH 
UNDO REAO.INVOICE.fllEJ 

END SUPPLY.!NVDICE.OETAILs; 
ENO REAO.INVOlCE.fllE; 

ENO READ .UVOll:O 
% 
PROCEDURE APlNVC.SUPPLYi 

INVOICE.KEY t= THIS.INVt8IN<ODESY.SiAJIONJ)I 
READ .INVOH:EJ 

END APINVC.SUPPLYG 
&PAGE 
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: 
I 
: 
: 
: 
I 
: 

: 
: 
I 
I 
: 
: 
I 

WRITE.REMO 
ifRIJE.REHO 
WRITE .REMO 
MRllf .RE"IU 

INYAllD.to 
I NYALI D.f 0 
INYALID.ro uou o.ro 
lNVAUD.flJ 

LAST .1 NVOI 
L As r. rnvo 1 
LAST ·f NVOI LAST• NllOI 
LASJ.UlllU 
lAST.lNVOI 

READ.INVOI 
READ.INllOI 
READ.[NVO( 
READ.INYOI 
READ.lNVOI 
REAO.INWO! 
READ.[ NVOl 
READ.fNVOI 
RUD. NVOI 
RUO.INVOI 
READ.INVOI 
REAO.INVOI 
READ.INVOI 
READ.INVOI 
REAO.I NWOI 
READ.INVOl 
READ.INVDI 
READ.INVOI 
READ.lHWOI 
READ.I NVOI 
READ.INVDI 
REAO.INVOI 
REAO.IHVOI 
REAO.l NVOI 
READ.INVOI 
READ.INVOI 
RUO.lNVOI 
REAO.IHVOl 
REAO.IHVOI 
REAO.INfOt 
RUD.INVOI 
READ.I NVOI 
READ.!NVOI 
REAO.lNVDI 
READ.INWOI 
REAO.INVOI 
READ. I NVDI 
REAO.INVOl 

APlNVC.SUP 
APINVC.SUP 
APINVC.SUP 
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~ 
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I 
z 
~ 
z 
2 
0 
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UOZOlOUO 
OCl202000 
0020 3000 
00201iooo 
OOZ05000 
00206000 
OOZ01000 
ouzoaooo 
00209000 
OOZtOOOO 
00211000 
00212000 
00211000 
0021"000 
00215000 
00216000 
00211000 
002 l 8000 
00Zl9000 
OOZ20000 
00221000 
00222000 
00223000 
0022"000 
00225000 
00226000 
00221000 
00228000 
OOZ29000 
00230000 
00231000 
00232000 
OOZ3JOOO 
002HOOO 
00235000 
00236000 
00231000 
00238000 
00239000 
0021i00UO 
002"1000 
0021o2000 : 
002"3000 
002 uooo 
0021o5000 
0021o6000 
OOZlolOOO 
002"8000 
002"9000 
00250000 
00251000 
00252000 
00253000 
0025UOO 
00255000 
00256000 
OOZ51000 
00258000 
00259000 
00260000 
00261000 
00262000 
00263000 

PROCEOURE MISSING.VENDORI 
X SENO MISSING VENDOR MESSAGE TO ODESY TE~MINAL BECAUSE THE 

I X VENDOR NUMBER WAS NOT FOUND IN THE VENDOR MASTER FILE. 
ODESY.DUA := SPACESI , 
APNAHE.VENONO := CDNVERTCTHIS.VEND<BIN<ODESY.STATION>>•CHARACTERolo>J 
APNAME.NAME := •MISSING VENDOR•; 
DOEST.LENGTH ==·otoJ•; 
llRI JE .RC:HOTEI 

END HISSING.VENDOR; 

' PROCEDURE APNAME.FIRST.INVOICEI 
NEXT.VENO<RIN<ODESY.~TATION)) :: THIS.VENOCBIN<ODESY.STATION>>J 
I CHANGE FORHAT NAME 
ODESY.FORHAT := "INvc•; 
THIS.tNV<OIN< ODE SY.STATION» :: o; I CHECK NE 
API NVC .SUPPL H 

ENO APNAME.FIRST.INVOICEI 
x 
PROCEDURE APNAME.CHECKi 

NEXT.VEND<BINlOOESY.STATIUN>> := OIN<APNAME.NEXTVEND)J 
WRITE .RE MOTEi 

END APNANE.CHECKJ 
I 
PROCEDURE APNAHE.SUPPLYi 

DO APNAHE.LOOPi 
IF NEXJ.VEND<BIN<DDESY.STATION>> = 0 THEN 

APNAHE.rIRST. INVOICEI 
ELSE 

DO SUPPLY.NEXJ.VENOOR.DETAILSJ 
THIS.YEND<BIN<ODESY.SJATIUNl) :: 

NEXT.VEND<BIN<ODESY.STATION))J 
VENDOR.KEY := JHIS.VEND<BIN<ODESY.SJAJION))I 
READ YENDMASJER (VENDOR.KEY) <VENDOR.REC.AREA>J 

IJ.N EXCEPTION oo; 

ENOI 
ON EDF 

001 

ENDI 

DISPLAY •APNAHE SUP~LY EXCEPTION ERRDR•J 
HISSING.VENOOU 
UNDO APNAME.LOOPJ 

21~~\~~.;:~:a:~ SUP~LY EDF ERROR•J 
UNDO APNAME.LODPJ 

IF VEND.VENDNO = • • THEN UNDO APNAHE.LOOP1% ND RECORD 
DOEST.DATA := SPACESJ 
APNAHE.WENONO :: VEND.YENDNOJ 
APNAME.NAME I= VENO.NIHEI 
APNAHE.ADDR := VENO.ADDR; 
APNAHE.AODRZ := VEND.ADURZJ 
APNAHE.PAYBAL := VENO.PAYBALJ 
IF DIN<VEND.PAYOAL) < 0 THEN 

APNAHE.SPAYBAL := •·•; 
APNAME.DAJE := VEND.DATE.LAI 
DOEST.LENGTH := •0100•; 
llRI TE. REMDJE I 
UNDO APNA"E·LDOPI 

END SUPPLY.NEXT.VENDOR.DETAILS; 
END APNAHE.LODP: 

END APNAHE.SUPPLYI 
&PAGE 

Figure 9-28. UPL Compile Listing (4 of 6). 
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HISSING.VE 
MISSING.VE 
HISSING.VE 
HISSING.VE 
MISSING.VE 
MISSING.VE 
NISS ING.VE 
MISSING.VE 
MISSING.V~ 

APNAME.FIR 
APNAME.rfR APNAME.F R 
APNAHE.FIR 
AP NAME.FIR 
Al'N!: ltE •Fl R 

APNAME.CHE 
APNAHE.CHE 
APNAMl.CHE 

APNAHE.sur 
APNAME.SUP 
APNAME.SUP 
APNAHE.SUP 
APNAHE .sup 
APNAHE.SUP 
APNAHE.SUP 
AP NAME .sup 
APNAHE.SUP 
APNAHE.SUP 
APNAME.SUP 
APNAHE.SUP 
APNAME.SUP 
Al'NAME.SUP 
APNANE.SllP 
APNAHE.sUP 
APNAHE.SUP 
APNANE.SUP 
AP NAME.SUP 
APNAHE.SUP 
APNAHE.SUP 
APNAHE.SUP 
APNo\ME .SUP 
APNAMt:.SllP 
APNANE.SUP 
APNAHE.SUP 
APNAME.SUP 
APNAHE.SUP 
APNUE.SUP 
APNAHE.SUP 
APNAHE.SUP 
APNo\HE .SUP 
APNAHE.SUP 
APNAHE.SUP 
APNAHE.SUP 
APNAHE.SUP 
APNAME.SUP 
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00264000 
OOZ650!JO 
OOZ66000 oozi;rnoo 
!IOZ63000 
OOZ69000 
OllZ10000 
0027101.HI 
OOZ72000 
OOZI' .H!DO 
00274000 
!IOZ/'5000 
OOZ76000 
DOZ77000 
ooueooo 
ooznooo 
0021lOOOO 
0021110110 
002112000 
OOZlllOOO 
0028UOO 
00Zf!5001) 
002116000 
002111000 
0021!8000 
00289000 
00290000 
00291000 

OOZ92000 
OllZ'UOOO 
OOZ llioOOO 
002:95000 
00296000 
OOZ!ilf 000 
OCIZHOOCI 
00299000 
OOlllOOOO 
00101000 
Olll02000 
00303000 
00304000 
00305000 
\JO.Hl6000 
00l07000 
IJ0.§06000 
003011000 
oouoooo 
OOH!OOO 
OCl.HZOOO 
OOJUOOO 

PROClOURE INVALID.KEY; 
OOESY.HSG.TTPE := ~iz•; 
WRITE SfATIONS (OOESY.RECORO.AREAJ: 

ENO INVALID.KEY: 
% 
PROCEDURE APVENO.KEYDArA; 

THIS.VENDC8IN<OOESY.SJAJION>> := BIN<APVENO.VENDNO); 
NEXJ.VENO<BIN(ODESY.SJATIONJ) := BIN(APVENO.VENONOJ; 
THIS.INVCUINCOOlSY.STAJION>> := o; 

ENO APVENO.KETDAJA; 
% 
PROCEDURE AP.CHECK; 

% DETlRHJNE WHAT TYPE or PROCESSING NEEDS TO BE DONE 
IF DOEST.FORMAT = "VEND" THE11 

APVE ND.KE'tOAJ U 
ELSE IF fHIS.VENOCBINCODESY.SJATION)) = D 

INVALID.KEH 
THEN 

ElSE IF ODESY.FORHAT •NAHE• AND 
% SUPPLY DA TA 

ODE SY .MSG. TYPE •02• THEN 
AP HA HE .SUP Pl n 

ElSE IF ODESY.FORHAJ •NAME" AND 
le CHECK DAU 

ODESY.HSG. TYPE •03• THEN 
APNAllE .CHE CU 

ELSE If OOEST.fORHAf •JNVC" THEN 
APIHVC.SUPl'LH 

ElSE APVENO.KEYOATA1 
ENO AP.CHECK; 
!!.PAGE 

@eeee COHPllAflON COMPLETE 

Figure 9-29. UPL Compile Listing (5 of 6). 
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INVALID.KE 
INVALID.KE 
INVALID.KE 

APVENO.KEY 
APVENO.KEY 
APVEND.l<EY 
APVEND.KEY 

AP.CHECK 
AP.CHECK 
IP.CHECK 
AP.CHEC~ 
AP.CHECK 
AP.CHECK 
AP.CHECK 
AP.CHECK 
AP.CHEU 
AP.CHECK 
AP.CHEC~ 
AP.CHECK 
AP.CHECK 
AP.CHECK 
AP.CHECK 



COMPILE STATISTICS: 
NUMBER Of ERRORS DETECTED: 
NUMBER Of WARNINGS DETECJED: 
NU"BER or CARDS SCANNED: 
NUMBER nr TOKENS SCANNED: 
LL ZlRD NA"E STACK ENTRIES: 

PROGRAM STATISTICS 

CORE REQUIRED TO RUN: 
NUMBER or SEGHENTSI 
SIZE or LARGEST SEG"ENT: 
TOJAL SEGMENT SIZE: 
DISK SIZE: 

RUN STATISTICS: 
NAME SJACK SIZE: 
CONTROL STACK SIZE: 
PROGRAM POINJER STACK SIZE: 
EVALUATION ST•CK Sil[: 
VALUE STACK SIZE: 
PROGRA" STATIC COREi 
PROGRAM DYNAMIC CORE: 

COMP ILE JI MES: 

0 
0 

305 
1204 
63 

27116 BYTES z 
IZSO BYTES 
lZIO BHES 

19 SEG"ENTS 

91 ENTRIES 
l'.i ENTRIES 

Z5 ENTRIES 
ZO ENTRIES 
lH84 BITS 

Z751i BYTES 
0 BYTES 

ELAPSED JIMEI 01oz:o9.9 
PROCESSOR flME: Zli.l SECONDS. 

< ZZZ88 BITS> 
< l OZ31i BITS> < lOZ3& BITS> 

220'8 llTS> 
0 BITS> 

Figure 9-30. UPL Compile Listing (6 of 6). 
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SECTION 10 

SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 

In the course of system operation, it may be necessary to 
perform various maintenance and recovery functions 
specifically for ODESY. Procedures for control of the 
system and recovery of files comprise this section. 

DATA CONTROL 

Various data control procedures help to ensure the proper 
use of ODESY. The control of data may be centralized or 
decentralized, depending on your business. 

It is the responsibility of data control to ensure that: 

1. Data passes through ODESY once. 

2. Batches are extracted when they are ready. 

3. Batches are deleted when they are no longer 
required. 

4. Batch numbers are allocated logically, for 
example, by assigning certain ranges of numbers to 
certain departments. 

5. All checks have been performed before the batches 
are extracted. 

6. Regular backup is taken of files. 

BACKUP 

You should have a well-organized system for taking backup of 
the three ODESY master files on disk. Take backup on a 
regular basis, such as once or twice a day, depending on the 
volume of data being entered. Copy the files to magnetic 
tape or removable disk pack and use a cycle of at least 
three tapes or packs. It is imperative that you backup the 
System and Tank files at the same time when the files are 
not in use by an ODESY program because the time and date in 
each file must match. 
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SECURITY 

System security is implemented at your discretion. A small 
data entry operation with minimal security requirements may 
operate without the restrictions of tight security, but a 
larger organization which needs to prevent unauthorized 
access to the sytem or files may use the full range of 
security features. 

PASSWORDS 

Each operator is assigned a number and password which must 
be entered during log-in to obtain access to ODESY data. 
You may impose a more rigorous system of access control 
through a supervisory MCS. 

ACCESS LEVELS 

Security levels enable you to restrict access to certain 
formats. Each operator is given a minimum and a maximum 
format level from 0 to 99 and each format is given a 
security level. If you do not require this feature, give 
all operators and formats identical security levels. 

OPERATOR STATUS 

A supervisor is an operator with higher status, specified by 
setting the supervisor status option when defining the 
operator to ODESY. You may enforce greater control by 
restricting certain commands to supervisors. These are the 
ACCEPT / CONTROL, DELETE, INSERT, MODIFY, SCHEDULE, 
TERMINATE, and ZIP commands, and the ALL form of the STATUS 
command. 

CONTROL STATIONS 

A control station is an ODESY station with control status. 
The control stations enable you to use the TERMINATE and ZIP 
commands. Usually a supervisor operates a control station, 
which restricts the use of t.he TERMINATE and ZIP commands 
even further. These two commands are treated differently 
because they affect execution of the entire system, so extra 
security is provided to prevent their unauthorized use. 
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Create a permanent control station by setting the control 
status option when defining the station to ODESY. Create a 
temporary control station through the CONTROL command. The 
station retains control status only for the duration of the 
current session. 

USERCODE SECURITY 

If usercode security is generally used on the system, it may 
be necessary for the Extraction program to create secured 
files. To do this, EXTRACT must be run under a privileged 
usercode, and the names of the secured files, with their 
usercodes, must be specified to FORMAINT. In this way, 
EXTRACT is able to create secured files under several 
different usercodes in the same run. 

If EXTRACT is run under a usercode, it can create both 
secured and non-secured files. If EXTRACT is run without a 
usercode, it can create only non-secured files. Files under 
a public usercode are regarded as non-secured files, since 
EXTRACT does not need to be run under a usercode to create 
such files. 

However, it should be noted that if the Extraction program 
is run under a usercode while the Data Entry program is up, 
EDIT should run under the same usercode. There are also 
implications from using usercode security that affect the 
Format Maintenance program. These implications are 
discussed in the section "Specification of Secured Files to 
FORMAINT," which follows. 

Full documentation on the file security system is provided 
in the revised software operational guide for MCP VI.l 

ODESY USERCODE 

If you wish to have usercode security, we recommend you 
create a special usercode, such as ODESY/ODESY, to use with 
all of the ODESY programs. Note the following points about 
this special usercode: 

1. It must be a piivileged usercode, so that files 
under all usercodes can be accessed. 
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2. 

3. 

If the usercode has 
it, ODESY programs 
will look for their 
pack. 

a default pack associated with 
executed under the usercode 

ODESYDATA files on the default 

In addition, if files are specified without a 
usercode or pack name, the Extraction Program will 
create files on the default pack rather than on 
the system pack. Similarly, FORMAINT will create 
and look for dump files on the default pack. 

It must be a public 
non-secured files will 
files. 

usercode. 
be created 

Otherwise, 
as private 

4. The maximum priority for the usercode should not 
be less than the normal scheduled priority for 
EXTRACT. The default value of 7 is normally 
adequate. 

The following options for SYSTEM/MAKEUSER should create a 
suitable usercode: 

US=ODESY PW=ODESY PUBLIC *PRIV 

SPECIFICATION OF SECURED FILES TO FORMAINT 

A secured file is identified by the existence of parentheses 
surrounding its family name. For example: 

(UC)/DATA 

The family name enclosed in parentheses, such as (UC), is 
referred to as a usercode. 

When specifying a secured file on the group header screen, 
the usercode must be entered as the family name and enclosed 
in parentheses, as is shown above. If the family name 
contains a usercode, then the file name is mandatory. 

If the usercode has a default pack associated with it, but 
this particular file is to be written to the system disk, 
then the family name should should begin with an asterisk: 
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*(UC) /DATA 

The following table shows the various valid alternatives for 
naming secured and non-secured files. It is assumed that 
EXTRACT is to be run under a privileged, public usercode. 
This usercode is ODESY/ODESY. ODESY/ODESY is shown in this 
table to run with both no default pack, and default pack D. 
The usercode UC/PASS has a default pack P. 

Pack Famil~ File File Created With File Created With 
No Default Pack Default Pack D ---

B (ODESY)/B D/(ODESY)/B 

A B A/(ODESY)/B A/(ODESY)/B 

B c B/C D/B/C 

A B c A/B/C A/B/C 

(UC) c P/(UC)/C P/(UC)/C 

*(UC) c (UC)/C (UC) /C 

A (UC) c A/(UC)/C A/(UC)/C 

EXECUTION OF ODESY PROGRAMS 

To avoid file compatibility problems, always run all ODESY 
programs under the same usercode. Otherwise, for example, 
the Format Maintenance Program may not be able to load from 
a dump file it created during the previous run. 

If EXTRACT is run on-line with EDIT, it must be executed 
under the same usercode. This will occur automatically if 
you execute EXTRACT at an ODESY terminal using the ZIP 
command. If EXTRACT is executed from the SPO, enter: 

<mix # of EDIT> AX ZIP EX ODESY/EXTRACT 
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USER INTERFACE PROGRAMS 

If 
zip 
the 
file 
not 
will 

EDIT runs under a user code, then all user programs it 
executes will run under the same user code, and will use 

same default pack. Thus, user programs must be given a 
name as well as a family name. (The family name may 

be a user code.) The default pack on which the programs 
reside must also be specified on the format header 

screen. 

RECOVERY 

ODESY provides comprehensive recovery and restart facilities 
to cope with hardware or software failure. These facilities 
are an integral part of the system and are automatically 
brought into use when the need arises. After a hardware or 
software failure, it is usually sufficient to re-execute 
ODESY. During normal startup, ODESY recognizes that the 
system has terminated abnormally and invokes a recovery 
procedure to restore it to the state it was in prior to 
termination. 

Recovery procedures are used by the Edit, Extraction, and 
Format Maintenance Programs. However, the recovery 
procedures assume that the three ODESY master files on disk 
have not been corrupted. If disk file corruption has 
occurred, ODESY should be able to provide a warning. It is 
unlikely that all of the ODESY record pointers and totals 
will match if the files are corrupted. If this should 
happen, load the most recent backup copy of the files. 

EDIT PROGRAM 

While the Edit program is executing, it maintains a record 
of the current action being processed. It also maintains a 
list of active stations, operators, and batches. Recovery 
either completes or removes the current action, closing all 
batches and logging out all operators. The files remain in 
usable condition, and the maximum amount of data in each 
batch which may be lost is the record currently being 
processed, or a maximum of one record per station. 

After 
point 
record 

recovery operators must log in again, and at this 
ODESY informs each operator of the batch number and 

number being processed when the system failed, 
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helping the operator to resume work at the point of 
interruption. 

EXTRACTION PROGRAM 

If the system fails while the Extraction Program is 
executing, operators may notice a batch permanently "in use 
at station O." A batch is marked in use while the Extraction 
Program is extracting or deleting it to prevent an operator 
from accidentally opening the batch and making changes to it 
at the same time the Extraction Program is reading and 
updating the data records. Processing of the batch marked 
in use will be completed during the next execution of 
EXTRACT. 

The Extraction Program first tries to complete the 
extraction or deletion of the batch processed previously. 
Execution continues by processing any other scheduled 
batches. The Extraction Report shows the batches processed. 

The recovery procedure of the 
independent of that of the Edit 
necessary to restart both programs 
executing when the system failed. 

FORMAT MAINTENANCE PROGRAM 

Extraction Program is 
Program, so it is not 

immediately if both were 

The Format Maintenance Program does not have a complex 
recovery system because it is unnecessary. Files are 
updated only during a SAVE, LOAD, or REMOVE command and take 
only a small percentage of the total execution time. If the 
system terminates abnormally at any other time, files do not 
require recovery. During hardware or software failure, 
restart the Format Maintenance Program and continue working. 
If a SAVE, LOAD, or REMOVE command is being processed when a 
failure occurs, ODESY provides a warning. 
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FILE INITIALIZATION 

In certain cases, usually involving the corruption of a data 
file, you may need to create all new, empty ODESYDATA files. 
This procedure should be used only as a last resort, since 
it removes all tank file data. First, try, for example, a 
squash on the corrupt file or obtain three new data files 
from your release media. If all else fails, however, the 
following steps should be carefully followed. 

1. Create, or obtain from backup, an ODESYSETUP/INPUT 
file containing a complete set of system 
maintenance requests. If the ODESYSETUP/INPUT 
file is not complete, execution of the following 
procedure will produce an incomplete, possibly 
inoperable system file. You can use the 
ODESYSETUP/INPUT file from the ODESY release 
media, if available, and reconfigure your system 
later. 

2. Obtain a dump file of all formats, including the 
SYS group. Otherwise, user formats, and possibly 
the SYS group, will have to be re-inserted into 
your formats file later by being rekeyed. 

3. As a precaution, change the names of your current 
ODESYDATA files and retain them as backup until 
you are certain the new files are usable. 

4. Change the first record in ODESYSETUP/INPUT (the 
CONI record) by using CANOE or a similar means, in 
the following way: 

a. Replace the letters "CONI" with "INIT". 

b. Leave all of the rest of the data in the 
first record as is, and do not change any 
other records in the file. 

5. Execute ODESY/FILEMAINT using the file containing 
the "!NIT" record as the input file. 

6. When FILEMAINT goes to end-of-job, run the Format 
Maintenance program long enough to load your 
formats. The SYS group of formats may be loaded 
from the dump file ODESYSETUP/FORDUMP on your 
release media, if available. 

7. To obtain a print of your entire current system 
configuration, enter at the ODT:: 
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EX ODESY/FILEMAINT FILE/INPUT NAME 
ODESYSETUPT/PRINT 

If your station 
file, insert it. 

is not declared 
(See Section 2.) 

in the system 

8. Bring up the Data Entry program, and re-enter 
batch 999. 

a. /OPEN 999 ENTER SYS 

b. //CONI 

c. Continue until your configuration, station, 
and operator records, at least, are entered. 

NOTE 

It is only necessary to enter the 
system maintenance requests that 
are used, such as the 
configuration, operator, or station 
records. If the text and command 
records, for example, are never 
changed, these need not be entered 
in to batch 999. 

9. Remove from disk the ODESYSETUP/INPUT file that 
contains the INIT record. 
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APPENDIX A 

FORMAT MAINTENANCE PROGRAM COMMANDS 

The Format Maintenance Program commands are used to 
manipulate the screen format options in ODESY, and this 
appendix explains how and when to use each command. Some 
control commands which allow you to manage system operation 
to a small degree are also included. 

In this appendix, the commands are presented in diagrams 
composed of words and arrows. These diagrams show exactly 
what to enter to perform a task. To execute a command, 
trace any path along the direction of the arrows, and enter 
the words and symbols exactly as they appear along the path. 
Required words are shown in capital letters. Variables 
which you supply are shown within angle brackets (< >). 

All ODESY commands 
it is necessary to 
command for ODESY 
parameters must be 

must be preceded by a slash (/);however, 
enter only the first three letters of the 
to recognize it. The command and all 
separ~ted by at least one blank space. 

NOTE 

To send a message to the MCP, use a 
question mark (?) rather than a slash 
(/) followed by a control string. 

To create, list, delete, and modify screen formats, 
the appropriate commands after the program has 
initiated. To enter a command: 

1. Type <command>. 
2. Press the transmit key (XMT). 

enter 
been 

A summary of valid commands for the Format Maintenance 
Program and an explanation of each command follows. When a 
command has more than one form, each option is explained. 
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AMEND 

The AMEND command is used to make changes to format data in 
the work area. 

/AMEND-----------------------------------1 

FORMAT------------------..... 

f ield.::--.~-------------1 

screen # 

Use this command to update an existing group header, format 
header, or field. Obtain the group header or format header 
from the Formats file before using the AMEND command. 

The AMEND command has three options: 

1. /AMEND 

This option changes a group header. 

2. /AMEND FORMAT 

This option changes a format header. 

3. /AMEND <field> 

/AMEND <field> <screen #> 

This option can be used in two forms. The first 
form starts a cycle in which all of the field 
details screens for the given field are displayed, 
followed by the screens for the next field, and so 
on. This continues until there are no more fields 
in the format or another command is entered. 

NOTE 

All of the screens for the 
field being changed, including 
all· value-check constant 
screens, must be transmitted 
before th~ field is amended. 
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The second option permits a change to be made to one field 
details screen without having to "page through" all of the 
screens for the given field. 

For example, if a field's output position needs to be 
changed, the only screen you need is field details 3. Enter 
"/AMEND <field sequence #> 3" to change that screen alone. 
If field details 2 or 3 is needed and a constant, range, or 
value check is specified, the constant screens involved are 
displayed immediately following the field details screen. 
All of these screens must be transmitted before the AMEND 
takes affect. 

Note that an error returned for a change made on one screen 
may be caused by a specification appearing on another 
screen. For example, a change in field type from 
alphanumeric to numeric on the field details 2 screen may be 
rejected because the field length, specified on field 
details 1, is too large for a numeric field. 
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BYE 

The BYE command ends the Format Maintenance Program and logs 
the operator out of the system. 

/BYE,------------------------~ 

Use this command to end a format maintenance session. 

Unsaved format data in the workarea must be saved or deleted 
before using the BYE command. The data can be deleted, or 
transferred to the Formats file using the SAVE command or to 
a Formats Dump file using the DUMP command. The Format 
Maintenanceprogram may also be terminated by entering the 
following at the ODT: 

<mix no>AXBYE 
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COPY 

The COPY command duplicates a field, or range of fields, 
from a format in the Formats file or from the current format 
in the workarea and places the new field in the workarea. 

/COPY.--.----------~~~--------<•Cfield a>-o--------------1 

~group><format~ 
ltO--<f ield c 

field b>--TO--<field c::i---------------~ 

field b>--TO--<field c>--<increment 

Use this command to copy a single field or group of fields 
from another part of the workarea or from another format. A 
group of fields with the same set of format options often 
appears several times in a format. The COPY command allows 
unlimited duplication of fields. 

In copying fields from another format, the format specified 
must be in the Formats file. 

The COPY command has six options: 

1. /COPY <field a> TO <field c> 

This option copies a single field specified as 
field a to the destination indicated by field c. 

2. /COPY <field a> <field b> TO <field c> 

This option copies a range 
field a through field 
indicated by field c and 
increments of 10. 

of fields specified as 
b to the destination 
continuing by default 

3. /COPY <field a> <field b> TO <field c> <increment> 

This option copies a range of fields specified as 
field a through field b to the destination 
beginning at the point indicated by field c and 
continuing through the sequence number determined 
by the increment. The second field will be 
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numbered as field c plus the increment, the third 
field as field c plus two times the increment, and 
so on. The default increment is 10. 

4. /COPY <group> <format> <field a> TO <field c> 

This option copies a single field from the format 
specified as field a to the destination indicated 
by field c. 

5. /COPY <group> <format> <field a> <field b> TO 
<field c> 

This option copies a range of fields from the 
format specified as field a through field b to the 
destination indicated by field c and continuing by 
default increments of 10. 

6. /COPY <group> <format> <field a> <field b> TO 
<field c> <increment> 

This option copies a range of fields from the 
format specified as field a through field b to the 
destination beginning at the point indicated by 
field c and continuing through the sequence number 
determined by the increment. The second field 
will be numbered as field c plus the increment, 
the third field as field c plus two times the 
increment, and so on. The default increment is 
10. 

If copying a range of fields would result in duplicate 
sequence numbers or a number greater than 999, the copy is 
not performed and message 152 SEQUENCE NUMBERS WILL NOT FIT 
is displayed. 

The COPY command is distinguished from the MOVE command as 
follows: if field 10 is copied to field 55, two identical 
fields, 10 and 55, will exist after the copy. If field 10 
is moved to field 55, only field 55 will exist after the 
move. 
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DELETE 

The DELETE command deletes format data from the workarea. 

/DELETEtORKAREA 

FORMA·1•--~ 

field 

Use this command to delete all or part of the data in the 
workarea. Individual fields or the whole format, with or 
without the group header, can be deleted from the workarea. 

NOTE 

Distinguish the DELETE command, which 
clears the work area, from the REMOVE 
command, which permanently removes a 
format or group of formats from the 
Formats file itself. 

If you attempt to use the BYE or INSERT commands with 
unsaved data in the workarea, message 134 SAVE OR DELETE 
WORKAREA will be displayed as a warning. 

The DELETE command has three options: 

1. /DELETE WORKAREA 

This option deletes the entire workarea and is 
often used when there is'data in the workarea 
which has been changed but is not to be saved. 

2. /DELETE FORMAT 

With this option all format data other than the 
group header is deleted from the workarea. 

3. /DELETE <field> 

This option deletes 
workarea. 
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DISPLAY 

The DISPLAY command is used to view the screen layout of a 
format residing in the workarea. 

/DISPLAY.--------------------~ 

Use this command to check the alignment of fields and field 
descriptions, but make changes through the AMEND command. 
The format must be in the workarea before using the DISPLAY 
command. 
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DUMP 

The DUMP command moves format data from the Formats file or 
workarea to a Format Dump file. 

/D UM P-•c--0-R_K_A_R_E_J....,.,...-<( f i 1 e name)>_L __ g_r_o_u_p_) ______ J_ ...... 
Lformatj 

Use this command to transfer formats to a secondary file 
known as a Formats Dump file. 

Old or seldom-used format versions can be stored in the Dump 
file. It also can be used to transfer format data between 
different copies of the Formats file or between small and 
medium systems ODESY, or as temporary storage when format 
maintenance takes place at the same time as data entry 
(refer to the SAVE command) • 

If a Dump file with the file name specified already exists, 
formats are added to the existing file; otherwise a new Dump 
file is created. 

The DUMP command has five options: 

1. /DUMP <file name> 

This option transfers the contents of the Formats 
file to a specified Dump file. 

2. /DUMP <file name> <group> 

This option transfers a group of formats in the 
Formats file to a specified Dump file. 

3. /DUMP <file name> <group> <format> 

This option transfers a single format in the 
Formats file to a specified Dump file. 
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4. /DUMP WORKAREA <file name> 

This option transfers the contents of the workarea 
to a specified Dump file. 

5. /DUMP WORKAREA <file name> <group> 

This option transfers the group header data in the 
workarea to a specified Dump file. 

It is possible to have two or more formats with the same 
name in a Dump file when formats are repeatedly dumped to an 
existing file. This is because a Dump file is a serial file 
and new data is added to the end of the file. Dump files 
with duplicates load correctly, but the disadvantage of 
large Dump files containing many duplicates is the time 
required to load. 
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GET 

The GET command transfers format data from the Formats file 
to the workarea where it can be manipulated by workarea 
commands. 

/GET------<group>~--·----------~--...... ..,.. 

Lformat~ 
Use this command to obtain a group header and format from 
the Formats file. 

The GET and SAVE commands are jointly responsible for the 
transfer of data between the workarea (temporary storage) 
and the Formats file (permanent storage) • Unsaved format 
data in the workarea must be saved or deleted before 
proceeding. 

The GET command has two options: 

1. /GET <group> 

This option transfers the group header from the 
Formats file to the workarea. 

2. /GET <group> <format> 

This option transfers the group header, format 
header, and all fields from the Formats file to 
the workarea. 

WORKAREA 
format 
saved 

Message 134 SAVE OR DELETE 
warning that there is unsaved 
and that the data must be 
proceeding. 
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HELLO 

The HELLO command logs an operator on to the system for 
format maintenance. 

/HELLO---<operator number>~--~<password>---j 

Use this command to begin a format maintenance session. 

The operator number and password must refer to a valid 
operator defined in the System file. 

Only one operator at a time may maintain formats, if an 
operator at another station is already logged on, message 
150 OPERATOR LOGGED IN ELSEWHERE is displayed and access is 
denied. 
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INSERT 

The INSERT command inserts new format data into the 
workarea. 

/INSERT----c:--F--OR_M __ A_T-~---------i 

Lfield~ 
Use this command to insert a new group, new format, or new 
field into the workarea. 

The workarea can hold only one format and one group header 
at a time. Unsaved data in the workarea must be either 
deleted or transferred to the Formats file through the SAVE 
command or to a Formats Dump file through the DUMP command 
before using the INSERT command. 

The INSERT command has three options: 

1. /INSERT 

This option inserts a new group header followed by 
a format header and fields. 

2. /INSERT FORMAT 

This option inserts a new format header followed 
by the fields of the format. The group header 
must be in the workarea; if a new format is being 
added to an existing group, obtain the group 
header through the GET command. 

3. /INSERT <field> 

To insert a new field into the format in the 
workarea, specify the field sequence number. If a 
new field is to be inserted into an existing 
format in the Formats file, use the GET command to 
transfer the format to the workarea. 
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The INSERT command initiates a cycle in which the group 
header formats are automatically followed by the format 
header format and then by the field formats. The cycle 
repeats automatically for the insertion of more fields. 
Stop this cycle by entering an ODESY command. 
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LIST 

The LIST command lists the format data contained in the 
workarea so that individual format options can be viewed. 

/LIST---.----------------------------.----. 

FORMAT----------------------~ 

screen t 

Use this command to list on the screen the format options of 
an existing group header, format header, or field. Obtain 
the group header or format from the Formats file before 
using the LIST command. 

The LIST command has four options: 

1. /LIST 

This option lists a group header. 

2. /LIST FORMAT 

This option lists a format header. 

3. /LIST <field> 

To list all the screens for a field, specify 
the field sequence number. 

4. /LIST <field> <screen number> 

To list a specific field details screen, 
specify the field sequence number followed by 
the screen number. 

All options for this command except the fourth initiate a 
cycle in which the group header screens are automatically 
followed by the format header screen and then by the field 
screens. The cycle repeats automatically for the listing of 
other fields. · 
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To request the next page in the cycle transmit a single 
blank character. Stop this cycle by using an ODESY command. 
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LOAD 

The LOAD command transfers formats from a format dump file 
to the Formats file or the workarea. 

This command also lets you modify the group name or the 
format name during the process. 

This command has three options: 

Option 1: 

LOAD~WORKAREA---!-<.file-name)~--....::(grp-name):-...----~) 
-----'-AS---..(g rp-name- 2 )91 __ ! ___________ .,. 
This option loads a group of formats to the Formats 
file. If WORKAREA is specified, only the group header 
name is loaded in the workarea. 

If AS is specified, the group header name is changed to 
grp-name-2. 

Option 2: 

I v 
WORKAREA----~file-name>---<grp-name:>-<fmt-name~ 

__ l_AS-grp-name-2Lfrnt-narne-2::. .. J_l ______ _,. 
This option loads a single format to the format file or 
the work area. 
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If AS is specified, the group header name is changed to 
grp-name-2. If fmt-name-2 is also specified, the 
format name is changed to fmt-name-2. 

Option 3: 

LOAD---------------<:file-name>----------------. 

This option loads all formats contained in the dump 
file into the Formats file. 

Formats cannot be loaded while extraction is in progress. 
However, they can be loaded while the Data Entry Program is 
running if the following three conditions are met. 

1. The On-Line Format Maintenance option has been 
included in the system configuration. 

2. Load option 3 is not used. 

3. The group to be loaded is not in use by the data 
entry program. 

Message 144, NO FORMATS HAVE BEEN LOADED, is displayed as a 
warning under any of the following conditions: 

1. No formats were found for the group which was 
specified to be loaded. 

2. There was a version mismatch. 

3. Some other difficulty prevented the load from 
occurring. 

Message 157, GROUP IN USE BY EDIT, is displayed if the group 
to be loaded is in use by EDIT, or no group was specified. 

Message 153, FORMATS FILE IS IN USE, is displayed if 
extraction is in progress, or if the On-Line Format 
Maintenance option has been excluded in the system 
configuration and Edit is running. 
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MOVE 

The MOVE command changes the order of fields within the 
workarea. 

/MOVE---Cfield atO--<f ield c 

field b>--TO--<field c~----~~~ ..... 

field b)...11'0.-::field c)-(increment 

Use this command to move a single field or group of 
from one part of the workarea to another part. 
sequence numbers determine the order in which fields 
on the screen, so moving a field alters its position 
screen. 

The MOVE command has three options: 

1. /MOVE <field a> TO <field c> 

fields 
Field 

appear 
on the 

This option moves a single field specified as 
field a to the destination indicated by field c. 

2. /MOVE <field a> <field b> TO <field c> 

This option moves a 
field a through 
indicated by field 
increments of 10. 

range of fields specified as 
field b to the destination 

c and continuing by default 

3. /MOVE <field a> <field b> TO <field c> <increment> 

This option moves a range of fields specified as 
field a through field b to the destination 
beginning at the point indicated by field c and 
continuing through the sequence number determined 
by the increment. The second field wil 1 be 
numbered as field c plus the increment, the third 
field as field c plus two times the increment, and 
so on. The default increment is 10. 

If moving a range of fields would produce duplicate sequence 
numbers or a number g·reater than 999, the move is not 
performed and message 152 SEQUENCE NUMBERS WILL NOT FIT is 
displayed. 
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The MOVE 
follows: 
55, will 
field 55, 

command is distinguished from the COPY command as 
if field 10 is moved to field 55, only one field, 

exist after the move. If field 10 is copied to 
two fields, 10 and 55, will exist after the copy. 
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PRINT DIRECTORY (PD) 

The PRINT DIRECTORY command produces 
all group names in the Formats file 
in a specific group. The listing 
requesting terminal's screen. 

/Po--.... ----------..---------• 

~group~ 

a directory listing of 
or of all format names 

is displayed on the 

The PRINT DIRECTORY command has two options: 

1. /PD 

This option produces a listing of all group names 
in the Formats file. 

2. /PD <group> 

This option produces a listing of all format names 
in the group specified. 

If the list of names does not fit on one screen, a field 
appears in the lower right corner of the screen. Transmit 
the cursor from this field to obtain continuation pages. 
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PRINT 

The PRINT command produces a formatted line printer report 
of the data in the Formats file or workarea including a 
representation of the screen layout of the format. 

/PRINT--..... ------------------------..-.....i 
group.>t111-...-------------.. 

format 

WORKAREA------------__. 

Use this command to request a printed report of ODESY 
formats. Reports must be requested through this command; 
they are not automatically produced as data is inserted. 

The PRINT command has four options: 

1. /PRINT 

This option produces a report for each format in 
the Formats file. 

2. /PRINT <group> 

This option produces a report for each format in 
the specified group. 

3. /PRINT <group> <format> 

This option produces a report showing a single 
format. 

4. /PRINT WORKAREA 

This option produces a report showing the contents 
of the workarea. 
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REMOVE 

The REMOVE command removes a specific format or group of 
formats from the Formats file. 

/REMOVE---<group)~ ..... .------------...... ---1 

~format~ 
The REMOVE command has two options: 

1. /REMOVE <group> 

This option removes the group header and all of 
its formats from the Formats file. 

2. /REMOVE <group> <format> 

This option removes a single format from the 
Formats file. 

Formats cannot be removed while extraction is in progress 
but may be done while EDIT is running provided: 

1. The On-Line Format Maintenance option has been 
included in the system configuration. 

2. The group affected by the remove is not in use by 
EDIT. 

If the Formats file is in use by EXTRACT or the above two 
conditions have not been met, message 153 FORMATS FILE IS IN 
USE, is displayed. 

Distinguish the REMOVE command from the DELETE command which 
clears the format or group header and format out of the 
workarea. 
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RESEQUENCE 

The RESEQUENCE command allocates new field sequence numbers 
to the fields in the workarea. 

/RESEQUENCE--------------------------------"""" 

Lfield> -' 

Lincrement~ 
The first field in the workarea is renumbered as the base 
field sequence number. The second field will be numbered as 
the base field sequence number plus the increment, the third 
field as the base field sequence number plus two times the 
increment, and so on. 

The RESEQUENCE command has three options: 

1. /RESEQUENCE 

This option resequences the fields in the format 
workarea using 10 as a default base field sequence 
number and 10 as a default increment. 

2. /RESEQUENCE <field> 

This option resequences the fields in the format 
workarea using the specified base field sequence 
number and 10 as a default increment. 

3. /RESEQUENCE <field> <increment> 

This option resequences the fields in the format 
workarea using the base field sequence number 
specified and the increment specified. 

If resequencing the fields would result in a number greater 
than 999, message 152 SEQUENCE NUMBERS WILL NOT FIT is 
displayed. Repeat the command with a smaller increment. 
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SAVE 

The SAVE command transfers the contents of the workarea to 
the Formats file. 

/SAVE----------------------....,. 

Use this command to update the Formats file after inserting 
a new format or making changes to an existing format. 

The contents of the workarea remain intact after using the 
SAVE command, so further changes can be made to the format 
without using the GET command again. Once the workarea has 
been saved, you may retrieve other formats from the Formats 
file without saving or deleting the workarea. 

If the Formats file is in use by EXTRACT, message 153, 
FORMATS FILE IS IN USE, is displayed. Formats cannot be 
saved while extraction is in progress, but they can be 
temporarily dumped and then loaded to the Formats file at a 
later time. Refer to the DUMP and LOAD commands. 

The system option "On-Line Format Maintenance" controls 
whether saving is permitted while EDIT is running. If that 
option is included, formats can be saved while data is being 
entered, provided there are no open batches which use the 
group affected. If a batch is open in that group, message 
157, GROUP IN USE BY EDIT, is displayed. If the On-line 
Format Maintenance option is excluded, message 153, FORMATS 
FILE IN USE is displayed. 
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The SEND TO SPO command sends a message to the ODT. 

/SS message text>~--------~ 

The message text is truncated if it exceeds 60 characters. 
Note that a blank character is required between the command 
and the message text. 

This command is helpful when stations are located at some 
distance from the ODT. 
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APPENDIX B 

SYSTEM PARAMETERS AND FORMAT MAINTENANCE 
INPUT FORMATS 

The first part of this appendix contains the formats used 
for input through the File Maintenance Program. The second 
part of this appendix contains the formats used for input 
through the Format Maintenance Program. The input formats 
shown here are intended to represent the screen layouts, 
which actually appear in the upper left corner of the entire 
screen. 

All input is mandatory unless otherwise noted; you must 
include a value for every parameter. Default values for 
many options are included with the release, and are shown 
here within forms delimiters for each option and are stated 
in the explanatory text following each screen. A blank 
field signifies that there is no default value and you must 
enter a value for that parameter. 

FILEMAINT INPUT FORMATS 

The input formats included here are used to enter 
parameters for the File Maintenance Program. 
Section 4 for more information. 

system 
Consult 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS 

System configuration parameters consist 
referenced by the Edit, Format Maintenance, 
Programs, as well as global parameters 
operation of the system as a whole. 
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EDIT Configuration Parameters 

Use this format to specify parameters used by the Edit 
Program and also to specify several general-purpose 
parameters. Some of these parameters control the sizes of 
certain tables held in memory by the Edit Program and 
therefore affect memory requirements. Keeping the sizes of 
these tables small increases format overlays, which may 
affect response time. You may prefer to increase the 
default values. 

000 0000 CONF [ ] [CON2] 
MAINTENANCE TYPE [CON!] 
MAX FORMATS/FIELDS [06) [0100] 
MAX CHARS OF CONST DATA [0200] 
MAX U.P. [00] SHUTDOW~ .... c"1,u, [C] 
MAX IN SZ/%TNK FULL {0160~ i"[95] 
REC SZ OF TANK FILE:A;13;c· . [A]<> 
PAGE SZ/DATE TYP:U,I,E [60] [U] 

Maintenance Type 

This option determines the type of file maintenance. With 
the default value CON!, the System file is updated to
include the configuration data entered. With the optional 
value INIT, the Formats, System and Tank files are created 
and initialized using the configuration parameters entered. 

Maximum Formats/Fields 

The first value determines the size of the format table for 
the Edit Program. Enter a 2-digit number from 1 through 63. 
The default is 6. 

The second value determines the size of the field table for 
the Edit Program. Enter a 4-digit number from 1 through 
2047. The default is 100. 
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Maximum Characters of Constant Data 

This is the size of the constant table for the Edit Program. 
It holds inserted constants, range check constants, and 
value check constants. Enter a 4-digit number from 100 
through 4095. The default is 200. 

Maximum User Programs 

This 2-digit number determines the size of the user program 
table for the Edit Program. Enter a number from 0 through 
31. The default is o. 

Shutdown Option 

This parameter determines when the Data Entry Program sends 
an end-of-file condition to the user program. Enter "C" if 
the program is to be stopped when the CLOSE command is 
received from the last station using it. Enter "T" if the 
program is to be stopped only when the Data Entry Program 
terminates. Enter "U" if the user program is to handle the 
advisory message (message type 98}. The default value is 
"C" • 

Maximum Input Size/Percentage for Tank File Warning 

The first value is the maximum input data size for any 
format used by the Edit Program. It also affects the Tank 
file record size, which must be at least 20 bytes larger. 
Enter a 4-digit number from 1 through 1023. The default is 
160. 

A warning is given by the Edit Program when the Tank file is 
some specified percent full and this parameter specifies 
that percentage. Enter a 2-digit number from 25 through 99. 
The default is 95. 

Tank File Record Size 

This parameter specifies the record size of the Tank file. 
Three values are possible. Choose the smallest that is 
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consistent with maximum input size. Enter A for 180 bytes, 
B for 540 bytes, and C for 1080 bytes. The default is A. 

Page Size/Date Type 

The first value is the page size for all reports printed by 
all programs. Enter a 2-digit number from 10 through 99. 
The default is 60 lines per page. 

The second value is the format of the date printed in all 
reports by all programs. It is also the system default date 
type for checks on date fields. Enter U for USA format 
(MMDDYY) , E for European format (DDMMYY) , or I for 
International format (YYMMDD). The default is u. 

FORMAINT and EXTRACT Configuration Parameters 

This format consists of 
Maintenance and Extraction 
control the sizes of certain 
programs and therefore affect 
prefer to increase the default 

parameters for the Format 
Programs. These parameters 
tables held in memory by the 
memory requirements. You may 
values. 

Maximum Fields 

000 0000 CON2 [ ] [CN3RJ 
MAX FIELDS - FORMAINT [063] 
MAX CHARS OF CONST DATA [0500] 
MAX CHARS SCRATCHPAD CNS [0100] 
MAX FORMATS - EXTRACT [10] 
MAX FIELDS [O 2 00] 
MAX CHARS OF CONST DATA [1000] 
MAX OUTPUT RECORD SIZE [400] 

This 3-digit value determines the size of the field table 
for the Format Maintenance Program. Since FORMAINT is used 
to insert format data, this ~alue is also the maximum number 
of fields in any format. Enter a number from 63 through 
255. The default is 63. 
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Maximum Characters of Constant Data 

This 4-digit number is the size of the constant table for 
the Format Maintenance Program. It holds inserted 
constants, range check constants, and value check constants. 
Since FORMAINT is used to insert format data, this value is 
also the maximum number of characters of constant data in 
any format. Enter a number from 100 through 4095. The 
default is 500. 

Maximum Characters of Scratchpad Constant Data 

constant table for the 
FORMAINT is used to 
the maximum number of 
field of any format. 
1023. The default is 

This is the size of the scratchpad 
Format Maintenance Program. Since 
insert format data, this value is also 
characters of constant data in any 
Enter a 4-digit number from 25 through 
100. 

Maximum Formats 

This 
for 
31. 

2-digit number determines the size of the format table 
the Extraction Program. Enter a number from 1 through 
The default is 10. 

Maximum Fields 

This value is the size of the field table for the Extraction 
Program. Enter a 4-digit number from 1 through 1023. The 
default is 200. 

Maximum Characters of Constant Data 

This 4-digit number is the size of the constant table for 
the Extraction Program. It is used for field names and 
inserted constants. Enter a number from 250 through 2000. 
The default is 1000. 
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Maximum Output Record Size 

This is the maximum output record size for an application 
file produced by the Extraction Program. Enter a 3-digit 
number from 80 through 999. The default is 400. 

Duplicate and Restrict Configuration 
Parameters 

These parameters allow data to be duplicated from any format 
and enable certain commands to be restricted to supervisors. 
In order for the change to take place, a CN3R screen must 
always be followed by a CN3I screen. 

Duplicate Any 

000 0000 CN3R 
DUPLICATE ANY: Y,N 

] [CN3I] 
[NJ 

RESTRICT 
ACCEPT 
DELETE 
SCHEDULE 
EXT. SCHD 

OPTIONS: R,N 
[N] CONTROL 
[NJ INSERT 
[N] SCHD. DEL 
[NJ TERMINATE 

[N] 
[N] 
[N] 
[N] 

This option allows data to be duplicated from the previous 
format regardless of whether the format name has changed. 
Enter Y (yes) for this feature or N (no) for the default 
option, which duplicates data from the previous format only 
if the format name is the same. 

Restrict Options 

The restrict options allow the Edit Program commands 
indicated to be restricted to operators with supervisory 
status. If the schedule option is not restricted, but the 
schedul~ delete option is restricted, only the delete 
options of the SCHEDULE command are restricted. Enter R for 
restricted or N for nonrestricted. The default is N. 
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Include Configuration Parameters 

The include options allow those features and EDIT commands 
indicated to be excluded from use. This screen should 
always be used immediately following the CN3R screen. 

000 0000 CN3I [ J [STA 
---- OPTIONS: I,E 

CDV [I] BTOT [I] XFOOT [I] 
ON LINE FORMAT MAINTENANCE [E] 

---- COMMANDS: I,E ----
ACC [I] CON [I] DEL [I] DIS [I] 
INS [I] REA [I] EXT.SCH [I] 
SS [I] STA [I] WRU [I] OS [I] 

If the check digit verification, batch total, or crossfoot 
options are excluded, the respective checks are not 
performed by the Edit Program. If the ACCEPT, CONTROL, or 
SS commands are excluded, they are not recognized by the 
Edit Program. Enter E for excluded or I for included. The 
default is I. 

If the On-Line Format Maintenance option is included, then 
saving, loading a specified group, or removing a specified 
group or format will be allowed while EDIT is running 
provided the given group is not being used by EDIT. The 
default for this option is E for excluded. 

STATION PARAMETERS 

Station parameters are required for each ODESY station in 
the network. 
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000 0000 STA [ 
MAINTENANCE ACTION:I,D 
LOGICAL STATION NUMBER 
STATION NAME [ 
STATION BUFFER SIZE 
FORMS SET:A,B,C 
TERMINAL TYPE 
CONTROL STATUS: ,C 

Maintenance Action 

] [STA ] 
[ l ] 

[ ] 
] 

[1920] 
[C] 

[ 46] 
[ ] 

Use this option to specify whether the station is to be 
inserted or amended, or deleted. tnter I for insert or 
amend, D for delete. The default is I. 

Logical Station Number 

Obtain the station number from the NOL listing. 
2-digit number from 1 through 99. 

Sta ti on Name 

Enter a 

Sta ti on 
listing. 

name is optional. It can be obtained from the NOL 
Enter a maximum of 10 characters. 

Station Buffer Size 

Station buffer size is used by ODESY for data communications 
purposes. Obtain this value from Station Information in 
Section 2. Enter a 4-digit number from 10 through 4095. 
The default is 1920. 

Forms Set 

This option determines the typ~ of forms delimiters used for 
the station. Enter A for braces ({ }), B for brackets ([ 
] ) , or C for US and RS. The default is c. (ODESY uses US 
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and RS as forms delimiters on the TD 730, TD 820, TD 830, 
and MT983.) 

Terminal Type 

ODESY uses terminal type for data communications 
Obtain this value from the station section 
listing. Enter a 2-digit number from 32 through 
default is 46. Defined terminal types are: 

32 = TD 700 
33 = TD 730A 
34 = 'I'D 730B 
41 = TD 801 
42 = TD 802 
43 = TD 821 
44 = TD 822 
45 = TD 831 
46 = TD 832, MT 983 

Control Status 

purposes. 
of the NDL 

46. The 

When this option is set the 
station, and may use the 
commands during data entry. 
otherwise leave blank. 

station is a permanent 
CONTROL, TERMINATE, 

Enter C for control 

control 
and ZIP 
status; 

OPERATOR PARAMETERS 

Operator parameters are required for each ODESY operator. 

000 0000 OPR [ ] [OPR ] 
MAINTENANCE ACTION: I,D [I] 
OPERATOR NUMBER [ ] 
OPERATOR NAM [ ] 
OPERATOR PASSWORD ] 
OPERATOR FMT RANGE [0.1] - [SO] 
OPERATOR TYPE:O,S [0] 
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Maintenance Action 

This option determines whether a particular operator is to 
be inserted or amended, or deleted. Enter I for insert or 
amend, D for delete. The default is I. 

Operator Number 

A number is used to identify the operator. Enter a 2-digit 
number from 1 through 99. 

Operator Name 

This name is used for documentation purposes only. Enter a 
maximum of 16 characters for an operator name. 

Operator Password 

A password is used when logging on for data entry or format 
maintenance. Enter a maximum of four characters for a 
password. 

Operator Format Range 

An operator's format range determines what formats the 
operator can request. The format security level must fall 
within the operator's range for the format to be displayed. 
The first value is the lower limit of the range of formats 
allowed. This is followed by the upper limit. Enter a two 
digit number from 1 through 99 for each limit, with the 
lower limit less than or equal to the upper limit. 

Operator Type 

This value indicates whether the operator has supervisory 
status. Enter S for a supervisor, 0 for an operator. The 
default is O. 
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MESSAGE TEXT PARAMETERS 

The default message texts used in the system messages for 
the Format Maintenance Program are shown in Appendix D. Use 
this format to change those default message texts. 

000 0000 TEXT 
TEXT NUMBER [ 
TEXT [ 
TEXT NUMBER 
TEXT [ 

Text Number 

[ ] [TEXT] 

This is the number used in Appendix D to identify this 
system message. Enter a 3-digit number from 1 through 199. 

Text 

Most system messages have a maximum length of 31 characters, 
but several have fewer characters; refer to Appendix D. 

COMMAND PARAMETERS 

Only the first three characters of the commands and keywords 
used for data entry and format maintenance are significant. 
Default 3-character abbreviations can be changed using these 
formats. The CMD and CMD2 formats create one 
ODESYSETUP/INPUT record, and therefore these formats must 
always be used together. The same is true for the CMD3 and 
CMD4 formats. 

EDIT Command Parameters 

Enter a maximum of three characters to identify each command 
or keyword. 
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000 0000 CMD 
CLOSE [CLOJ ACCEPT 
DELETE [DEL] INSERT 
OPEN [OPE] SCHEDULE 
BYE [BYE] HELLO 
STATUS [STA] SS 
WRU [WRUJ TERMINATE 
CONTROL [CON] READY 

] [CMD2] 
[ACC] 
[INS] 
[SCH] 
[HEL] 
[SS ) 
[TER] 
[REA] 

The DELETE abbreviation is also used as a keyword in the 
SCHEDULE command. 

000 0000 CMD2 [ ] [CMD3] 
ENTER [ENT] VERIFY [VER] 
OVERRIDE [OVE] ON [ON] 
OFF [OFF] NOW [NOW] 
ZIP [ZIP] ALL [ALL] 
DISPLAY [DIS] MODIFY [MOD] 
TOTALS [TOT] INQUIRY [INQ] 
OS [DS ] 

The keywords ENTER, VERIFY, and INQUIRY are used with the 
OPEN command; otherwise these abbreviations appear only in 
the control line and in status reports to identify the 
current mode and action. The DELETE command also uses the 
keywork format, as well as the system text message WORKAREA. 

FORMAINT Command Parameters 

Enter a maximum of three characters to identify each command 
or keyword. 
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000 0000 CMD3 
INSERT [INS] 

[ ] [CMD4] 
LIST 

AMEND [AME] 
MOVE [MOV] 
DELETE [DEL] 
SAVE [SAV] 
REMOVE [REM] 
PRINT [PRI] 

COPY 
RESEQUENCE 
DISPLAY 
GET 
PD 
HELLO 

000 0000 CMD4 [ ] [ 
BYE [BYE J DUMP 
LOAD [LOA] SS 

KEYWORDS - GROUP [GRO] 
FORMAT [FOR] 
FIELD [FIE] 

[LIS] 
[COP] 
[RES] 
[DIS] 
[GET] 
[PD) 
[HEL) 

] 
[OUM] 
[SS ] 

The keywords GROUP and FORMAT are used with the AMEND, 
INSERT, and LIST commands, and GROUP, FORMAT, and FIELD 
appear in the control line to identify the current action. 
The DELETE command uses the keyword FORMAT and the system 
text message 116, WORKAREA. 

CHECK.DIGIT PARAMETERS 

You can define a maximum of nine check digit verification 
schemes. Check digit parameters are required for each check 
digit verification scheme. Three check digit verification 
schemes are defined in the standard system configuration as 
schemes 1, 2, and 3, respectively: Burroughs Modulus 10, 
IBM Modulus 11, and Burroughs Modulus 11. They cannot be 
changed directly but can be replaced by deleting the old 
scheme and inserting a new scheme. Refer to Section 4 and 
Appendix C for a more detailed explanation of check digit 
verification. 
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000 0000 CDV ] [CDV } 

MAINTENANCE ACTION:I,D [I] 
SCHEME NUMBER [ ] MODULUS [ ] 
REMAINDER [ ] 
CALC TYPE :A, E, M [E] 
COMPLEMENT [ ] NBR. WEIGHTS [ ] 
WEIGHTS [ ] 

Maintenance Action 

This value determines whether the check digit verification 
scheme is to be inserted or or deleted. Enter I for insert 
or D for delete. The default is I. 

Scheme Number 

This number identifies this check digit yerification scheme. 
Enter a number from 1 through 9. 

Modulus and Remainder 

The modulus and remainder are 
check digits. For modulus, 
through 15. For remainder, 
through 15. 

Calculation Type 

used in the calculation of the 
enter a 2-digit number from 10 
enter a 2-digit number from 0 

Enter M if the weights are supplied, A if the weights are 
supplied and all digits are to be added, or E if the 
products are supplied. The default is E. 

Com pl emen ted 

Complemented determines whether the final product is to be 
subtracted from the modulus in calculating the check digit. 
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Enter Y if the check digit is to be complemented; otherwise 
enter N. 

Number of Weights 

This is the number of weights used in the check digit 
calculation. Enter a 2-digit number from 1 through 10 for 
the number of weights. 

Weights 

For calculation types M and A, enter the weights as 1-digit 
hexadecimal numbers; otherwise, enter the products as a 
group of 10 1-digit hexadecimal products for each weight. 

PRINT PARAMETERS 

Use this format to request printing of all or part of the 
parameters in the System file. 

000 0000 "B 
PRINT DATA 

[ALL] [ ] 
[ ] [ ] 

[ ] [PRNT] 

The first print request is mandatory, but the other four 
requests are optional. 

Enter a valid request type. The default is ALL. Defined 
print requests are: 

ALL = All request types. 

CDV = Check digit data. 

CMD =Commands data. 

CON = Configuration data. 
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CTL = Control record data from the master files. 

OPR = Operator data. 

STA = Station data. 

TXT = System message data. 

SQUASH PARAMETERS 

Use this format to request squashing of the Tank file and/or 
the formats file. 

000 0000 "? 
SQUA TYPES 

[TNK] [FOR] 

[ ] 

The first squash request is mandatory, but the second 
request is optional. 

Enter TNK to squash the Tank file or FOR to squash the 
Formats file. Both values appear as the default. 

FORMAINT INPUT FORMATS 

The input formats included here are used to create and 
modify screen formats through the Format Maintenance 
Program. Consult Section 6 for more information. 

GROUP HEADER DATA 

Group header data specifies the physical characteristics of 
the application file and several general options for the 
group. It links the application file with the formats in 
the group. Refer to "File Atributes" in the B 1000 Systems 
System Operation Guide, Volume 1, 1108982. 
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GROUP HEADER 1 
GROUP. NAME ] 
FILE.NAME [ ] 

[ I [ ] 
RECORD.SIZE [ ] 
BLOCKED [ ] 
RECORDS.PER.AREA [ 
NUMB ER. OF. AREAS [ ] 
MEDIUM: ,T [ ] 

[ ] 

Group Name 

This name identifies the group. Enter a maximum of four 
alphanumeric (A-Z or 0-9) characters. 

File Name 

This is the name of the application file produced by ODESY 
when a batch is created and scheduled using this group. A 
three-part name is allowed, consisting of 
pack-identification, family-identification, and 
file-identification. The file-ID is mandatory only if a 
usercode is specified in the family name; otherwise only the 
family name is mandatory. For disk files, the pack-ID is 
optional. For tape files, the pack-ID must be left blank. 

Record Size 

This 
file. 
180. 

value indicates the record size of the application 
Enter a number from 1 through 999. The default is 

Blocked 

This value is the blocking factor of the application file. 
Enter a number from 1 through 99. The default is 1. 
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Records per Area 

This number is the area size of the application file, but is 
required only for disk files. Enter a number from 1 through 
9999. The default is 500. (This number must be a multiple 
of the value specified in Blocked.) 

Number of Areas 

This value is the maximum number of areas allowed for the 
application file, but is required only for disk files. 
Enter a number from 1 through 99. The default is 40. 

Medium 

This option specifies the type of medium on which the 
application file is stored. Enter T for tape or leave blank 
for disk. Disk includes any disk. Tape includes all types 
of tape. 

GROUP HEADER 2 

RECORDING.MODE: ,A,B 
LABEL.TYPE: ,A,U 
DATE.FORMAT: ,E,U,I,J 
SIGN.CONVENTION: ,1,2,3 
JOURNAL: ,J 
JOURNAL.INPUT.REC.NO 
JOURNAL.OUTPUT.REC.NO 

Recording Mode 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

] 

Set this value only if Tape is specified for Medium. It 
refers to the representation of the file data as it goes out 
to tape. Enter A for ASCII, B for BCL, and leave blank for 
the default of EBCDIC. 
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Label Type 

This value is the label type to be used for the application 
file, but is required only for tape files. Enter A for ANSI 
label, U for unlabelled, and leave blank for Burroughs 
standard label. 

Date Format 

This option determines the format of the date assumed for 
all date check fields in formats in this group. Enter U for 
USA format (MMDDYY), E for European format (DDMMYY), I for 
International format (YYMMDD), J for Julian format (YYDDD), 
and leave blank for the system default date type, which is 
set in the standard system configuration as USA format. 

Sign Convention 

Sign convention controls the position of the sign in all 
signed numeric fields which are created using formats in 
this group. It affects only the application file. Enter 1 
for least significant position, 2 for most significant 
position overpunch, 3 for least significant position 
overpunch, and leave blank for the default which is most 

I significant position. 

Journal 

I 
\ 

This option must be set if a journal is required for formats 
in this group. Enter J for journal; otherwise leave blank. 

Journal Input Record Numbers and Journal Output Record 
Numbers 

These numbers apply only if the journal option is set. 
These two options provide for record numbers to be printed 
on each line of the journal. If there is no journal or 
record numbers are not to be printed, leave blank; otherwise 
enter a number from l through 127 to specify the print 
column. Note that each record number requires six digits; 
ensure that the input and output record numbers are 
sufficiently spaced so as not to overlap. 
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FORMAT HEADER DATA 

Format header data determines which options are not specific 
to individual fields of the screen format. 

Format Name 

FORMAT HEADER 
FORMAT. NAME 
NEXT.FORMAT 
SECURITY. LEVEL 
CURSOR.ADVANCE 
LINE.ADVANCE 
NO.VERIFY: ,N 
FORMAT.TYPE: ,B,D,K,S,C,U 
USER.PROGRAM.NAME [ 

[ l I [ 

[ ] 
[ ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 

] 
] [ ] 

This name identifies the format. Enter a maximum of four 
characters. They can be alphanumeric. 

Next Format 

This name identifies the logical successor or the format 
that will normally follow this format. Enter a maximum of 
four characters, which can be alphanumeric, or leave blank 
if there is no successor. 

Security Level 

This value specifies the security level of the format. An 
operator can access the format only if the security level of 
the format is within the range of formats specified for the 
operator. Enter a number from O through 99. The default is 
so. 
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Cursor Advance 

This option allows the cursor to 
from the start of the format 
specifies the number of fields 
tabbed over. Enter a number from 
is o. 

Line Advance 

be advanced automatically 
during data entry. It 

that will be skipped or 
O through 15. The default 

Line Advance is the number of blank lines left between the 
control line and and the first field of the format. Enter a 
number from 0 through 15. The default is O. 

No Verify 

This option provides for data which is not to be verified; 
if the option is set, records are automatically marked as 
"verified" when they are entered and cannot be verified in 
Verify mode. Enter N for no verify; otherwise leave blank. 

Format Type 

This option must be set if this is either a batch header 
format used for batch total checks or a display-only format. 
Enter B for a batch header format or D for a display format. 
The Format Type option is also used to specify format type 
if this is an inquiry format. Enter K for key-data format, 
s for supply-data format, C for check-data format, or U for 
supply-and-check format. 

User Program Name 

This is the name of the user program that handles this 
format; it is applicable only to inquiry formats. A pack 
name, family name, and file name can be specified and, if an 
inquiry format type has been specified, this option is 
mandatory. This option must be left blank if the format 
type is blank. 
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FIELD DATA 

Each field of the format must be specified. Use this first 
screen format to specify display options. 

The Field Screen Layout/Audit and Output Specifications 
Form, contained at the end of this appendix, presents the 
same information. 

FIELD DETAILS 1 

SEQUENCE. NUMBER 
FLO. NAME [ 
FIELD.LENGTH 
SPACES.BEFORE/AFTER.DESC 
LINES.AFTER.DESCRIPTION 
HIGHLIGHT: ,B,U,R,S 
DUPLICATE.IN: ,D 
VERIFY.METHOD: ,D,N,I 

Field Sequence Number 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] [ ] 

This number, a number from l through 999, identifies the 
field. ODESY provides a default sequence number, beginning 
at 10 and incremented by 10 for each field. 

Field Name 

This name is displayed on the screen during data entry and 
may be printed in the journal. Enter a maximum of 28 
characters. It is always truncated by omitting spaces to 
the right. 

Field Length 

This number refers to the length of the field. During data 
entry, a field of this length will be displayed on the 
screen enclosed in a pair of field delimiters. For a 
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name-only field leave blank; otherwise enter a number from l 
through 160. The default is O. 

Space Advance Before 

Space Advance Before is the number of blank characters 
before the field name during data entry. Enter a number 
from O through 99. The default is O. 

Space Advance After 

This value determines the number of blank characters between 
the field name and leftmost field delimiter during data 
entry. For name-only fields, enter a number from 0 through 
99; otherwise enter a number from 1 through 99. The default 
is 1. (Note that when specifying a highlight option of 
secure video, two spaces will be required after the field 
name. This is to provide an additional space for a blink 
character in case of an error during data entry. This 
prevents secured data from being exposed.) 

Line Advance After 

This option specifies the number. of lines to be advanced 
after the rightmost field delimiter during data entry. 
Enter a number from 0 through 15. The default is o. 

Highlight 

Highlight applies only to the TD 730 and TD 830. If this 
option is set, the field will be highlighted. Enter B for 
bright video, U for underline video, R for reverse video, S 
for secure video; otherwise leave blank. All highlighting 
features are available on the TD 830, but only secure video 
applies to the TD 730. 

Duplicate In 

This option provides for fields 
screen from record to record. 
otherwise leave blank. 
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Verify Method 
.... , 

This option allows data within a field to be ver ifiedl'fi;(one 
of four ways. Leave it blank or enter I for the rekey 
verification options. These options require that the data 
be re-entered manually. The difference between these two 
options involves what is displayed when the field is in 
error~ With the default rekey option, the data keyed most 
recently is displayed in the error field. With the I 
option, the data keyed initially, such as during data entry, 
is displayed. 

Specifying a D, for display verify, causes the data to be 
displayed on the screen during verification. For display 
verify, the cursor will still tab through the data field. N 
for no verify causes data to be displayed on the screen 
during verification and also makes the field 
transmittable-protected (for terminals that support this 
function). If you choose this method, the cursor tabs over 
the field and the field data cannot be changed during 
verification. 

For the first three options, the error fields are blinked 
(on terminals that support the blink feature). Error fields 
are simply filled with question marks on terminals that do 
not support the blink feature. 

Use this second screen format to specify audit checks. This 
screen format will not appear if the field length is zero. 
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Field Type 

FIELD DETAILS 2 

FIELD.TYPE: ,N,S,O,T 
CONSTANT/RANGE.CK/VALUE.CK: ,C,R,V [ ] 
MANDATORY: 1 M [ ] 
DATE.CHECK: ID [ ] 
CDV 1-9: XFOOT: +,- [ ] [ ] 
BATCH.TOTAL: ( ,-,I,N) ( ,1-10) [] [] 
JUSTIFY.IN: ,L,R [ ] 

[ ] 

This option indicates whether the field is output-only,,, 
numeric, or total. If it is output-only, it does not appear 
on the screen. Output-only fields are always alphanumeric. 
If it is numeric, a numeric check is performed. A total 
field is not a dat~ entry field, but rather is desi9ned to 
display the values of the specified batch total. Enter O 
for an output-only field, N for an unsigned numeric field, S 
for a signed numeric field, T for a total field, and leave 
blank for an alphanumeric field. The maximum field length 
for an unsigned numeric field is 15. For a signed numeric 
field or a total field, the maximum field length is 16. 

Inserted, Range Check, and Value Check Constants 

Set this option if one of the above features is required. 
Range check constants can be applied only to numeric fields. 
Enter C for an inserted constant, R for a range check 
constant, V for a value check constant; otherwise leave 
blank. The maximum field length for a field with an 
inserted constant or a value check constant is 28; if it is 
numeric the lower limit of 15 or 16 applies. 

Mandatory Check 

Set this option if the field is mandatory, 
may not be blank. Enter M for mandatory 
leave blank. 
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Date Check 

Date Check applies only to unsigned numeric fields of length 
5 for Julian dates or length 6 for other dates and must be 
set if the field is to be checked as a date. The date type 
option indicates the order of day, month, and year. Enter D 
for a date check; otherwise leave blank. 

Check Digit Verification 

Check digit verification applies only to unsigned numeric 
fields and must be set if a check digit verification scheme 
is to be applied to this field. You can define a maximum of 
nine different check digit verification schemes. Enter a 
number from 1 through 9 for check digit verification; 
otherwise leave blank. 

Crossfoot Check 

These options apply only to numeric fields and must be set 
if the crossfoot registers are used for subtotalling. There 
is one crossfoot register and each field can be added to or 
subtracted from the register. For each option, enter a plus 
or minus sign if crossfooting is required for the field; 
otherwise leave blank. 

Batch Total Check 

There are ten batch total registers that can be used to 
accumulate totals over many records. Numeric fields can be 
added to or subtracted from these registers by setting the 
batch total option to space or "-". The registers can also 
act as field counters. A specified register can be 
incremented unconditionally by setting the sign option to 
"I". If the sign option is set to "N", the register will be 
incremented only if data has been entered in the field. 
Enter the batch total number affected in the batch total 
field. If batch totalling is not required, both fields must 
be left blank. 
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Justification Check 

Set this option if the field is to be checked for right or 
left justification. Enter R for right justification, L for 
left justification; otherwise leave blank. 

Use this third screen format to specify output and journal 
options. 

FIELD DETAILS 3 

OUTPUT.POSITION ] 
WRITE.AFTER: ,W,C,S [ ] 
DUPLICATE.OUT: ,D,C [ ] 
JUSTIFY.OUT: ,L,R; PACKED: ,P,H [] [] 
BLANK.FILL: ,B; SIGN:,+,- [] [] 
NAME.COLUMN [ ] 
DATA.COLUMN [ ] 
PRINT.AFTER: ,P,S,C ] 

Output Position 

This value indicates the position in the application file 
where the field is to be placed. If the field is to be 
output, enter a number from 1 through the record size. If 
the field is not to be output, leave blank. The output 
position plus the field length may not be greater than the 
record size. 

Write After 

Write 
file. 
save; 

After controls the writing of records to the output 
Enter W for write-only, C for write-and-clear, S for 

otherwise leave blank. 
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Duplicate Out 

This option is used in conjunction with the write-after 
option to duplicate fields in records of the application 
file. A chained field, unlike a duplicate-out field which 
may. not be altered during data entry until a new format 
appears, duplicates the value contained within it until a 
new value is entered in the /next chained field of the same 
format. Enter D for duelication, c for chained field; 
otherwise leave blank. · 

Justify Out 

Use this option .t·o right-justify or left-justify the field 
before it is written to the application file. Enter R for 
right justification, L for left justification; otherwise 
leave blank. 

Packed 

This option applies only to numeric fields. If this is a 
packed numeric (computational) field where each digit is 
stored as four bits rather than as eight bits, set this 
option. The output position option is specified in units of 
eight bits, but this option allows packed numeric fields to 
begin at either the usual byte boundary or four bits later 
at a half-byte boundary. Enter P for packed numeric output, 
H for packed numeric output with half-byte start position; 
otherwise leave blank. 

Blank Fill 

This option applies only to numeric fields. With the 
default, zero fill, blanks are replaced by zeros in numeric 
fields. Enter B for blank fill; otherwise leave blank. 

Sign 

This option applies to signed numeric fields. If a field is 
normally extracted as negative, specify its sign as negative 
(-). The field will be extracted as negative unless a plus 
sign (+) is keyed into it during data entry. 
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Name Column 

Name Column applies only if the journal option is set and 
refers to the position in the journal where the field name 
is to be printed. Enter a number from l through 132 if the 
field name is to be printed; otherwise leave blank. 

Data Column 

This value applies only if the journal option is set and 
indicates the position in the journal where the field is to 
be printed. Enter a number from 1 through 132 if the field 
is to be printed, or leave blank if it is not to be printed. 

Print After 

This option applies only if the journal 
controls the printing of journal lines.
only, S for save, C for print-and-clear; 
blank. 

INSERTED CONSTANT 

option is set and 
Enter P for print 
otherwise leave 

This screen format appears automatically if the field has an 
inserted constant. 

[ 

[ ] 
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Inserted Constant 

Enter a 10-character constant which satisfies the audit 
checks specified for the field. 

RANGE CHECK CONSTANTS 

This screen format appears automatically if the field has a 
range check constant. 

[ J 

First Constant 

This value is the default 
number or leave blank. 
field type is s. 

for the field. Enter a 10-digit 
The number can be signed if the 

Second and Third Constants 

These numbers are the lower and upper limits 
check. For each constant enter a 10-digit 
number may be signed if the field type is s. 
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VALUE CHECK CONSTANTS 

This screen format appears automatically if the field has a 
value check constant. 

First Constant 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 

] 
] 
] 
] 
] 

[ ] 

This value indicates the default for the field and is used 
as the first value check constant. Enter a 10-character or 
10-digit constant which satisfies the audit checks specified 
for the field, or leave blank. 

Other Constants 

You can enter as many value check constants as the 1 imi ts of 
the system (see FORMAINT and EXTRACT configuration data) 
will allow. If five value check constants are entered, the 
format is displayed again. The value check list is 
terminated by a blank constant. Constants must satisfy 
other audit specifications for .the field. 
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APPENDIX C 

CHECK DIGIT VERIFICATION SCHEMES 

Check digit verification is a means of checking or verifying 
certain numeric data, such as account numbers, through a 
series of calculations. Check digit verification uses 
self-checking numbers made up of digits combined in a 
particular way to produce a fixed result. The self-checking 
number, known as the check digit, is derived from an 
ordinary number by adding an extra digit. -

For example, convert the account number 12345 to a 
self-checking number. The check digit calculation is 
performed on these five digits. In this case, the check 
digit is 9, so the complete number is 123459. The number is 
verified by repeating the calculation on the first five 
digits. For instance, if the operator enters 124359 
(interchange of 3 and 4) or 123469 {entry of 6 instead 'of 
5), the check digit is no longer valid and ODESY returns the 
field as in error. 

The most basic check digit scheme is to add the digits 
together and subtract the total from a multiple of 10. 
Assuming random errors, this scheme detects nine of 10 
mistakes by the operator. However, errors are not 
completely random. A common error, which this simple scheme 
does not detect, is to interchange two digits. Most of the 
common schemes give each digit a different weight, depending 
on its position in the number. This enables the interchange 
of digits to be detected. 

You cam define a maximum of nine check digit verification 
schemes, with a choice of: 

1. Modulus. 

2. Weights (or products). 

3. Remainder. 

4. Complemented or not complemented. 

5. Calculation type {allows individual products 
to be added) • 
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The most common check digit verification 
and 3, as follows, defined in the 
configuration: 

schemes are 1, 2, 
standard system 

1. Burroughs Modulus 10 and IBM Modulus 10. 

Modulus 10 
Weights 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, . . . 
Remainder 0 
Calculation Type II Add II 

2. IBM Modulus 11. 

Modulus 11 
Weights 2, 3, 4, s, 6, 7, 2, 3, ... 
Remainder 0 

3. Burroughs Modulus 11. 

Modulus 11 
Weights 7, 3, 1, 7, 3, 1, . . . 
Remainder 1 

To add schemes or replace the standard schemes, enter check 
digit scheme parameters. (Refer to Section 4 and Appendix 
B.) Because of the sensitivity of these check digit schemes, 
they cannot be modified directly as with other configuration 
parameters. Rather, the old scheme must be deleted before 
the new or modified scheme may be inserted. 

ODESY uses the following method to evaluate a check digit. 
This example shows a series of seven steps and may be 
regarded as a formula for verifying the check digit. The 
calculations are illustrated according to the Burroughs 
Modulus 11 scheme. The "add" and "complemented" options, 
not used in this scheme, are illustrated in principle. 

1. Multiply each digit of the number by the 
corresponding weight to get a set of "products." 

For example, check the number 123459 using the 
Burroughs Modulus 11 scheme. The basic number is 
12345 and the check digit is 9. The Modulus 11 
scheme has weights 7, 3, and 1. The first weight 
is applied to the least significant digit: 
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2. 

Digits 1 2 3 4 5 
Weights 3 7 1 3 7 

Products 3 14 3 12 35 

If the calculation type is II add t II reduce each 
product to a single digit by adding the individual 
digits together. 

The Burroughs Modulus 11 scheme does not use this 
option; however, as an example, the product 35 
would be reduced to 3 + 5 = 8, the product 12 to 
1 + 2 = 3, and the product 14 to 1 + 4 = 5. Single 
digit products remain unaltered. 

3. Add the products or reduced products together. 

In the example above the result is: 

3 + 14 + 3 + 12 + 35 = 67 

4. Add the "remainder," a fixed constant, to the 
result of the previous step. 

In the example above the remainder is 1, giving a 
result of 6 8. 

5. Subtract the result of the previous step from the 
next highest multiple of the modulus. 

In the example above the next highest multiple of 
11 is 77, giving a result of 9. 

6. If the check digit is to be complemented, subtract 
the result of the previous step from the modulus. 

The Burroughs Modulus 
option, so the result, 
use the complemented 
2. 

11 scheme does not use this 
9, is unchanged. If it did 
option, the result would be 

7. The check digit is one of the following: 

1. If the result of the previous step is the 
same as the modulus, the check digit is O. 

2. If the result of the previous step is greater 
than 10, the check digit is the result minus 
10. 

3. The check digit is the result of the previous 
step. 
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In the example above the check digit is 9, which 
agrees with the value entered. 

ODESY also offers the option of entering products rather 
than weights. This option allows complex schemes to be 
defined. ODESY employs products in its check digit 
verification tables because they are easier to use. If you 
enter products, they are placed directly in the tables, but 
if you enter weights they must be converted into products. 

ODESY uses a table access method and the tables contain 
modified products. The table for the Burroughs Modulus 11 
scheme contains three entries with 10 products in each 
entry, as shown: 

PO Pl P2 P3 P4 PS P6 P7 PB P9 

First = 7 0 7 3 A 6 2 9 s 1 8 

Second = 3 0 3 6 9 1 4 7 A 2 s 

Third = 1 0 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 

The products are the result of multiplying the weight by O, 
1, 2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7, 8, and 9, and then reducing each result 
to a value less than the modulus. 

To do this, subtract the largest possible multiple of the 
modulus from the number. For the Burroughs mod 11 scheme 
above, 35 (the digit S multiplied by the weight 7) is 
entered into the table as 2, which is 3S reduced by 
subtracting 33 (11 x 3). After the products are reduced in 
this manner to less than the modulus, values greater than 9 
should be entered as hex digits A through F, representing 
the decimal digits 10 through 15. 

In understanding how ODESY evaluates a check digit, consider 
the number 1234S. ODESY takes PS from the first entry (2), 
P4 from the second entry (1), P3 from the third entry (3), 
P2 from the first entry (3), and Pl from the second entry 
(3). These are added together totaling 12. The remainder 
of 1 is added totaling 13. This is subtracted from 22 
(twice the modulus) producing. a check digit of 9. 
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If you add products to the check digit verification tables, 
the calculation type must be set to "enter products," and 
there must be 10 products for each weight. Therefore, 
instead of entering the weights 731, you must enter the 
products 073A629518, and so on. 

The following screens illustrate how the Burroughs modulus 
11 scheme would be specified if the weights were entered: 

000 0000 CDV [ ] [CDV ] 

MAINTENANCE ACTION:I,D 
SCHEME NUMBER [4] MODULUS 
REMAINDER 

[ I ] 
[11] 
[ 1] 

CALC TYPE:A,E,M 
COMPLEMENT [N]NBR. 
WEIGHTS 

000 0000 CDV 

[E] 
WEIGHTS [ 3] 

[073A629518] 

[ ] [CDV ] 

MAINTENENCE ACTION:I,D 
SCHEME NUMBER [4] MODULUS 
REMAINDER 

[I ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[ ] CALC TYPE:A,E,M 
COMPLEMENT [ ] NBR. 
WEIGHTS 

000 0000 CDV 

WEIGHTS [ ] 
[0369147A25] 

[ ] [CDV ] 

MAINTENANCE ACTION:I,D 
SCHEME NUMBER [4] MODULUS 
REMAINDER 

[I ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[ ] CALC TYPE:A,E,M 
COMPLEMENT [ ]NBR. 
WEIGHTS 
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APPENDIX D 

FORMAT MAINTENANCE PROGRAM MESSAGES 

This appendix contains a list of error and information 
messages pertaining to the Format Maintenance Program. An 
explanation is included with the number and standard text of 
each message. Some messages, listed here individually, 
comprise the first or second part of the final message which 
actually appears on the screen. 

The text of these 
system parameters 
Maintenance Program. 
of each explanation, 
which can be altered. 

NUMBER MESSAGE 

101 GROUP 

102 FORMAT 

103 FIELD 

104 I-CONS 

105 R-CONS 

106 V-CONS 

messages can be modified through the 
input formats used with the File 
The length number, included at the end 
is the maximum number of characters 

EXPLANATION 

This appears in the first line 
of control information for the 
Group Templates. Length 7. 

This appears in the first line 
of control information for the 
Format Template. Length 7. 

This appears in the first line 
of control information for the 
Field Templates. Length 7. 

This appears in the first line 
of control information for the 
Inserted Constant Template. 
Length 7. 

This appears in the first line 
of control information for the 
Range Constants Template. 
Length 7. 

This appears in the first line 
of control information for the 
Value Constants Template. 
Length 7. 
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107 INSERT 

108 LIST 

109 AMEND 

110 DISPLAY 

111 REMOVE 

112 DUMP 

113 LOAD 

114 PRINT 

116 WORKAREA 

117 ALL 

This appears in the first line 
of control information during 
insertion of format data. 
Length 7. 

This appears in the first line 
of control information during 
listing of format data. 
Length 7. 

This appears in the first line 
of control information during 
amendment of format data. 
Length 7. 

This appears in the first line 
of control information during 
format display. Length 7. 

This is the first part of the 
reply to a REMOVE command. 
The second part is message 
130. Length 7. 

This 
reply 
second 
Length 

This 
reply 
second 
Length 

is the first part of the 
to a DUMP command. The 
part is message 130. 

7. 

is the first part of 
to a LOAD command. 
part is message 

7. 

the 
The 

130. 

This is the first part of 
reply to a PRINT command. 
second part is message 
Length 7. 

the 
The 

130. 

This is the first part of the 
reply to a PRINT WORKAREA 
command. The second part is 
message 127. Length 8. 

This is the first part of the 
reply to a DUMP, LOAD, or 
PRINT command without group or 
format specifications. The 
second part is either message 
125, 126, or 127. Length 8. 
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118 INSERTED 

119 AMENDED 

120 DELETED 

121 NOT PRESENT 

122 DUPLICATE FIELD 

123 SAVED 

124 REMOVED 

125 DUMPED 

This is the second part of the 
reply to insertion of a field. 
The first part is message 103. 
Length 15. 

This is the second part of the 
reply to amendment of a group, 
format, or field. The first 
part is either message 101, 
102, or 103. Length 15. 

This is the second part of the 
reply to deletion of a group, 
format, or field. The first 
part is either message 101, 
102, or 103. Length 15. 

This is the second part of the 
r~ply to an AMEND, COPY, 
DELETE, LIST, or MOVE command 
when the group, format, or 
field is not in the workarea. 
The first part is either 
message 101, 102, or 103. 
Length 15. 

This is the second part of the 
reply to an INSERT <field> 
command when the field 
sequence number entered 
already exists in the 
workarea. The first part is 
message 103. Length 15. 

This is the second part of the 
reply to a SAVE command. The 
first part is the group name 
and format name. Length 15. 

This is the second part of the 
reply to a REMOVE command. 
The first part is the group 
name and format name. Length 
15. 

This is the second part of the 
reply to a DUMP command. The 
first part is the group name 
and format name. Length 15. 
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126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 

135 

LOADED 

PRINTED 

NOW AVAILABLE 

NOT IN FILE 

STARTED 

DONE 

NOT RECOGNIZED 

NOT BUSY 

SAVE OR DELETE 
WORKAREA 

MESSAGE ZIPPED TO 
MCP 

This is the second part of the 
reply to a LOAD command. The 
first part is the group name 
and format name. Length 15. 

This is the second part of the 
reply to a PRINT command. The 
first part is the group name 
and format name. Length 15. 

This is the second part of the 
reply to a GET command. The 
first part is the group name 
and format name. Length 15. 

This is the second part of the 
reply to a COPY, DUMP, GET, 
PRINT, or REMOVE command when 
the group or format names 
cannot be found in the Formats 
file. The first part is the 
group name and format name. 
Length 15. 

This is 
initial 
LOAD, 
command. 
either 
or 114. 

the second part of the 
response to a DUMP, 
PRINT, or REMOVE 

The first part is 
message 111, 112, 113, 

Length 15. 

A COPY, MOVE, or RESEQUENCE 
command has been accomplished 
successfully. Length 15. 

The last command was entered 
incorrectly. Length 30. 

The last 
.than a 
operator 
1 isting, 
30. 

input was data rather 
command, but the 
is not inserting, 

or amending. Length 

Save or delete the workarea 
before entering a BYE or 
INSERT command. Length 30 • 

. This is the reply to any input 
preceded by a question mark. 
Length 30. 
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136 

137 

138 

139 

140 

141 

142 

143 

144 

145 

START OF SESSION 

END OF SESSION 

ENTER 
OPERATOR/PASSWORD 

INVALID 
PASSWORD 

OPERATOR/ 

ALREADY LOGGED IN 

TOO MANY FIELDS 
FOR FORMAT 

GROUP INDEX IS 
FULL 

CONSTANT TABLE 
OVERFLOW 

NO FORMATS HAVE 
BEEN LOADED 

FILE IS 
INCOMPATIBLE 

This is 
command 
number 
30. 

the reply to a HELLO 
with a valid operator 

and password. Length 

This is the reply to a BYE or 
command. Length 30. 

No operator is logged on. 
Length 30. 

This is the reply to a HELLO 
command with an invalid 
operator number or password. 
Length 30. 

This is the reply to a HELLO 
command when an operator is 
already logged on. Length 30e 

the reply to an INSERT 
command when the 
number of workarea 
has been reached 

This is 
<field> 
maximum 
fields 
(normally 
30. 

63 fields) • Length 

This 
SAVE 
196 
file. 

is the reply to a LOAD or 
command when there are 
groups in the Formats 

Length 30. 

This is the reply to the entry 
of format data when there are 
too many constants for the 
workarea. Length 30. 

Either the format or formats 
specified in the LOAD command 
were not found in the Dump 
file, there was a version 
mismatch ( i .e e the formats 
were dumped by a previous, 
incompatible version of 
FORMAINT), or some other 
difficulty prevented the load. 
Length 30. 

The Dump file specified in the 
DUMP or LOAD command does not 
contain records of length 60 
bytes, blocked 3. Length 30. 
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146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

FILE IS ALREADY IN 
USE 

FILE NOT ON DISK 

MESSAGE SENT TO 
CONSOLE 

NOT AN ODESY 
STATION 

OPERATOR LOGGED IN 
ELSEWHERE 

the The Dump file specified in 
DUMP or LOAD command is in use 
by another program. Length 
30. 

The Dump file specified in the 
LOAD command is not on disk. 
Length 30. 

The message specified in the 
SS command has been sent to 
the ODT. Length 30. 

The operator has attempted to 
log on at a station not 
defined in the ODESY System 
file. Length 30. 

Only 
logged 
time. 

one operator may be 
on to FORMAINT at a 

Length 30. 

151 SEQUENCE NUMBER Sequence numbers in a COPY, 
ERROR MOVE, or RESEQUENCE command 

have been entered incorrectly • 
. Length 30. 

152 SEQUENCE NUMBERS A COPY, MOVE, or RESEQUENCE 
WILL NOT FIT command has been entered, but 

the renumbered fields will not 
fit in the new location. 
Length 3 0. 

153 FORMATS FILE IS IN A LOAD, REMOVE, or SAVE 
USE command has been entered, but 

the Formats file is in use by 
another program. To use 
certain forms of these 
commands even while EDIT is 
running, see the include 
configuration parameter 
On-line Format Maintenance in 
Appendix B, and the command 
information in Appendix A. 
Length 30. 

154 WARNING, 0 VALUE A SAVE command has been 
IN WRITE. AFTER entered and the write-after 

option for the last field in 
the format was left blank. 
The format is saved regardless 
of the warning. Length 30. 
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155 

156 

157 

FORMAT TOO LARGE 
TO DISPLAY 

PLEASE RESTART 
FORMAINT 

GROUP IN USE BY 
EDIT 

A DISPLAY command has been 
entered, but the format is too 
large to fit on the screen. 
Length 30. 

The terminal operator should 
restart FORMAINT the same way 
it was started originally. 
This occcurs when FORMAINT has 
to reconfigure itself and 
stop. The second time it is 
executed, it will have the 
correct amount of memory and 
will continue to run. Length 
23. 

A LOAD, REMOVE, or SAVE 
command has been entered, but 
the group affected is in use 
by EDIT. 
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APPENDIX E 

EXTRACTION PROGRAM SYSTEM ERRORS 

Message Printed 

BATCH DELETED 

BATCH EXTRACTED 

BATCH NOT 
EXTRACTED 

EOF ON FORMATS 
FILE 

Message 
Number 

955 

958 

960 

904 

Explanatory Notes 

The deletion of this batch, 
which was interrupted in a 
previous extraction run, has 
now been completed. (Part of 
recovery.) 

If the previous extract run 
aborted while processing this 
batch, leaving it marked 
extracted and not marked 
in-use, this message is 
logged. 

The entire batch could not be 
extracted due to a problem. 
with one or more records in 
the batch. In this case, an 
already-existing disk file was 
being extended, so the records 
that had been added were 
removed from the output file. 
Please correct the problem and 
re-extract the batch. ( To 
restore the output file to its 
original size, EXTRACT copies 
it. Therefore, the MCP 
message "<output file name> 
removed" may appear on the ODT 
when the original output file 
is removed and the smaller 
copy is closed.) 

A bad key supplied for a read 
on the file caused an 
attempted read beyond the end 
of the file. See 
"* NOTE *" at end • 
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EOF ON OPSTATS 
FILE 

EOF ON SYSTEM 
FILE 

EOF ON TANK 
FILE 

EOF ON TANK (BIX) 

F <FORMAT NAME> 
MISSING 

FATE UNKNOWN 

GROUP MISSING 

INVALID OUTPUT 
POSITION 

INVALID PRINT 
POSITION 

921 

908 

909 

911 

953 

956 

950 

900 
901 

902 
903 

See 'EOF ON FORMATS FILE' 
explanation. 

See 'EOF ON FORMATS FILE' 
explanation. 

See 'EOF ON FORMATS FILE' 
explanation. 

EOF on tank file encountered 
while attempting to read a 
batch index record. See "* 
NOTE *" at end. 

The format through which the 
current record is being 
extracted is either not on the 
formats file, is not readable 
from the file, or its 
INPUT.DATA.SIZE exceeds the 
tank file record size - 20~ 

This batch is marked as 
needing recovery, but is not 
flagged as in use or scheduled 
for extraction. 

The group through which the 
current batch must be 
extracted is not on the 
formats file, or cannot be 
read successfully from the 
formats file. 

A field's output position plus 
its length exceeds the output 
record size. Please adjust 
the field specification and 
rerun EXTRACT • 

. A field's "data column" 
position on the journal plus 
field length, or "name column" 
position plus field name 
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INV READ ON 
OPSTATS FILE 

INV REC TYPE-TANK 

INV REC 
TYPE-TANK(BIX) 

INV REC 
TYPE-TANK(DAT) 

INV REC TYPE
TANK (DELETE) 

MAX OUTPUT SIZE 
EXCEEDED 

920 

910 

912 

913 

914 

962 

length, exceeds the width of 
the journal line (132 
characters). Please adjust 
the field specification and 
re-run EXTRACT. 

When on-line with EDIT, 
EXTRACT's request for updated 
statistics is ignored or 
denied. (Occurs after 
completion of scheduled 
extractions or deletions). 
See 11 * NOTE * 11 at end • 

An Invalid record type was 
read on the tank file. See 11 * 
NOTE *" at end • 

An invalid record type was 
encountered when a "BIX" 
record type was expected on 
reading the tank file. See 11 * 
NOTE *" at end • 

An invalid record type was 
encountered when a "DAT" 
record was expected on the 
tank file during the 
extraction (as opposed to 
deletion) of a batch. See "* 
NOTE *" at end • 

An unexpected record type was 
encountered when reading the 
tank file during a delete. 
See "* NOTE * 11 at end. 

The record being extracted 
exceeds the maximum output 
record size specified in the 
system configuration 
parameters. 
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NO SPACE FOR FLDS 
OR CNSTS 

NOT EXTRACTED 

OUTPUT FILE FULL 

OUTPUT FILE IN 
USE 

OUTPUT FILE 
INCOMPATIBLE 

OUTPUT FILE 
PURGED 

906 
961 

957 

959 

951 

952 

954 

The number of fields or 
constants for the format being 
loaded exceeds the system 
configuration parameter 
maximum fields or maximum 
constants for EXTRACT. Please 
adjust the system 
configuration parameter being 
exceeded and re-run EXTRACT. 

During recovery, if the batch 
marked for recovery is not 
flagged in-use and is still 
scheduled for extraction, this 
message is logged. EXTRACT 
then proceeds as with a normal 
extraction run, beginning with 
the first batch. This batch 
should be extracted in turn. 

The end-of-file for the output 
file was encountered, 
preventing the extraction of 
any more records to that file. 

The output file to which the 
batch will be extracted 
already exists and is in use 
by another program. 

The output file to which the 
batch will be extracted is 
already out on disk (under the 
name specified in the group 
header), but has a different 
record size or blocking factor 
than the file specified in the 
group header. 

The output file, newly-created 
for the extraction of the 
current batch, was closed with 
purge (removed from disk) 
because the current batch's 
extraction could not be 
completed. 
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UNEXP REC 
TYPE-FORMATS F. 

905 An unexpected record type was 
encountered on a read of the 
formats file. See "* NOTE *" 
at end. 

* NOTE * 
These system errors will produce a 
memory dump. Consider copying current 
data files (ODESYDATA/=) to storage 
media and submitting them along with an 
FTR. For a complete recovery, it may be 
necessary to reload backup data files. 
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APPENDIX F 

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL FILE NAMES 

The following is a list of internal and external file names 
by program: 

INTERNAL NAME 

ODESY/FILEMAINT 

SYSTEM 

TANK 

FORMATS 

LINE 

COPY 

FORCOPY 

WORK 

INPUT 

0 D ESY /F ORMA I NT 

LOG 

LINE 

FORMATS 

SYSTEM 

DUMPFILE 

RMTE 

FORMAINTIN 

FORMAINTOUT 

EXTERNAL NAME TYPE 

ODESYDATA/SYSTEM Disk 

ODESYDATA/TANK Disk 

ODESYDATA/FORMATS Disk 

LINE Printer 

COPY Disk 

FORCOPY Disk 

ODESYWORK I t Disk 

INPUT Disk 

LOG Printer 

LINE Printer 

ODESYDATA/FORMATS Disk 

ODESYDATA/SYSTEM Disk 

DUMPFILE Disk 

STATIONS Remote 

FORMAINTIN Queue* 

FORMAINTOUT Queue* 
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ODESY/EDIT 

SYSTEM ODESYDATA/SYSTEM Disk 

TANK ODESYDATA/TANK Disk 

FORMATS ODESYDATA/FORMATS Disk 

STATIONS STATIONS Remote 

LINE LINE Pr inter 

OPS TATS ODESYDATA/OPSTATS Disk 

EDITIN EDITIN Queue* 

ED ITO UT ED ITO UT Queue* 

FORMAINTIN FORMAINTIN Queue* 

FORMAINTOUT FORMAINTOUT Queue* 

ODESY/EXTRACT 

LINE LINE Printer 

LOG LOG Pr inter 

FORMATS ODESYDATA/FORMATS Disk 

SYSTEM ODESYDATA/SYSTEM Disk 

TANK ODESYDATA/TANK Disk 

OPUT OUTPUT Disk 

COPY OUTPUT Disk 

OPS TATS ODESYDATA/OPSTATS Disk 

EDITIN EDITIN Queue* 

EDI TOUT EDITOUT Queue* 

ODESY/STATS 

LINE LINE Printer 

FORMATS ODESYDATA/FORMATS Disk 
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SYSTEM ODESYDATA/SYSTEM Disk 

ODESY/PRINT 

LINE LINE Printer 

TANK ODESYDATA/TANK Disk 

SYSTEM ODESYDATA/SYSTEM Disk 

ODESY/DUMP 

LINE LINE Pr inter 

LOG LOG Pr inter 

FORMATS ODESYDATA/FORMATS Disk 

SYSTEM ODESYDATA/SYSTEM Disk 

TANK ODESYDATA/TANK Disk 

ODESY/CONVERT 

LINE LINE Printer 

DUMP DUMP Disk 

SYSTEM ODESYDATA/SYSTEM Disk 

ODESY/TANKCONV 

SYSTEM ODESYDATA/SYSTEM Disk 

TANK ODESYDATA/TANK Disk 

FORMATS ODESYDATA/FORMATS Disk 

LINE LINE Printer 

COPY COPY Disk 

COPY.SYS COPY.SYS Disk 
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* If more than one copy of ODESY is being run, queue file 
names as well as data file names should be modified to be 
unique for each set of programs. 
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APPPENDIX G 

MEMORY REQUIREMENTS FOR ODESY PROGRAMS 

Several 
determine 
parameters 
specified 
additional 
parameters 

system configuration parameters are used to 
the memory requirements for ODESY programs. The 

and their impact on memory requirements are 
in the dynamic memory formulas below. For 
information on each of the system configuation 

used, see Section 4 and Appendix B. 

EDIT 

The minimum memory requirements are calculated by adding 
17018 bytes to dynamic memory. For EDIT, dynamic memory is 
calculated as follows: 

<Tank re~urd size> * 2 
+ <max terminal buffer size> + 70 
+ <max input sci-z-e>. * (<stations> + 1) 
+ <stations> * 114.37-5 -
+ <max formats for EDIT> * 22.87 
+ <max fields for EDIT> * 39.875 
+ <characters constants for EDIT> 
+ (<user programs> + 1) * 33.125 

As an example, assume that there are four TD 830 terminals 
(1920-character screen), six formats, 200 fields, 500 
characters constant data, no user programs, a maximum input 
of 160, and a Tank record size of 180. The minimum amount 
of memory needed by EDIT is calculated as follows: 

17018 
+ 180 * 2 
+ 1920 + 70 
+ 160 * 5 
+ 4 * 114.375 
+ 6 * 22.87 
+ 100 * 39.875 
+ 500 
+ 1 * 33.125 

=25284 bytes 
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FORMAINT 

The m1n1mum memory requirements are calc.ulated by adding 
19092 bytes to dynamic memory. For FORMAINT, dynamic memory 
is calculated as follows: 

<max terminal buffer size> + SO 
+ <max fields for FORMAINT> * 46.37S 
+ <characters constant data for FORMAINT> 
+ <characters scratchpad constant data for FORMAINT> 

For example, assume that there is one TD830 (1920-character 
screen) with maximum values of 63 fields per format, SOO 
characters constant data per format, and 100 characters 
constant data per field. The minimum memory needed by 
FORMAINT is calculated as follows: 

19092 
+ 1920 + so 
+ 63 * 46.37S 
+ soo 
+ 100 

= 24S84 bytes 

EXTRACT 

Minimum memory requirements are calculated by adding 18206 
bytes to dynamic memory. For EXTRACT, the dynamic memory is 
calculated as follows: 

<Tank record size> 
+ <max formats for EXTRACT> * 13 
+ <max fields for EXTRACT> * 38.62S 
+ <max constants for EXTRACT> 
+ <max output size> * 2 

For example, assume that there is a Tank record size of 180, 
with 10 formats, 200 fields, 1000 contents, and an 80-byte 
output buffer. The minimum memory needed by EXTRACT is 
calculated as follows: 
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18206 
+ 180 
+ 10 * 13 
+ 200 * 38.625 
+ 1000 
+ 80 * 2 

=27401 bytes 
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INDEX 

ACCEPT Command, 19, 39 
Adding a Record, 21-22, 26, 45, 48 
Application Program, 15, 16, 73, 74 
Audit Check Errors, 15, 16, 18-19, 24, 33 
Audit Checks, 15, 18, 24, 73 

Backspace Key, 5, 6-7 
Batch, 15, 16, 73 
Batch Header Record, 18, 31-32, 73 
Batch Status Report, 18, 55-56 
Batch Totals 

Correcting, 28, 56 
Description, 19, 73 
Entering, 18, 31-32 
Inspecting, 28, 56 
Scheduling, 28, 52 

Batch Total Comparison Errors, 18, 28 
BYE Command, 11, 35, 40 

Cathode Ray Tube (CRT), 3, 73, 76 
Changing Format Sequence, 17 
Character, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 15, 24, 55, 58, 74, 75 
Charqcter Delete Key (CHAR DEL), 5, 7, 12 
Character Insert Key (CHAR INS), 5, 6, 12 
Clear/Home Key, 3, 5, 17 
CLOSE Command, 22, 26, 34, 35, 50 
Closing a Batch, 22, 26, 34, 35, 41, 
Commands, vii, 1, 13, 15, 23, 37-60 
CONTROL Command, 42 
Control Keys, 7-8 
Control Key (CTRL), 7, 8 
Control Information, 17, 20, 21, 24, 32, 74 
Control Mode Indicator, 7, 8 
Correcting Data Before Transmitting, 12 
Correcting Existing Records, 20-22 
Crossfooting, 19, 74 
Crossfoot Errors, 19 
Cursor 

Description, 3, 11, 74 
Movement, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,. 12, 13, 19, 20, 24, 75, 76 

Cursor Parking Area, 3, 5, 32, 74 

Data Entry, vii, l, 3,. 11, 15-22, 31-34, 37 
Data Entry Errors 

(see Audit Check Errors and Crossfoot Errors) 
Default Entry Field, 12, 17, 33 
DELETE Command, 22, 37, 43 
Deletion, 27, 28, 74 
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Delimiters 
(see Forms Delimiters) 

UISCON'i'iNUE Command, 44 
DISPLAY Command, 20, 28, 24, 44a 
uisplciying a Record, 19, 20, 26, 39, 44a, 50-51 

E:dit Program, v11, 27, 31, 37 
Edit Program Commands 

ACCEPT Command, 19, 39 
BYE Command, 11, 35, 40 
CLOSE Command, 22, 26 34, 35, 50 
cou~ROL Command, 42 
DE:LE:TL Command, 22, 37, 43 
UlSCON'l'INUE Command, 44 
D1SPL8Y Command, 20, 28, 44a 
EN'•'LK Commano, 17, 21, 32, 45 
HELLO Command, ll, 31, 46 
1L~QU1 H. 'i Command, 4 7 
1NSER~ Command, 21, 48 
HUUlFY Command, 21, 49 
OPEN Command, 16, 23, 31, 34, 50-51 
SCHEDULE Command, 27, 35, 52-53 
SS Command, 38, 54 
S'1'1\'l'IJS Command, 27, 55-56 
'l'tRMlNA'l'E Command, 57 
VEl:HE'Y Command, 24 , 3 4, 58 
WRU Command, 59 
~IP Co~nand, 42, 62 

End-of-Paye/Clear/End-of-Line Key (EOP/CLR/EOL}, 5, 6 
Ending Format Sequence, 18 
Enquu:y Indicator (ENQ}, 7, 8 
ENTE~ Command, 17, 21, 32, 45 
:t;ntering Data 

(see Data Entry} 
Error Indicator, 7, 8 
Lrror Messages, 61-72 
.!:Inter Mode, 16 
:t.;ntry Field, 3, 5, 6, 7, 32, 74, 75 
.t.x tr a c t i on , 2 7 , 2 8 , 7 4 
LXtraction Progra1n, 27, 28, 29, 74, 75 

.field 
Default l:.ntry, 12, 17, 33 
iJe s c r i pt ion , 4 
l:.intry, J, 5, 6, 7, 32, 74, 75 
Left JustiLied Entry, 4 
i~onentry, 4, 76 
No Verify, 24, 58, 74 
Riyht Justified Entry, 4 

~ollowing Format, 75 
Format, 1, 3, 4, ::>, .L2, 13, .L7, 18, 21, 24, 74, 75, 76 
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